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Abstract 

Since its discovery during the 1930's, the Cherenkov effect has been paramount in the development 

of high-energy physics research.  It results in light emission from charged particles traveling faster 

than the local speed of light in a dielectric medium. The ability of this emitted light to describe a 

charged particle’s trajectory, energy, velocity, and mass has allowed scientists to study subatomic 

particles, detect neutrinos, and explore the properties of interstellar matter. However, only recently 

has the phenomenon been considered in the practical context of medical physics and radiation 

therapy dosimetry, where Cherenkov light is induced by clinical x-ray photon, electron, and proton 

beams.  To investigate the relationship between this phenomenon and dose deposition, a Monte 

Carlo plug-in was developed within the Geant4 architecture for medically-oriented simulations 

(GAMOS) to simulate radiation-induced optical emission in biological media. Using this simulation 

framework, it was determined that Cherenkov light emission may be well suited for radiation 

dosimetry of clinically used x-ray photon beams. To advance this application, several novel 

techniques were implemented to realize the maximum potential of the signal, such as time-gating for 

maximizing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and Cherenkov-excited fluorescence for generating 

isotropic light release in water.  Proof of concept experiments were conducted in water tanks to 

demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method for two-dimensional (2D) projection imaging, 

three-dimensional (3D) parallel beam tomography, large field of view 3D cone beam tomography, 

and video-rate dynamic imaging of treatment plans for a number of common radiotherapy 

applications. The proposed dosimetry method was found to have a number of unique advantages, 

including but not limited to its non-invasive nature, water-equivalence, speed, high-resolution, ability 

to provide full 3D data, and potential to yield data in-vivo. Based on these preliminary results, it is 

expected that Cherenkov light emission may prove to be a useful tool for radiation dosimetry with 

both research and clinical applications. 
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Fig. 8.5. The beam hardening correction factor is displayed as a function of depth, z, and radial 
position, r, within the water tank. 
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Fig. 8.6. In (a) – (c) the 3D dose volume from the TPS, Cherenkov light reconstruction, and 
gamma index map for a 3% / 3 mm criterion are shown. 
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Fig. 8.7. In (a-b) and (c-d) the 2D horizontal and vertical cross sections of the expected dose 
from the TPS, and the Cherenkov light reconstruction at a depth of z = 1.5 cm and off axis 
position of x = +5 cm are shown.  The corresponding gamma index maps for a 3% / 3 mm 
criterion are shown in (e-f). 
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Fig. 8.8. The passing fraction as a function of threshold dose is plotted for the 2D horizontal 
and vertical gamma index maps shown in Fig. 8.7 (e-f), as well as the entire 3D volume shown 
in Fig. 8.6 (c). 
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Fig. 8.9. The PDD for the largest field size at off axis positions of x = +5 cm, y + +8.5 cm is 
plotted for the TPS, beam hardening corrected and uncorrected Cherenkov light 
reconstructions, and diode. 
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Fig. 8.10. In (a) – (d) the results of the 1D measurements from the TPS, Cherenkov light, 
Film, and Diode are plotted at off axis positions of x = -5, 0, +5, and +10 cm.  All 
measurements are for a depth of z = 1.5 cm in the water tank.  
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Fig. 8.11. The metrics obtained from the 1D profiles are shown.  In (a) the maximum value for 
each of the 7 field sizes is plotted for all measurement techniques.  The corresponding 
penumbra for each method as a function of field size is plotted in (b).  In (c) and (d) the 
integrated area under the curve for each field size, and measurement noise are shown.  
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Fig. 9.1. In (a) the Monte Carlo simulation results for the normalized PDD curves of the dose 
and Cherenkov light emission, normalized at depths of 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200 
mm are plotted.  In (b) the x-ray fluence spectra at depths of 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 
350, and 400 mm are plotted.  Both graphs are for a 10×10 cm 6 MV beam.  
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Fig. 9.2. In (a) the Monte Carlo simulation results for the PDD curves of the dose and light 
emission for the AP-PA geometry, normalized at isocenter for thicknesses of 50, 100, 150, 
200, 250, 300, 350, and 400 mm are plotted.  In (b) the x-ray fluence spectra at depths of 0,10, 
20, 30, 40, and 50 are plotted for the 100 mm thickness phantom.  Both plots are for a 10×10 
cm 6 MV beam.  
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Fig. 9.3. The experimental setup, consisting of the linear accelerator, cubic water tank 
phantom, and externally placed camera system is shown.  The working distance of the camera 
to water phantom is 3 m. 
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Fig. 9.4. The geometry of the TG-119 C-Shape phantom is shown.  The geometry consists of a 
cylindrical OAR with a radius of 1.5 cm, and an outer PTV with an inner and outer radius of 
1.5 and 3.7 cm respectively.  The length of the OAR is 10.0 cm, and the length of the PTV is 
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Fig. 9.5. In (a) a representative experimental raw image for the VMAT treatment plan is 
shown.  The resulting frame after the pixel-by-pixel temporal median filtering of 23 frames is 
shown in (b).  Analogous images for a single frame from the 9-field IMRT treatment plan are 
shown in (c) and (d). 
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Fig. 9.6. In (a) the temporal time profile for the PTV and OAR ROIs of the VMAT treatment 
plan are shown.  The divider indicates the transition between arcs 1 and 2.  In (b) the 
cumulative accumulation of intensity within both ROIs is plotted.  Commensurate plots for 
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Fig. 9.7. In (a) and (b) the 2D projections of the experimentally imaged 3D Cherenkov light 
volume and non-linearly summed 3D dose matrix from the TPS are shown for the VMAT 
treatment plan.  The resulting gamma-index map is shown in (c) for a 3% / 3 mm dose 
difference and DTA criterion.  In (d-f) the same images for the 9-field IMRT treatment plan 
are shown. 
 
Fig. 10.1. The noise induced on a CCD camera is shown to the (left), whereas the noise 
induced on an ICCD camera is shown to the (right). 
 
Fig. 10.2. Image of a 6 MV photon beam in a water tank with the surface of the water not 
aligned to the center of the imaging system.  The reflection artifact at the top can be clearly 
seen.  
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Cancer is one of the leading causes of death in the developed world, and is a generic term 

for a dynamic class of over 200 disease subtypes It is generally accepted that a single cure 

will never be discovered for all types of cancer.  Therefore, medical treatments have focused 

on preferential removal of lesions using surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy.   

1.1 Radiation Therapy 

 

Fig. 1.1. The worldwide statistics for the number of radiotherapy machines per 
mill ion people is shown.  Although the highest densit ies are in the United States, 
Europe, Japan, and Austral ia, almost al l  countries around the world uti l ize radiation 
therapy to some degree.  
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In radiation therapy, high-energy radiation beams are delivered by a machine outside of the 

body, to shrink tumors via damage to DNA inside the malignant cells.  Due to its non-

invasive nature and proven effectiveness, radiation therapy has emerged as the premier 

cancer treatment technique and is used in over half of all cancer patient cases worldwide, see 

Fig. 1.1.  In modern radiation therapy, the primary treatment machine is known as a medical 

linear accelerator (LINAC), which is capable of producing megavoltage electron beams (e.g., 

6 to 18 MeV) and photon beams (e.g., 6 to 18 MV) generated from these initial electron 

beams.1  

1.1.1 The Medical Linear Accelerator

 

Fig. 1.2. In (a) the gantry schematic for a high-energy photon beam is shown.  In (b) 
the same gantry head is shown for an electron beam.2 

The operation of a LINAC first involves the generation of an energetic electron beam by an 

electron gun, which is accelerated through a waveguide and focused into the gantry of the 

treatment unit.  The schematic of a modern LINAC treatment gantry head for a high-energy 
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photon beam is shown in Fig. 1.2(a).  To create a high-energy photon beam is desired, an X-

ray target is placed in the path of the electron beam, resulting in polyenergetic photon beam 

via Bremsstrahlung radiation (See Chapter 2).  

The beam thus originates from a point source at the target, and propagates down through 

the primary collimator towards a flattening filter.  Due to the diverging nature of the beam 

from a point source, the flattening filter is designed in a conical shape such that the beam is 

attenuated more towards the center and less towards the edges, with the end goal of 

providing a laterally ‘flat’ beam dose profile.1  The beam then passes through a set of 

reference ion chambers designed to provide online monitoring of the LINAC dose rate, and 

is further shaped by the secondary collimators into the desired field size (e.g., 10x10 cm2, 

20x20 cm2, typically up to 40x40 cm2).  Finally the beam passes through an accessory tray for 

additional wedges, blocks, compensators, or a multi-leaf collimator capable of providing 

treatment specific field sizes, and into the patient being treated. 

The same gantry head is shown in Fig. 1.2(b).  In this case, the X-ray target is removed from 

the path of the beam, and the electron beam propagates unperturbed through the primary 

collimator.  The flattening filter is removed and instead replaced by a scattering foil, which 

scatters the electron beam, which appears to diverge from the scattering foil as a point 

source.  The beam then passes through the reference ion chambers, secondary collimator 

and through field-specific electron applicator accessories.  The necessity for two different 

beam operations arises due to the differing nature of the dose deposition by a high-energy 

electron or photon beam.  

1.1.2 Dose 

Formally, in radiation therapy, dose is defined as the amount of energy absorbed per unit 

mass of a given material.  It is quantified in terms of Gray (Gy), which is equivalent to J/kg.  

In the context of radiation therapy dose delivery, the dominant fraction of energy deposited 
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in tissue is from interaction with charged particles through soft and hard collisions.  This 

may either come directly, as in the case of an external electron beam, or indirectly, as in the 

case of a high-energy photon beam which interacts via photoelectric effect or Compton 

scattering to produce secondary electrons (See Chapter 2).  

First we will consider the external photon beam scenario. Assuming a volume of 

homogenous atomic composition and density irradiated by a monoenergetic beam 

perpendicularly incident on a medium in the z direction, the fluence of primary x-ray 

photons, 𝜓, penetrating to a certain distance, z, will follow an exponential distribution  

 𝜓 = 𝜓!𝑒!!"   (1.1) 

where 𝜓!  is the fluence at the surface and 𝜇 is the linear attenuation coefficient of the 

medium.  The corresponding kinetic energy released per unit mass (KERMA) at any point 

within the medium that leads to the production of secondary electrons which deposit their 

energy locally through ionization events, 𝐾!, can be expressed as  

 𝐾! = 𝜓
𝜇!"
𝜌

   (1.2) 

where 𝜇!" is the mass energy absorption coefficient of the medium of density 𝜌, and 𝜓 is as 

defined in Eq. (1.1).  Although the collisional KERMA will decay exponentially per the x-ray 

photon fluence, for megavoltage beams the transfer of energy from the primary photons to 

electrons, and electrons to the medium will not occur at the same spatial location due to the 

non-zero propagation distance of the secondary electrons. Therefore a buildup region will 

exist until a depth of 𝑧 = 𝑑!"# (defined as the maximum penetration distance of secondary 

electrons produced at the surface of the medium), after which the medium will be in 

transient charged particle equilibrium (TCPE) and the energy absorbed per unit mass of the 

medium (i.e., imparted dose) will be proportional to 𝐾!, and can be expressed as 
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 𝐷 = Φ
−𝑑𝑇
𝜌𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝐸   (1.3) 

where Φ is the polyenergetic electron fluence spectrum and −𝑑𝑇/𝜌𝑑𝑥 is the mass electron 

collisional stopping power.1 

In the case of an external electron beam, Eq. (1.3) is directly inferred from the electron 

fluence spectrum. 

1.1.3 Dose Profiles  

 

Fig. 1.3. The depth dose curves for a generic photon, electron, and proton beam are 
shown respectively. 

The generic shape of percent depth dose (PDD) curves for a photon and electron beam, as 

well as a proton beam are shown in Fig. 1.3.  As can be seen, the shape of each curve differs 

dramatically.  In the case of the photon beam, as described in Sec. 1.1.1, the dose rises 

during the buildup region until a depth of maximum dose (typically a 1-2 cm), and then 

decays exponentially due to the attenuation of the primary X-ray photon fluence.  The PDD 

of an electron beam is much more superficial, as the charged electrons interact rapidly with 

the medium, dissipating their energy quickly.   Finally, the proton beam exhibits are relatively 

low and constant dose until the Bragg peak, at which the protons deposit the majority of 

their energy in a spatially localized region.1 
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Therefore, in practice photons are used over 90% of the time due to their ability to treat 

more deeply seeded tumors, whereas electrons are used to treat superficial tumors.  

Although the PDD of the proton beam is most desirable, proton accelerators are more 

expensive and difficult to maintain, and have not yet been widely adopted. 

1.2 Quality Assurance 

Table 1.1. Examples of misadministration in radiation therapy from the 2000 IAEA 
report.1 
 

Cause Number of accidents 

Calculation error of exposure time or dose 15 

Inadequate review of patient char 9 

Error in anatomical area to be treated 8 

Error in identifying the correct patient 4 

Error involving lack of or misuse of a wedge 4 

Error in calibration of 60Co source 3 

Transcription error of prescribed dose 3 

Decommissioning of teletherapy source error 2 

Human error during simulation 2 

Error in commissioning of the treatment planning system 2 

Technologist misread the treatment time 2 

Malfunction of accelerator 1 

Treatment unit mechanical failure 1 

Accelerator control software error 1 

Wrong repair followed by human error 1 

Although modern radiation therapy is a proven, effective method in the treatment of cancer, 

its success relies on accurate delivery of the prescribed dose.  Although rare, errors in the 

quality assurance (QA) of radiation therapy machines and programs do occur, as 

summarized in Table 1.1. 

Therefore, before clinical use, a medical LINAC must be carefully analyzed to ensure its 

proper operation.  These checks fall into three basic categories.1 

(1) Calibration 
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(2) Acceptance testing 

(3) Commissioning 

The primary calibration of a LINAC involves the measurement of the ‘basic machine 

output’, defined as the dose rate at a given point P at a reference depth zref in a water 

phantom for a chosen source to surface distance (SSD) and field size (typically 10x10 cm2) at 

the beam isocentre.  Therefore the calibration testing is used to tune the specific dose rate of 

the machine for each beam type, energy, and size. 

The second check involves acceptance testing, in which the electrical and mechanical 

operations of the LINAC are checked to ensure that the machine is operated as specified 

and is not a hazard to the therapists or patients.  For example, these checks involve 

inspecting the LINAC interlocks (designed to prevent the beam from operating under 

certain prescribed conditions such as if the safety doors have not been properly closed), 

collimator and head radiation leakage, collimator axis of rotation, photon secondary 

collimator jaw motion, light and radiation field alignment, gantry axis of rotation, patient 

table motion, and beam isocentre to name a few.1 Together, acceptance tests ensure that the 

machine is functioning properly. 

The third and most time-consuming check involves the actual LINAC commissioning.  

Although there are several steps involved in a successful LINAC commissioning, all 

subsequent steps rely on the first and most important step, acquiring all of the radiation 

beam data required for treatment.1 In short, this involves measuring the PDD, and 

transverse dose profiles at a number of depths (e.g., dmax, 10 cm, 20 cm, and 30 cm), for all 

electron and photon beam energies, at all field sizes (e.g., 4x4 cm2 to 40x40 cm2 in steps no 

greater than 5 cm and typically 2 cm).  
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1.2.1 Commissioning 

Acquiring radiation beam data can be made using a number of different measurements 

devices.  These include: 

(1) Ionization chambers 

(2) Silicon diodes 

(3) Plastic scintillators 

(4) Radiographic film 

(5) Gel dosimeters 

Ionization chambers are considered the ‘gold standard’ measurement device for 

commissioning.  Their operation is simple, a gas-filled chamber contains a central and outer 

electrode.  As a charged particle enters the chamber, an electrical signal is recorded, which 

using proper chamber theory calibration factors can be accurately converted to the 

equivalent dose in water.1 Although the measurements are extremely precise and well 

understood, the measurements are inherently one-dimensional (1D), and therefore large 

datasets such as beam commissioning can be time consuming to collect.  Furthermore, the 

measurement resolution is limited by the finite size of the detector itself.1 

Silicon diode detectors operate in a similar manner to ionization chambers, except that the 

measured electrical signal is generated in a different fashion.  In diode detectors, as a charged 

particle traverses the semiconductor, electron-hole pairs are created, generating a 

measureable current.  Diodes are advantageous in that they can be made smaller than 

ionization chambers, providing a better resolution in cases where a steep dose gradient is 

present. However, the semiconductor detectors show response changes with temperature, 

and therefore careful precautions must be made when performing and interpreting 

measurements.1 
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Plastic scintillators constitute a new radiation measurement technique.  As a charged particle 

enters a scintillating material, optical light is emitted (See Chapter 3).  Typically fashioned 

into optical fibers, the induced light signal can be detected using an externally placed 

photomultiplier tube (PMT).  Plastic scintillators are advantageous as they are nearly water-

equivalent and therefore do not sufficiently perturb the radiation beam, can be machined to 

small sizes for high-resolution measurements, and are resistance to radiation damage.3-5  

However, similar to the other 1D measurement techniques, measuring large datasets can be 

time-consuming, although several studies have investigated more complex fiber arrays 

capable of providing two-dimensional (2D) dosimetry measurements.6 Furthermore, the 

scintillation signal is often contaminated with light generated within the fiber due to the 

Cerenkov effect (See Chapter 3), which is non-trivial to remove.7-10 

Radiographic film is an alternative method, which users a special dye which is polymerized 

upon exposure to radiation.  Film is advantageous in that it can instantly provide high-

resolution 2D dosimetry results, and is thin enough that it does not sufficiently perturb the 

beam.  However, conventional film is not re-usable and must be developed which can be a 

time-consuming and variable task.1 

Gel dosimeters act as an analog to a three-dimensional (3D) film dosimeter.  Upon 

irradiation, a chemical change is imparted in ions doped into the gel dosimeter, which can be 

read out using optical computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).  

Gel dosimeters are advantageous in that they can provide full 3D dosimeter results.  

However, reading out results can be time-consuming and expensive, and the imparted 

chemical changes blur with time due to post-irradiation diffusion of ions, and therefore the 

measurements can be extremely time-sensitive.1, 11-14 A summary of the various measurement 

methods, as well as their advantages and disadvantages are given in Table 1.2. 
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Table 1.2. Summary of commissioning methods, their advantages, and their 
disadvantages. 
 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Ionization chambers Accurate and precise 
Well-understood 
Instant readout 

Many corrections required 
1D measurements 

Low resolution 
 

Diode detectors High resolution 
Simple 

High sensitivity 
 

1D measurements 
Temperature sensitive 

Plastic scintillators High resolution 
Cheap 

Resistant to radiation 
damage 

1D measurements 
Desired signal is 

contaminated with 
Cerenkov radiation 

 

Radiographic film High resolution 
2D measurements 

Thin, do not perturb the 
beam 

 

Must be developed 
Processing is difficult to 

control 

Gel dosimeters 3D measurements Must be read out using 
optical CT or MRI 

Time-sensitive due to post-
irradiation diffusion of ions 
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Table 1.3. Example daily, monthly, and annual QA procedure based on the AAPM 
TG-40 report.1 
 

Frequency Procedure Expectation 

Daily X ray output constancy 
Electron output constancy 
Lasers 
Distance indicator 
Door interlock 
Audiovisual monitor 

3% 
3% 

2 mm 
2 mm 

Functional 
Functional 

 

Monthly X ray output constancy 
Electron output constancy 
Backup monitor constancy 
X ray central axis dosimetry parameter 
   constancy (PDD, TAR, TPR) 
Electron central axis dosimetry 
   parameter constancy (PDD) 
X ray beam flatness constancy 
Electron beam flatness constancy 
X ray and electron symmetry 
Emergency off switches 
Wedge and electron cone interlocks 
Light/radiation field coincidence 
Gantry/collimator angle indicators 
Wedge position 
 
 
Tray position and applicator position 
Field size indicators 
Cross-hair centering 
Treatment table position indicators 
Latching of wedges and blocking tray 
Jaw symmetry 
Field light intensity 

2% 
2% 
2% 

 
2% 

2 mm  
 

2% 
3% 
3% 

Functional 
Functional 

2 mm or 1% on a sided 
1º 

2 mm  
 
 

2 mm 
2 mm 

2 mm diameter 
2 mm/1º 

Functional 
2 mm 

Functional 
 

Annually X ray/electron output calibration constancy 
Field size dependence of X ray output constancy 
Output factor constancy for electron applicators 
Central axis parameter constancy 
   (PDD) 
Off-axis factor constancy 
Transmission factor constancy for all treatment 
   accessories 
Wedge transmission factor constancy 
Monitor chamber linearity 
X ray output constancy with the gantry angle 
Electron output constancy with the gantry angle 

2% 
2% 
2% 

 
2% 
2% 

 
2% 
2% 
1% 
2% 
2% 
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Although each measurement technique contains a number of advantages and disadvantages, 

due to the time-consuming nature of beam commissioning, perhaps the most important 

aspect of each is the measurement dimensionality (i.e., 1D, 2D, or 3D).  For example, upon 

initial installation, it can be expected that for a given LINAC, each beam type and energy will 

take 1.5 – 3 weeks to properly commission.1 Furthermore, LINAC QA does not end after 

initial installation. In fact, each radiation therapy center must develop and maintain a daily, 

monthly, and annual QA procedure list, which are based primarily upon the American 

Association of Medical Physics (AAPM) reports.15 An example quality control program for a 

dual-mode electron and photon beam LINAC is summarized in Table 1.3. 

1.3 Photon Interactions in Matter 

 Fig. 1.4. In (a) the dependence of each mechanism on atomic number is shown.  In 
(b) the attenuation coefficient of each mechanism as a function of incident energy is 
plotted for a generic material .  

Photons can interact with matter through the four distinct processes as shown in Fig. 1.4. 

This chapter contains information adapted from Attix.16  

(1) The Photoelectric effect 

(2) Rayleigh scattering 

(3) Compton scattering 

(4) Pair production 
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1.3.1. The Photoelectric Effect 

     

Fig. 1.5. The kinematics of the Photoelectric effect is depicted. 

As shown in Fig. 1.4(a), the Photoelectric effect is most dominant at low photon energies 

below 1 MeV.  The kinematics of the process is simple, as shown in Fig. 1.5.  In the 

photoelectric effect, an incident photon transfers all of its energy to an orbital electron of an 

atom in the surrounding medium.  The total energy of the outgoing electron is equal to that 

of the incident photon, minus the binding energy.  In general, the mass attenuation 

coefficient for the Photoelectric effect can be expressed as 

 𝜏
𝜌
≅

𝑍
ℎ𝑣

!
   (1.1) 

where 𝜏  is the Photoelectric effect interaction cross section, 𝜌 is the density of the 

surrounding material of atomic number, 𝑍, and ℎ𝑣 is the energy of the incoming photon.   

1.3.2. Compton Scattering 

For moderate photon energies, Compton scattering is the dominant effect.  The kinematics 

of Compton scattering are shown in Fig. 1.6.  The mechanism is similar to the Photoelectric 

effect, except that the incident photon is scattered rather than transferring all of its energy to 
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the outgoing electron.  The mass attenuation coefficient for Compton scattering can be 

expressed as 

   

Fig. 1.6. The kinematics of Compton scattering is depicted. 

 𝜎
𝜌
=

𝑁!𝑍
𝐴

𝜎!   (1.2) 

where 𝜎 is the Compton scattering interaction cross section, 𝑁! is Avogadro’s number,  𝐴  is 

the atomic weight of the material, and 𝜎!  is the Compton scattering cross section per 

electron defined by Klein-Nishina as 

 𝜎! = 2𝜋𝑟!!
1 + 𝛼
𝛼!

2 1 + 𝛼
1 + 2𝛼

−
ln  (1 + 2𝛼)

𝛼
+
ln  (1 + 2𝛼)

𝛼
−

1 + 3𝛼
1 + 2𝛼 !    (1.3) 

where  𝑟! is the classical electron radius and  

 𝛼 =
ℎ𝑣
𝑚!𝑐!

   (1.4) 

and 𝑚!𝑐! is the rest mass of an electron. 
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1.3.3 Pair Production 

   

Fig. 1.7. The kinematics of pair production is depicted. 

Pair production is the dominant mechanism at higher photon energies exceeding 10 MeV.  

In the process, an incident photon disappears and gives rise to both an electron and positron 

as shown in Fig. 1.7.  The process can only occur near a strong columbic field, typically near 

the nucleus of an atom within the medium.  Per the rest mass of both the positron and 

electron, the minimum energy required by a photon to undergo the pair production process 

is 2𝑚!𝑐!.  Furthermore, the net kinetic energy of the outgoing electron and positron is equal 

to that of the incident photon minus the rest masses of each charged particle respectively.  

The mass attenuation coefficient for the pair production process can be expressed as   

 𝜅
𝜌
=

𝑁!
𝐴

𝜅!   (1.5) 

where 𝜅 is the pair production interaction cross section, and 𝜅! is the pair production cross 

section. 

1.3.4 Rayleigh Scattering 

Like the Photoelectric effect, Rayleigh scattering is a low photon energy interaction process 

in which the photon is elastically scattered by the entire atom, as shown in Fig. 1.8.   There is 

no energy transfer in Rayleigh scattering, and the mass attenuation coefficient can be 

expressed as 
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Fig. 1.8. The kinematics of Rayleigh scattering is depicted. 

 

 𝜎!
𝜌
≅

𝑍
ℎ𝑣 !  

(1.6) 

where 𝜎! is the interaction cross section for Rayleigh scattering.  

1.3.5 Total Mass Attenuation Coefficient  

As shown in Fig. 1.4(b) the total mass attenuation coefficient for a given medium can be 

expressed as summation of all of the attenuation coefficients for each process.   

The coefficient is typically shown in units of [cm2 g-1], and can be written as 

 𝜇
𝜌
=
𝜏
𝜌
+
𝜎
𝜌
+
𝜅
𝜌
+
𝜎!
𝜌
   (1.7) 

where each individual cross section is as defined from Eqs. (1.1), (1.2), (1.5), and (1.6).   

1.4 Charged Particle Interactions in Matter 

Of the processes listed in Sec. 1.3, three processes, the Photoelectric effect, Compton 

scattering, and pair production all give rise to secondary charged particles.  These charged 

particles in turn undergo their own set of interactions with the surrounding matter.  These 

processes can be broken up into three distinct classes.  As shown in Fig. 1.9, two distances 
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can be considered, a, the distance from the charged particle to the nucleus or the impact 

factor, and b, the atomic distance.  From the relative size of each with respect to one 

another, the three processes can be described as 

 

 
Fig. 1.9. As a charged particle traverses a medium, its electric f ield wil l  interact with 
the neighboring atoms. 

(1)  ‘Soft collisions’ (𝑎 ≫ 𝑏) 

(2) ‘Hard collisions’ (𝑎 ≅ 𝑏) 

(3) ‘Coulomb force interactions’ (𝑎 ≪ 𝑏) 

1.4.1 Soft Collisions 

As a charged particle passes by an atom at a considerable distance with respect to the atomic 

distance, a small amount of energy (on the order of eV), will be transferred to the atom 

through a weak Coulomb force interaction.  This can either distort or excite the atom.  In 

the former case, if the charged particle is traveling sufficiently fast within the medium, 

coherent optical emission is induced due to the Cerenkov effect (see Chapter 3 Sec. 1).  In 

the latter case, in certain materials scintillation (radiation induced luminescence) may occur 

(see Chapter 3 Sec. 2).  Similar to the mass attenuation coefficient for photon interactions, 

the interaction of charged particle’s with a given medium can be described by the stopping 

power, where the mass soft collisional stopping power is expressed as 
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−
𝑑𝑇!
𝜌𝑑𝑥 !

=
2𝜋𝑁!𝑍𝑟!!𝑚!𝑐!𝑧!

𝐴𝛽!
ln

2𝑚!𝑐!𝛽!𝐻
𝐼! 1 − 𝛽!

− 𝛽!    (1.8) 

where 𝐻 and 𝐼 relate to the geometric mean for all excitation and ionization potentials of the 

atoms in the surrounding medium, and  𝛽 is the phase velocity of the charged particle, 

defined as the ratio of the particle’s velocity to the speed of light in vacuum.  

1.4.2 Hard Collisions 

As the impact factor approaches the atomic distance, the likelihood of direct collisions 

between the propagating charged particle and the electron cloud of the neighboring atom 

increases.  As a result, hard ‘knock on’ collisions between the charged particle and electrons 

occur, where the collisions can be described by Moller scattering with a mass hard collisional 

stopping power of 

 
−
𝑑𝑇!
𝜌𝑑𝑥 !

=
2𝜋𝑁!𝑍𝑟!!𝑚!𝑐!𝑧!

𝐴𝛽!
ln

𝜏! 𝜏 + 2
2(𝐼/𝑚!𝑐!)!

+ 𝐹± 𝜏 − 𝛿 −
2𝐶
𝑍
   (1.9) 

where 𝐹! 𝜏  is defined as 

 
𝐹! 𝜏 = 1 − 𝛽! +

𝜏!/8 − 2𝜏 − 1 ln  (2)
𝜏 + 1 !    (1.10) 

for electrons, and 𝐹! 𝜏  is defined as 

 
𝐹! 𝜏 = 2ln  (2) −

𝛽!

12
23 +

14
𝜏 + 2

+
10

𝜏 + 2 ! +
4

𝜏 + 2 !   
(1.11) 

where 𝜏 = 𝑇/𝑚!𝑐! for a charged particle of energy, 𝑇. 

In this case, unlike soft collisions, a significant fraction of the incident charged particle’s 

energy may be transferred to the scattering electron, which is often referred to as a delta-ray.  

In this formlation, 𝛿 is a correction due to the density effect, and 𝐶/𝑍 for the shell effect. 
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1.4.3 Coulomb Force Interactions 

When the impact factor is sufficiently less than the atomic distance, the charged particle 

interacts with the nucleus through Coulomb force interactions.  The majority of the time, the 

electron is simply elastically scattered from the nucleus.  However, in 2-3% of the cases, an 

inelastic scattering process will occur which results in the emission of an X-ray photon.  The 

process is often referred to as Bremsstrahlung (German for ‘braking’) radiation.  In this case, 

depending on the proximity of the charged particle to the nucleus, up to 100% of the 

incident charged particle’s energy can be transferred to the outgoing X-ray photon.  The 

mass radiative stopping power due to Bremsstrahlung radiation is given by 

 
−
𝑑𝑇
𝜌𝑑𝑥 !

= 𝜎!
𝑁!𝑍!

𝐴
𝑇 +𝑚!𝑐! 𝐵!    (1.12) 

where 𝜎! = 𝑟!!/137 and 𝐵! is the is a function of 𝑍 and 𝑇. 

1.4.4 Total Mass Stopping Power 

 

Fig. 1.10. Mass stopping power plot for a generic material as a function of electron 
energy.  The coll is ional and radiative components are shown. 

The total mass stopping power describes the net energy loss of charged particles per unit 

distance for a given material.  Similar to the total mass attenuation coefficient, the total mass 

stopping power is expressed as  
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 −
𝑑𝑇
𝜌𝑑𝑥

= −
𝑑𝑇!
𝜌𝑑𝑥 !

+ −
𝑑𝑇!
𝜌𝑑𝑥

!
+ −

𝑑𝑇
𝜌𝑑𝑥 !

   (1.13) 

where each individual stopping power is defined as in Eqs. (1.8), (1.9), and (1.12).  The soft 

and hard collisional stopping powers are often combined into one single collisional stopping 

power term.  A representative plot of the stopping power for a generic material is shown in 

Fig. 1.10  
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CHAPTER 2 

Radiation-induced Light Emission 

2.1 The Cherenkov Effect 

Fig. 2.1. Original photographs published by Pavel Cerenkov in 1937 depicting the 
anisotropic radiation induced by � -rays in water, (a),  and benzene, (b).1  

Light emission from fluids and solids by the action of ionizing radiation was first suggested 

by Oliver Heaviside in 18882, and later observed by Marie and Pierre Curie during the early 

20th century.3  Coined the Cerenkov effect in 1934 and theoretically interpreted in 1937 by 

Russian physicists and Nobel laureates Pavel Alekseyevich Cerenkov, Igor Yevgenyevich 

Tamm, and Ilya Mikhailovich Frank, the physical phenomenon arises when an energetic 

charged particle travels faster than the local speed of light in a given dielectric medium.4

Responsible for the characteristic blue glow of nuclear reactors such as that shown in Fig. 
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2.1, as well as the visible light flashes seen by Apollo astronauts, Cerenkov radiation has been 

exploited for a number of high-energy particle, nuclear, and astrophysics applications 

focused on the determination of a particle’s trajectory, energy, velocity, and mass.5-7   

2.1.1  Physical Origin  

 

Fig. 2.2. In (a) a slowly moving charged particle travels through a medium, perturbing 
neighboring atoms, inducing a symmetric polarization.  In (b) a charged particle with 
a velocity near that of the speed of l ight within the medium induces an asymmetric 
polarization.  

The effect can be thought of as the electromagnetic analogy to a sonic boom. As shown in 

Fig. 2.1, as a charged particle traverses a given medium, neighboring atoms become slightly 

polarized and distorted from their circular shape, as the negatively and positively charged 

electrons and protons of the atom are either attracted or repulsed by the passing electric 

field.  Note, the depiction in Fig. 2.2 represents a traveling electron, as the negative charges 

in the neighboring atoms are repulsed.  In the case that the electron is moving relatively 

slow, the medium becomes symmetrically polarized about the charged particle, Fig. 3.2(a).  

However, if the particle instead travels with some velocity from A to B comparable to that 

of the speed of light in the medium, as shown in Fig. 2.2(b), the polarization of the medium 

will be asymmetric. 

In this case, although there is symmetry in the azimuthal plane about the axis of charged 

particle propagation, a dipole field is induced at each point along the axis of propagation.  As 
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a result, as the charged particle passes by, each atom acts as an elementary dipole, resulting in 

a brief electromagnetic pulse.  

2.1.2 Characteristics 

The nature of these electromagnetic pulses for four scenarios is shown in Figs. 2.3(a-d).  For 

a stationary particle, the pulses for concentric circles.  As the particle travels with some 

velocity less than the local speed of light in the medium, the pulses become Doppler shifted.  

Once the particle’s speed equals that of the local speed of light in the medium, a barrier wave 

forms in front of the charged particle.  Finally, in the case that the particle’s velocity exceeds 

that of the local speed of light in the medium, a shock wave effect occurs as the 

electromagnetic pulses become coherent and form a conical wave front.  

 

Fig. 2.3. In (a-d) the electromagnetic pulses are shown for a particle moving with 
zero velocity, a velocity less than, equal to, and greater than that of the local speed of 
l ight in the medium.    

Therefore, in contrast to other forms of luminescence (e.g., fluorescence), which exhibit 

isotropic photon generation, optical photons generated via Cerenkov emission are released 
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uniformly along a cone parallel to the axis of particle propagation with a half-angle known as 

the Cerenkov angle.  The angle can be easily calculated by considering the kinematics of Fig. 

2.3(d).  As the particle moves from point A to B, it travels a distance 𝐴𝐵 = 𝑣∆𝑡, where 𝑣 is the 

particle velocity and ∆𝑡 is the travel time.  Similarly, the electromagnetic pulse radiated from 

point A to C travels a distance 𝐴𝐶 = 𝑐/𝑛∆𝑡 , where 𝑐  is the speed of light and 𝑛  is the 

refractive index of the medium.  Therefore, the Cerenkov angle can be calculated as 

 
cos 𝜃 =

𝐴𝐶
𝐴𝐵

=
𝑐
𝑣𝑛

=
1
𝛽𝑛
   (2.1) 

where 𝛽 = 𝑣/𝑐 is the relativistic phase velocity, defined in terms of kinetic energy as  

 
𝛽 = 1 −

𝑚𝑐!

𝐸 +𝑚𝑐!
   (2.2) 

 

Fig. 2.4. In (a) the energy-dependence of the emission angle is plotted for water 
(n=1.33), t issue (n=1.41), and glass (n=1.50).  In (b) the dependence of the threshold 
energy on refractive index is shown. 

for a particle of energy 𝐸 and rest mass 𝑚𝑐!. Eq. (2.1) is shown in Fig. 2.4(a) for an electron 

traveling through water, tissue, and plastic. The energy dependence of Eq. (2.1) is governed 

by Eq. (2.2), and rises sharply at a threshold energy given by 

 
𝐸!"# = 𝑚𝑐!

1

1 − !
!!

− 1  (2.3) 
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which approaches a constant angle asymptote in the limit that the phase velocity tends 

towards unity with increasing particle energy.  The dependence of the threshold energy as a 

function of refractive index is plotted in Fig. 2.4(b). 

The number of Cerenkov photons emitted within the cone described by Eq. (2.1) in a given 

wavelength range [𝜆!, 𝜆!] is given by the Frank-Tamm formula, which when combined with 

Eq. (2.2) and assuming a constant refractive index can be used to express the number of 

emitted photons per unit path length,  𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝑥, due to the Cerenkov effect as   

 𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝑥

= 2𝜋𝛼𝑧! 1 −
1

𝛽!𝑛!  
1
𝜆!
𝑑𝜆   (2.4) 

where the fine structure constant 𝛼 is approximately !
!"#

, and 𝑧 is the particle charge.  Per Eq. 

(2.4), the radiation spectrum is inversely proportional to the square of the emission 

wavelength.  As is shown in Fig. 2.5, the spectrum is broadband and most heavily weighted 

in the ultraviolet (UV) and blue wavebands, giving the effect its characteristic ‘blue’ 

appearance, although it extends through the rest of the visible range and into the infrared.    

 

Fig. 2.5. The emission spectrum of the Cerenkov effect is shown.  The radiation 
exhibits an inverse square with wavelength dependence.  

However, there exists a lower limit below, which Cerenkov radiation ceases to exist, as the 

spectrum depicted in Fig. 2.5 would suggest that the emission increases infinitely at the 

shortest optical photon wavelengths.  The limit is imposed by Eq. (2.1), in which the 
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Cerenkov angle is only defined for values of 𝛽𝑛 ≥ 1 (i.e., cosine is undefined for values 

greater than 1).  Because 𝛽 < 1 always, then the above requirement cannot be satisfied in 

cases where  𝑛 ≤ 1.  In general, for most dielectric materials, the refractive index fails to 

satisfy this condition in the UV or x-ray photon regions.  Furthermore, in these regions the 

materials are highly attenuating in that they immediately reabsorb photons emitted by the 

Cerenkov effect.  A characteristic dispersion curve is shown in Fig. 2.6. 

 

Fig. 2.6. A dispersion curve for a typical material is shown.  Cerenkov radiation 
ceases to exist at the lowest wavelengths where the refractive index is less than unity. 
At the longer wavelengths the refractive index approaches an asymptote value of 𝜀,  
where 𝜀 is the dielectric constant of the medium. 

2.1.3 Relevance to Radiation Therapy 

In the context of radiation therapy, energetic charged particles with energies greater than the 

threshold energies for Cherenkov light emission (~250 keV in water or tissue, see Fig. 2.4) 

are generated either directly using MeV electron beams, or indirectly through the various 

photon interactions in matter (see Chapter 1) using MeV x-ray photon beams.   

In this thesis, the resulting radiation-induced Cherenkov light emission from radiotherapy 

sources is modeled using a novel Monte Carlo architecture (see Chapter 3), explored with 

respect to radiation dose deposition (see Chapter 4), and imaged experimentally in a water 

volume using a highly sensitive image intensifier and camera (see Chapters 5 – 9), where the 

spectral detection efficiency of the system was chosen to provide adequate signal in the blue, 
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visible, and near infrared (NIR) wavebands where optical absorption of the signal due to 

water prior to camera detection is negligible.    
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CHAPTER 3 

Monte Carlo Simulations of Radiation-induced 
Light Transport 

This chapter is largely derived from: A. K. Glaser, et al., "A GAMOS plug-in for GEANT4 

based Monte Carlo simulation of radiation-induced light transport in biological media." 

Biomedical Optics Express 4(5): 741-759 (2013). 

We describe a tissue optics plug-in that interfaces with the GEANT4/GAMOS Monte Carlo 

(MC) architecture, providing a means of simulating radiation-induced light transport in 

biological media for the first time. Specifically, we focus on the simulation of light transport 

due to the Cerenkov effect (light emission from charged particle's traveling faster than the 

local speed of light in a given medium), a phenomenon which requires accurate modeling of 

both the high energy particle and subsequent optical photon transport, a dynamic coupled 

process that is not well-described by any current MC framework. The results of validation 

simulations show excellent agreement with currently employed biomedical optics MC codes, 

[i.e., Monte Carlo for Multi-Layered media (MCML), Mesh-based Monte Carlo (MMC), and 

diffusion theory], and examples relevant to recent studies into detection of Cerenkov light 

from an external radiation beam or radionuclide are presented. While the work presented 

within this paper focuses on radiation-induced light transport, the core features and robust 
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flexibility of the plug-in modified package make it also extensible to more conventional 

biomedical optics simulations. The plug-in, user guide, example files, as well as the necessary 

files to reproduce the validation simulations described within this paper are available online 

at http://www.dartmouth.edu/optmed/research-projects/monte-carlo-software. 

A growing area of research within the field biomedical optics involves the use of radiation-

induced light emission in biological media, and can be attributed to the Čerenkov effect, a 

phenomena which results in broadband optical emission when a charged particle travels 

through a dielectric medium at a speed greater than the local phase velocity of light.1, 2 To 

date, the primary application of this light emission has been in Čerenkov luminescence 

imaging (CLI), a novel imaging modality capable of non-invasively monitoring the kinetic 

distribution of radionuclides in vivo.3-7  Several studies have also proposed the extension of 

CLI to three-dimensional optical tomography.7-9 A number of recent of studies have also 

demonstrated the feasibility of collecting Čerenkov emission from a turbid medium that is 

excited by an external radiation beam.10-13 The Čerenkov radiation is predominately emitted 

in the ultraviolet (UV) and blue wavebands due to an inverse square wavelength dependence, 

and therefore several groups have investigated Čerenkov-induced fluorescence, an approach 

which allows researchers to shift the inherent emission to the near-infrared (NIR) 

wavelengths which are more favorable to light transport through biological tissue.14 

Conceptually, these measurements have the potential to impact clinical practice, as they 

could be used to optically monitor and optimize radiation therapy treatments by providing 

non-invasive molecular information to the clinician. As these research directives are in their 

relative infancy, it is necessary to develop and validate a simulation software package that can 

be used to investigate the radiation-induced light transport in biological media.  

Modeling of the Čerenkov light emission process in scattering media cannot be easily 

described by analytical models of radiation transport (such as the diffusion approximation to 
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the RTE), and instead requires the use of stochastic Monte Carlo (MC) methods. Multiple 

versions of publicly available MC codes exist that are often used to describe photon 

propagation in turbid media for biomedical applications. Most publicly available MC 

packages extend from the original work by Wang and Jacques on Monte Carlo for Multi-

Layered media (MCML), which simulates to photon propagation through layered tissue. 

Later-generation packages evolved to consider time-resolution (tMCing), GPU-based 

acceleration (MCX), and mesh-based grid construction (MMC).15-18 However, these packages 

are not well suited to accurately consider all aspects of the generation and transport of 

radiation-induced photons, which requires description of the of high-energy radiation 

transport (i.e., either from an external beam or exogenous radionuclide), generation of the 

subsequent Čerenkov photons, and propagation of the photons through the medium while 

tracking photon interactions with scatterers, absorbers, and fluorophores. Customization of 

the existing software codes to describe these processes, while possible, would require 

substantial editing and subsequent re-validation.   

The present paper presents a simulation package that is capable of accurately describing all 

aspects of the Čerenkov process in turbid media. At the core of this package is the 

Geometry and Tracking (GEANT4) software, which is an object-oriented toolkit for the 

simulation of particle propagation through matter.19 It utilizes a plethora of physics models 

to simulate radiation transport of various particles through matter, has been extensively 

validated, and has been utilized to describe transport in the areas of high-energy, nuclear, 

space, and medical physics, among others.20-22 Despite the power and vast simulation 

capabilities of the GEANT4 architecture, the package is inherently difficult to use and 

requires an extensive knowledge of C++ to design personalized simulations. However, the 

GEANT4 architecture for medically oriented simulations (GAMOS) provides a framework 

for users to easily interface with GEANT4 using only text-based scripts.22 The GAMOS 

project has reported almost one thousand registered users and has been validated by several 
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groups for various radiation-based application.22, 23 In addition, while GEANT4 includes a 

set of optical photon physics processes, to the best of the authors’ knowledge simulation of 

diffuse light transport in GEANT4 has neither been fully characterized nor validated. The 

need for an expanded tissue optics toolbox is suggested by a recent study that used 

GEANT4 for modeling Čerenkov radiation for medical applications24, which did not 

consider the light transport of the Čerenkov optical photons following generation; such 

investigations would require rigorous and accurate handling of optical photon-tissue 

interactions (e.g. absorption, scattering, fluorescence, etc.), and would allow studies to 

consider the influence of optical properties on the observed optical remission. 

The present paper presents the development of a tissue optics plug-in that interfaces with 

the combined GEANT4/GAMOS architecture to extend new and enhanced capabilities for 

users to simulate optical photon transport through turbid media. The resulting package 

allows users to easily simulate the stochastic transport of both the high-energy particles and 

radiation-induced optical photons within biological media, while simultaneously allowing 

users to take advantage of the many pre-existing features of GEANT4/GAMOS, (i.e., the 

ability to specify advanced source detector distributions, generate complex heterogeneous 

geometries, and record a wide range of data outputs).  Therefore, the aims of this study are 

to: (1) to describe a new tissue optics plug-in to the GEANT4/GAMOS package for 

radiation-induced light transport in biological media, (2) to validate the processes governing 

the optical photon-medium interactions within the context of its intended applications, and 

(3) to provide examples indicative of recently explored applications of the Čerenkov effect 

within the medical context. The results presented in this paper demonstrate how the 

resulting tissue optics modified GEANT4/GAMOS package may be of great use to, and 

extend beyond radiation-induced light transport to more conventional biomedical optics 

simulations. 
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3.1      Tissue Optics Plug-in for GEANT4/GAMOS 

 

Fig. 3.1. In (a) the relevant radiation processes used in radiation induced l ight 
propagation modeling.  Primary photons undergo interactions with the medium, 
resulting in charged particles that emit optical photons via the Čerenkov process. In 
(b) the implemented optical photon processes in the tissue optics plug-in for 
GEANT4/GAMOS are shown.  

Modeling of radiation transport for biomedical research applications requires an advanced 

simulation architecture due to the vast number of relevant physics processes.  In addition, 

analytical methods are not well suited for modeling such complex particle interactions, and 

therefore stochastic MC methods must be used.  To date, several radiation transport 

software packages have been developed solely for the determination of dose in radiation 

therapy (e.g., EGSnrc, BEAMnrc, MCNPX).  On the other hand, GEANT4 represents an 
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architecture originally developed for high-energy particle physics simulations, with a 

secondary application to medical physics-oriented simulations. 

As such, of the available MC codes, GEANT4 is the only framework in which both the 

radiation transport and optical Čerenkov process have been implemented, as historically the 

Čerenkov effect has been utilized for a number of particle physics applications [28-33].  

Therefore GEANT4 provides a unique setting for stochastically modeling and investigating 

the emerging biomedical applications of the Čerenkov effect. The complexity of the 

simulation scenario is depicted in Fig. 3.1, which highlights the relevant physics processes 

necessary for the accurate simulation of the Čerenkov effect in biological media. 

In Fig. 3.1(a), the relevant physics processes ultimately resulting in the generation of optical 

photons via the Čerenkov effect for an incident x-ray photon within the medically relevant 

energy range, (i.e., keV – MeV) is presented.  Incident photons may undergo three primary 

radiation interactions, Compton scattering (moderate energy), pair production (high energy), 

and the photoelectric effect (low energy).  Note, in Compton scattering the photon is only 

scattered and may continue to propagate and undergo more radiation events, whereas in the 

latter two processes the photon is terminated.  All processes lead to the generation of a 

secondary charged particle (in the case of pair production, both a positron and electron are 

generated), which subsequently undergo a separate group of radiation processes.  During 

propagation (under the condition that the electron’s energy is greater than the minimum 

threshold energy for Čerenkov radiation in the given mediumoptical photons are 

continuously generated along the electrons incremental steps.  Electrons may also undergo 

electron scattering, liberating more secondary electrons, or the Bremsstrahlung process in 

which additional x-ray photons are generated.  In the case of positrons, the same physics 

processes are encountered, in addition to annihilation in which two 0.511 MeV photons are 

generated upon the positron annihilating with an electron. 
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The light transport physics utilized in the proposed tissue optics plug-in is shown in Fig. 

3.1(b).  The implemented physics processes represent modifications to pre-existing 

GEANT4 optical physics processes, as well as new processes, the details of which are 

summarized in Table 3.1. Optical photons may undergo optical absorption (and subsequent 

remission via fluorescence), scattering, and refraction or reflection.  In the case of scattering, 

four scattering models have been implemented, each with a different sampled phase 

function, P(θ,λ).  These include Rayleigh scattering, Mie scattering (in which the scattering 

phase function is based upon the Henyey-Greenstein approximation and the spectral 

dependence is modulated by the anisotropy, g(λ), a modification over the pre-existing 

GEANT4 Mie process which accepts only a constant anisotropy for all wavelengths), 

Modified Henyey-Greenstein (MHG) scattering (in which the scattering represents a 

proportional combination of Rayleigh and Mie scattering components through α(λ) and a 

user-defined scattering process (in which the wavelength-dependent scattering phase 

function is explicitly defined by the user).  This latter scattering process may be of use in 

cases where the diffusion approximation is not valid.25 

An important feature of any optical MC code is the sampling of step sizes for optical photon 

propagation.26  The implementation in the GEANT4 architecture is as described, the photon 

step size is sampled from an exponential distribution calculated from the defined scattering 

coefficient, µs(λ), and optical absorption along the propagation path is independently 

sampled from a distribution defined using the absorption coefficient, µa(λ), with the 

absorption treated as a binary event (i.e., no photon packeting or partial photon weight is 

implemented).  The fluorescence process acts in a similar manner to the optical absorption 

process, with a separate fluorescence absorption coefficient, µaf(λ), and fluorescence 

emission spectrum, If(λ).  In addition, the probability for fluorescent photon generation 

following absorption can be controlled through definition of the quantum yield, ϕ, a feature 
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not available in the pre-existing GEANT4 class, and the time profile of fluorescence 

emission can be designated as a delta function or exponential distribution with a specified 

lifetime, t. 

Table 3.1. Implemented tissue optics plug-in classes 

Class Inheriting GEANT4 class Inputs New features 

Absorption G4OpAbsorption µa(λ) New units 

Fluorescence G4OpWLS µaf,, If, ϕ, t New units, quantum yield 

Rayleigh scattering G4OpRayleigh µs(λ) New units 

Mie scattering G4OpMieHG µs(λ), g(λ) New units, spectral g(λ) 

MHG scattering N/A µs(λ), g(λ), α(λ)  New process 

User-defined scattering N/A P(θ,λ) New process 

Refraction/reflection G4OpBoundaryProcess n1, n2 N/A 

Uniform source distribution N/A S(λ) New source type 

User-defined source 
distribution 

N/A S(λ), SM New source type 

Fluence scorer N/A N/A New class 

Optical photon wavelength  N/A N/A New data type 

Čerenkov effect G4Cerenkov SM Fixed sampling 

 

A change implemented in the tissue optics plug-in with respect to the pre-existing GEANT4 

physics processes is the handling of units.  As a simulation architecture initially designed for 

high-energy physics research, the global GEANT4 unit system is based on the class library 

for high-energy physics (CLHEP), which operates on a predefined set of unit classes. The 

implications of this are that for biomedical optics simulations, the attenuation coefficients 

must be defined as attenuation lengths, and optical photon wavelengths must be defined in 

terms of optical photon energy (i.e., eV).  To improve the ease of use and functionality of 

the GEANT4/GAMOS framework for biomedical optics simulations, the tissue optics plug-

in has enabled the use of inverse length and wavelength units for the definition of 

attenuation coefficients and optical photon energies respectively.  The flexibility of the 

designed new unit system also facilities a multitude of unit prefixes, (i.e., a user can define 
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the inverse lengths as /mm, /cm, /um, and the optical photon wavelength as µm, nm, pm, 

etc.).  To compliment these unit changes, a new recordable data type has also been created 

which allows users to record an optical photon’s wavelength, rather than energy.      

In addition, one of the novelties of performing optical simulations using the 

GEANT4/GAMOS tissue optics plug-in is the ability to easily perform broadband, white-

light simulations.  Optical properties (e.g., µs, g, µa, n, etc.) are defined at discrete 

wavelengths, λ, and initiated photons can be sampled from a user-defined source spectrum 

or uniform wavelength distribution, S(λ), within a defined waveband.  However, when 

performing a white light simulation, the number of initiated photons necessary to converge 

to a statistically relevant result increases proportionally.  Therefore, in the tissue optics plug-

in a modification has been made to allow for two sampling methods, SM, in all photon 

generation methods (i.e., source, fluorescence, and Čerenkov processes).  These methods 

include continuous and fixed sampling, where in the former, linear interpolation is used to 

continuously sample the generation distributions, and in the latter, optical photons are only 

generated at discrete wavelengths corresponding to the wavelengths where the optical 

properties have been defined.  The latter method serves as a variance reduction technique, 

allowing for white light simulations to be performed within a waveband and user-chosen 

spectral resolution.  

Finally, although a number of pre-existing scoring mechanisms are currently available in the 

GAMOS framework, none are equipped to record the spatial fluence distribution, a 

parameter of interest to the biomedical optics community.  Therefore an additional scoring 

method has been created which effectively scores the fluence by summing and recording the 

track length of each propagating photon’s step by the local absorption coefficient within a 

given voxel.  In voxels at the boundary of two differing materials, the scoring is performed 
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such that the step length in each material is treated separately, and each is divided by the 

appropriate absorption coefficient before being scored in the given voxel. 

3.2      Validation Simulations 

To validate the optical physics of the tissue optics plug-in, we start by conducting a 

simulation analogous to the validation of MCML by Wang et al. in which the total diffuse 

reflectance, Rd, and total transmittance Td (including unscattered transmittance) are 

calculated for a semi-infinite slab with the following optical properties: relative refractive 

index nrel = 1.0 (matched boundary condition), absorption coefficient µa = 10 cm-1, 

scattering coefficient µs = 90 cm-1, anisotropy factor g = 0.75, and slab thickness d = 0.02 

cm.  To approximate a semi-infinite medium the slab cross section was set to 10 x 10 cm2.   

Ten Monte Carlo simulations were performed using 107 photons.  The difference between 

the calculated mean and the results from van de Hulst’s table, as well as results reported by 

Prahl et al. and MCML are shown in Table 3.2.27, 28 

Table 3.2. Validation simulations for matched refractive index boundary condition. 

Source R
d
 Average R

d
 Error T

t
 Average T

t
 Error 

van de Hulst, 1980 0.09739  0.66096  

MCML, 1995 0.09734 0.00005 0.66096 0.00000 

Prahl et al., 1989 0.09711 0.00028 0.66159 0.00063 

GEANT4/GAMOS, 2013 0.09741 0.00002 0.66102 0.00006 

 

For a mismatched boundary condition, we perform a similar simulation for a semi-infinite 

slab with the following optical properties: nrel = 1.5 (mismatched boundary condition), 

absorption coefficient µa = 10 cm-1, scattering coefficient µs = 90 cm-1, anisotropy factor g = 

0 (isotropic scattering), and slab thickness d = 0.02 cm.  To approximate a semi-infinite 

medium the slab cross-section was set to 10 x 10 cm2.  Ten Monte Carlo simulations were 
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performed using 107 photons, the results of which are presented in Table 3.3 in comparison 

to results reported by MCML, Prahl et al., and Giovanelli.29 

Table 3.3. Validation of the total diffuse reflectance and transmittance for a 
mismatched boundary condition. 

Source R
d
 Average R

d
 Error 

Giovanelli, 1955 0.26000  

MCML, 1995 0.25907 0.00093 

Prahl et al., 1989 0.26097 0.00097 

GEANT4/GAMOS, 2013 0.25969 0.00031 

 

We reproduce the validation used to verify the MCML package and use the 

GEANT4/GAMOS tissue optics plug-in to compute the angularly resoled diffuse 

reflectance and transmittance of a semi-infinite slab with the following optical properties: nrel 

= 1.0, absorption coefficient µa = 10 cm-1, scattering coefficient µs = 90 cm-1, anisotropy 

factor g = 0.75, and slab thickness d = 0.02 cm.  To approximate a semi-infinite medium the 

slab cross section was set to 10 x 10 cm2. For the simulation, 108 photons were used and the 

global coordinate system was set such that photons were launched in the –z direction, with 

the x-y plane parallel to the semi-infinite medium surface.  The pre-existing data recording 

capabilities of GEANT4/GAMOS were used to record the directional cosines of each 

photon emerging from the slab as either reflectance or transmittance (i.e., for a photon 

emerging with a directional vector, v = v1x̂ + v2 ŷ + v3ẑ  the values v1 , v2  and v3  were recorded, 

where the exit angle is defined as cos(θ ) = v3 , where v2
1 + v2

2 + v2
3 = 1 ).  The results were used 

to generate a histogram using 30 bins between 0 and 90 deg. and are compared to data from 

van de Hulst’s table in Fig. 3.2.  In addition to recording the diffuse transmittance, the 

unscattered transmittance was also calculated and found to be 0.13534, in agreement with 

the theoretically expected unscattered transmittance which is given by exp[-(µ
s
+µ

a
)d] = 

0.13534 for the given optical properties.  
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Fig. 3.2. In (a) the angularly resolved diffuse reflectance, Rd(θ) is shown as a function 
of exit angle in comparison to van de Hulst’s table. In (b) the diffuse transmittance, 
Td(θ) is plotted. 

 

For comparison to MCML, we performed simulations and recorded the internal fluence in 

the depth direction for a semi-infinite medium with a matched and mismatched refractive 

index boundary condition for the following optical properties: nrel = 1.0 or 1.37, absorption 

coefficient µa = 0.01 cm-1, scattering coefficient µs = 100 cm-1, and anisotropy factor g = 0.9.  

The fluence was scored using 200 bins between 0 and 1 cm, and calculated by scoring the 

average track length of photons traversing each voxel divided by the absorption coefficient 

of the corresponding voxel. To avoid boundary effects at a depth of 1 cm, the depth of the 

actual medium was extended to 10 cm.  In addition, to approximate a semi-infinite medium 

the medium cross section was set to 10 x 10 cm2.  The results are shown in Fig. 3.3 

normalized to those reported by MCML.  
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Fig. 3.3. The depth resolved fluence for a semi-infinite medium with a refractive 
index matched (nre l  = 1.0) and mismatched (nre l  = 1.37) boundary are shown in 
comparison to results from MCML. 

To validate the time-resolving capabilities of the GEANT4/GAMOS tissue optics plug-in, a 

simulation similar to Fang et al. was performed.16  A 60 x 60 x 60 mm3 homogenous domain 

with an origin located at the center of the domain was generated with a point source located 

at (0,0,60) mm incident with an initial direction of (0,0,-1) and the following optical 

properties: nrel = 1.0, absorption coefficient µa = 0.005 mm-1, scattering coefficient µs = 1 

mm-1, and anisotropy factor g = 0.01.  The entire cubic domain was split into 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 

voxels, and the temporal fluence was recorded for the voxel with a centroid located at (0,-

16,20) mm by scoring the average track length of photons traversing the voxel by the 

absorption coefficient of the voxel.  Due to the pre-existing GEANT4/GAMOS data 

recording capabilities, the temporal fluence was calculated by considering the initial global 

time that a photon entered the voxel of interest.   
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Fig. 3.4. The temporal f luence for a homogenous cubic medium in comparison to the 
time-domain response function (TPSF) predicted by diffusion theory. 

The resulting hits were used to generate a histogram of 50 bins between 0 and 5 ns.  For the 

simulation, 108 photons were used.  The results are normalized and plotted in Fig. 3.4 in 

comparison to the analytical expectation from diffusion theory.  

To validate the accuracy of the GEANT4/GAMOS tissue optics plug-in in resolving 2D 

fluence in a homogenous medium, a simulation was performed with an identical geometry to 

that used for the temporal resolved fluence with optical properties of: nrel = 1.0, absorption 

coefficient µa = 0.005 mm-1, scattering coefficient µs = 1 mm-1, and anisotropy factor g = 

0.01. However, in this case the fluence was recorded in a 30 x 30 grid of 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 

voxels centered at y = 0 mm in the 60 x 60 x 60 mm3 homogenous medium domain.  For 

the simulation, 108 photons were simulated, and the fluence was calculated by scoring the 

average track length of photons traversing the voxel by the absorption coefficient of the 

voxel.  The results are shown in Fig. 3.5(a) for contours produced at 10 dB spacing in 

comparison to that of MMC [16]. 
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Fig. 3.5. In (a) a comparison between the 2D fluence calculated by 
GEANT4/GAMOS and MMC for a homogenous medium. In (b) the comparison 
between the 2D fluence calculated by GEANT4/GAMOS and the fluence results 
returned by MMC for an identical inhomogeneous medium.  In both figures the 
contour l ines are shown at 10 dB spacing.  

To validate the accuracy of the GEANT4/GAMOS tissue optics plug-in in resolving 2D 

fluence in an inhomogeneous medium, a simulation was performed with a similar geometry 

to that used for the homogenous 2D fluence validation: nrel = 1.0, absorption coefficient µa 

= 0.002 mm-1, scattering coefficient µs = 1 mm-1, and anisotropy factor g = 0.01. However, a 

spherical inclusion with a radius of 10 mm was centered inside the cubic medium with 

optical properties: nrel = 1.0, absorption coefficient µa = 0.05 mm-1, scattering coefficient µs 

= 5 mm-1, and anisotropy factor g = 0.9.  The fluence was recorded in a 30 x 30 grid of 2 x 2 

x 2 mm3 voxels centered at y = 0 mm in the 60 x 60 x 60 mm3 homogenous medium 

domain.  For the simulation, 108 photons were simulated, and the fluence was calculated by 

scoring the average track length of photons traversing the voxel by the absorption 

coefficient of the voxel.  The results are shown in Fig. 3.5(b) for contours produced at 10 dB 

spacing in comparison to that of MMC.17  

3.3 Example Radiation-induced Optical Simulations 

To demonstrate the flexibility of the GEANT4/GAMOS tissue optics plug-in in simulating 

radiation-induced light transport in biological media, two example simulations were 
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performed.  Each was designed to mimic relevant scenarios involving the practical utilization 

of optical photons generated by the Čerenkov effect.   

Fig. 3.6. In (a) and (b) the simulation geometry for the external radiation beam 
scenario.  In (c) and (d) the simulation geometry for the PET agent scenario.  

In the first scenario, optical photons are generated by a 6 MeV external x-ray photon beam, 

which targets a spherical inclusion, indicative of an external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) 

treatment.  For simplicity of the example, the beam was assumed mono-energetic, although 

accurate simulation of a linear accelerator’s poly-energetic particle spectrum can be 

accomplished by generating primaries from a phase space file. The time profile of the beam 

was set such that all x-ray photons were generated at time t = 0 ns, analogous to an impulse 

function.  The geometry is shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b).  As the x-ray photon beam enters 

the tissue volume, secondary electrons are liberated within the medium, which subsequently 

result in optical photon generation via the Čerenkov effect.  
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In the second scenario, shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), optical photons are generated via a 

radionuclide [in this case a positron-emitting tomography (PET) agent], 18F, which produces 

Čerenkov photons during radioactive decay, primarily due to the propagation of the emitted 

positrons.   

In both cases, the geometry is the same and consists of: a 4×4×4 cm3 tissue volume with the 

origin located at its center.  A 1 cm radius spherical inclusion is placed with its center located 

at (0, 0, 0.75) cm.  In addition, a 0.1 cm radius, 4.0 cm length cylindrical vessel with its center 

located at (-1.0, 0, 1.75) cm rotated 63.5 degrees in the x-y plane is placed in the tissue 

volume.  The main tissue volume contains an absorption coefficient, µa, and scattering 

coefficient, µs. The spherical inclusion contains a separate absorption coefficient, µa2, and the 

same scattering coefficient.  In addition, the spherical inclusion contains a fluorophore with 

absorption coefficient, µaf, and emission spectrum If.  The quantum yield of the fluorophore, 

ϕ, was set to 1.0, and the time profile set to an exponential with a lifetime, t, of 0.1 ns. 

Finally, the vessel absorption coefficient was set to µa3, and the same scattering coefficient as 

the background and inclusion.  For all three volumes, the refractive index was set to a 

spectrally constant 1.41, and the anisotropy, g, was set to a spectrally constant 0.9.  In all 

simulations only the Mie scattering process was used.  The simulated waveband was 

constrained to 550 – 850 nm, and the spectral characteristics of the defined attenuation 

coefficients are shown in Fig. 3.7.  Note two spectra for µa2 are shown, as the absorption 

coefficient of the inclusion was simulated for a fully oxygenated and deoxygenated case. 
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Fig. 3.7. In (a) the spectral characteristics of the defined attenuation coefficients.  
The vessel background absorption, µ a2 is shown for the completed oxygenated and 
deoxygenated cases.  In (b) the fluorescence absorption and emission are shown. 

To highlight the ability of the GEANT4/GAMOS tissue optics plug-in to simulate relevant 

optical systems, the recorded data outputs were chosen such that an imaging and fiber based 

system could be modeled and investigated.  To facilitate both of these systems in a single 

simulation, a phase plane was designated at the top surface of the tissue volume above the 

vessel and inclusion.  Each optical photon generated within the medium due to the 

Čerenkov effect, emerging from the tissue volume, and traversing the phase plane was 

recorded and its exiting position (x,y), direction (u,v,w), creator process (Čerenkov or 

fluorescence), and wavelength were saved in CSV format.  The data was then post-processed 

to yield the desired outputs. 

For the external radiation beam scenario, a single simulation of 107 incident x-ray photons 

was performed and the SO2 = 100% µa2 was used.  To generate the camera-based 

measurements, the recorded optical photon histories were binned into 1×1 mm2 pixels for 

all emerging photons regardless of exiting direction, (i.e, all were assumed to be captured by 

an externally placed camera lens focused on the tissue surface).  The resulting remission was 

further normalized to the number of incident x-rays, i.e., the values displayed in the images is 

in [captured optical photons mm-2 incident x-ray-1].  The resulting images for the total 
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collected light, as well as that created due to the Čerenkov effect, and that due to Čerenkov-

excited fluorescence are shown in Fig. 3.8. 

 

Fig. 3.8. In (a) the total remitted l ight captured by an externally placed camera for the 
external radiation beam scenario.  In (b) and (c) the components of the remitted l ight 
due to the Čerenkov effect and Čerenkov-excited fluorescence are shown.  The white 
outl ines denote the locations of the vessel and inclusion. 

In the case of the external radiation beam, Čerenkov light is generated in the horizontal 

direction along the entire volume of the beam traversing the tissue volume, see Figs. 6(a) and 

6(b).  Less remitted light is seen within the first several millimeters due to the existence of a 

buildup region where the number of secondary electrons generated by the incident x-ray 

photons has not yet reached equilibrium due to their non-zero propagation distance.  In 

addition, the Čerenkov image appears brightest at the left side of the tissue volume due to 

the forward dominance of x-ray, electron scattering and forward dominated optical photon 

scattering, g = 0.9 for all volumes in the simulation, (i.e., optical photons generated to the 

right side of the reflectance image continue to propagate to the left resulting in a buildup of 

intensity).  As expected, the fluorescence appears localized at the inclusion, and the 

absorbing vessel shows up as an attenuating feature in the captured images.  

Utilizing the wavelength information for each recorded photon, the data processing can be 

taken a step further to mimic spectral imaging.  To investigate the concept, the images were 

further processed in wavelength using 20 nm binning between 550 – 850 nm.  The resulting 

images at three wavebands of interest, 550 – 570 nm, 690 – 710 nm, and 770 – 790 nm are 
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shown in Fig. 3.9.  Between 550 – 570 nm, the remitted light is weakest due to the enhanced 

absorption of the hemoglobin spectra, see µa2 and µa3 in Fig. 3.6.  Spatially, the dark portions 

of the images in this waveband also correspond with the locations of the vessel and 

inclusion.  Furthermore, as expected no remitted fluorescence is observed. 

In the second waveband, between 690 – 710 nm, both the inclusion and vessel appear to 

have little effect on the captured images.  This is due to the minimal absorption of 

hemoglobin in this waveband.  Furthermore, in this waveband there exists no additional 

absorption due to the fluorophore, and no fluorescence emission due to the fluorophore, see 

Fig. 3.6(b).  Finally, in the third waveband between 770 – 790 nm, the remitted fluorescence 

within the inclusion can be clearly seen.   

From the same simulation and recorded data, fiber based measurements were also 

investigated. In order to investigate the ability of the fiber measurements to spectrally detect 

changes in the oxygenation of the inclusion, an identical external radiation beam simulation 

with the same data outputs was performed, in this case with the SO2 = 0% µa2.  The three 

fiber locations selected for analysis are shown in Fig. 3.10(a).  The first location was chosen 

to be above the vessel and inclusion, the second location centered on the inclusion, and the 

third location symmetric to the first, but in this case not above the vessel.  

In order to extract the appropriate subset of the total number of photons recorded in the 

phase plane, the photons captured by any fiber were filtered based on location and direction.  

For example, for the center fiber position, assuming a 1 mm diameter fiber with a numerical 

aperture (NA), of 0.5 and refractive index, n, of 1.5, the position data was used to select only 

photons with emerging positions of (x2 + y2 ) ≤ 0.5 mm, and directions of 

cos−1(w) ≤ sin−1(NA / n)  where the photons exiting angle is calculated as cos(θ ) = w where the 

photon directions are normalized such that u2 + v2 + w2 = 1 . 
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Fig. 3.9. In (a-c) the captured reflectance images between 550 – 570 nm for an 
external radiation beam incident on the tissue volume.  In (d-f) and (g-i) reflectance 
images are shown between 690 – 710 nm, and 770 – 790 nm respectively.  

The results for the three fiber position spectra are shown in Figs. 10(b)-(d).  In each plot, the 

total collected spectra is shown by a solid line, and the spectral components from Čerenkov 

and fluorescent light by the two dotted lines.  In addition, all three lines are shown for the 

oxygenated (red) and deoxygenated (blue) inclusion absorption coefficients. 

At the first fiber position, Fig. 3.10(b) the spectral components due to the Čerenkov light 

and excited fluorescence can be clearly seen.  Due to the presence of the vessel, the 

wavelengths below 650 nm are highly attenuated.  At the second fiber position, Fig. 3.10(c), 

due to it’s centering on the inclusion, twice the fluorescence intensity is observed.  Finally, at 

the third fiber position, Fig. 3.10(d), the spectra are nearly identical to that of the first 
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position, except the wavelengths below 650 nm are less attenuated due to the absence of the 

vessel.  More captured light is also observed in this waveband relative to the second position 

due to its increased distance from the inclusion, which contains the additional fluorophore 

absorption in this waveband.   

Fig. 3.10. In (a) the three chosen fiber locations are shown.  In (b-d) the 
corresponding spectra from the three positions are plotted.  The solid l ines denote 
the total collected l ight, and the two dotted type l ines the spectral components due to 
Čerenkov l ight and Čerenkov-excited fluorescence.  The oxygenated (red) and 
deoxygenated (blue) inclusion absorption coefficient cases are also denoted.  

Finally, to compare the Čerenkov light from an external radiation beam to that of the 18F 

radionuclide, a single simulation was performed using 108 decay particles and the oxygenated 

inclusion absorption coefficient, SO2 = 100% µa2.  Note, an additional order of magnitude in 

primary particles was simulated due to the less energetic charged particles produced by 18F 
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relative to the external radiation beam, and therefore fewer Čerenkov photons produced.  

For comparative purposes, only the camera based white light images are shown in Fig. 3.11.  

The difference in spatial characteristics can be clearly seen.  In contrast to the external 

radiation beam, the localization of the incident particles within the inclusion leads to 

Čerenkov light and Čerenkov-excited fluorescence which are only localized within the 

inclusion (i.e., no remitted light is visible to the left side of the images where the external 

radiation beam Čerenkov light was peaked).  Furthermore, due to the less energetic charged 

particles produced by the radionuclide relative to the external radiation beam, the remitted 

light, in units of [captured optical photons mm-2 decay particle-1] is approximately an order 

of magnitude weaker.  

 

Fig. 3.11. In (a) the total remitted l ight captured by an externally placed camera for 
the PET tracer scenario.  In (b) and (c) the components of the remitted l ight due to 
the Čerenkov effect and Čerenkov-excited fluorescence are shown.  The white 
outl ines denote the locations of the vessel and inclusion. 

 

3.4     Discussion and Conclusions 

In this study we have presented and validated a tissue-optics software plug-in for the 

GEANT4/GAMOS architecture that facilitates the simulation of radiation-induced light 

transport in biological media. While the GEANT4/GAMOS package is a well-validated 

simulation tool for high-energy particle transport through matter, to the best of the authors’ 

knowledge, this is the first study to rigorously validate the light transport in comparison to 
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accepted standards within the biomedical optics community. The results of validation 

simulations performed in this study confirm the ability of the combined simulation package 

to accurately calculate the total diffuse reflectance and transmittance for a refractive index 

matched and mismatched boundary, as well as angularly, temporally, and spatially resolve the 

characteristics of optical photon propagation in tissue.  

With validated light transport mechanics, the tissue optics plug-in provides users with access 

to a host of stochastic Monte Carlo (MC) modeling capabilities already included in the 

GEANT4/GAMOS framework, (i.e., the ability to specify advanced source detector 

distributions, generate complex heterogeneous geometries, and record a wide range of data 

outputs). The resultant GEANT4/GAMOS tissue optics package therefore provides an 

innovative tool to accurately simulate the measurement of Čerenkov-based optical photons 

that originate from high-energy radiation propagation in biological media. The Čerenkov 

process requires the coupled consideration of high-energy and optical photon transport (as 

detailed in Fig. 3.1), a requirement that surpasses the capabilities of all standard MC light 

transport packages that are currently publically available. The Čerenkov-based example 

simulation presented in Section 3.3 demonstrates the capability of this novel package to 

simulate broadband light propagation in a complex heterogeneous geometry with varying 

optical properties induced by a detailed source specification (i.e., external radiation beam or 

radionuclide of a given particle type, energy, positional, directional and temporal 

distribution), with flexible data outputs (e.g., data recording location, and particle position, 

direction, time, wavelength, and creation process). The implication of the data recording 

flexibility is that a given optical system of interest can be easily simulated and investigated, or 

multiple modalities can be simulated in a single simulation (i.e., camera and/or fiber 

measurements).   
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The presented examples serve as demonstrations of the capabilities of the simulation 

package, and are directly relevant to a number of already reported investigations into the 

medical application of Čerenkov light.  For example, fiber measurements of Čerenkov light 

and/or fluorescence induced by an external radiation beam in tissue have been explored for 

oxygenation measurements and treatment monitoring during radiation therapy.  

Furthermore, a number of studies have investigated the use of CLI to track radionuclides in 

vivo using camera-based systems.  Therefore the envisioned use of this software is to guide 

the design and development of optical devices used to collect Čerenkov-based optical 

measurements. Future work in this area is likely to address light transport related pressing 

questions for Čerenkov-based applications in tissue, including: optimization of detector 

details (e.g. type, location, orientation), improving the understanding of the location of origin 

of the collected photons during measurement, and characterizing influence of background 

tissue optical properties and heterogeneities on the collected spectral signal.  Furthermore, 

although not detailed in the present study, radiation-induced light transport may also 

encompass scintillation, the luminescence process analogous to fluorescence where the 

absorbed energy is provided by a charged particle rather than photon.  Similar to the 

Čerenkov effect, applications of scintillation within the field of biomedical optics are in its 

infancy, although a recent report has investigated the use of nano-scintillators as an internal 

excitation source for photodynamic therapy (PDT).30  Therefore, the plug-in modified 

software package described in the present paper may be of use in studying radiation-induced 

light transport of scintillation photons for an emerging number of novel applications.     

While the work presented within this paper focuses on the use of the GEANT4/GAMOS 

tissue optics plug-in to simulate Čerenkov-based measurements, it is important to note the 

core aspects of the package, which makes this a unique investigative tool that can be 

extended to multiple areas within the field of biomedical optics. A brief list of important 
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advantages include: (1) The specification of optical detectors at multiple (co-registered) 

locations that are capable of scoring photon tissue interactions from an extensive catalogue 

within the GAMOS framework (e.g., detectors can return interaction type, frequency, and 

location for collected photons); this represents an advantage over standard MC codes which 

may require reprogramming to perform non-standard interaction/event tracking or 

specification of multiple co-registered detectors. (2) Broadband simulation capabilities allow 

for user-specification of wavelength-dependent optical properties and model estimation of 

spectral response; this capability avoids the need to either initialize independent simulations 

at multiple wavelengths or apply perturbation scaling factors which may limit the range of 

scattering properties within a spectrum that can be accurately investigated.31, 32 Furthermore, 

the ability to sample photon generation in a fixed or continuous manner has been provided 

to allow users to control the spectral resolution of such simulations.  (3) A geometry can be 

constructed using a combination of standard shapes (i.e., polygons, ellipsoids, cylinders, etc.) 

to yield heterogeneous volumes containing layers and/or inclusions, each of which may 

contain user-specified optical properties. (4) A user-defined wavelength-dependent scattering 

phase function can be defined, providing users with a unique framework for investigating 

phase functions beyond the more conventional Henyey-Greenstein approximation.  

Furthermore, in complex heterogeneous geometries, a separate user-defined phase function 

can be defined in each material, a new feature added by the tissue optics plug-in. 

While these listed advantages are not necessarily unique in functionality compared with 

previously reported custom MC packages, the robust catalogue of user-defined inputs and 

outputs within the GAMOS interface allows users to adjust these simulation parameters 

without requiring C or C++ level programming.  Furthermore, the presented plug-in and 

core simulation software is fully open-source and publically available unlike many modified 

in-house MC codes that have previously reported to achieve some of the functionality 

described in the present study. Despite its robust features, the GEANT4/GAMOS tissue 
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optics package is not well-suited for all simulation purposes, as it does not offer GPU-based 

acceleration or mesh-based grid generation, options that limit the efficiency and accuracy in 

complex media.  However, increased efficiency represents the goal of a future study, as the 

plug-in modified simulation package described herein represents the only current validated 

architecture capable of simulating both the high-energy radiation and subsequent diffuse 

light transport.  
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CHAPTER 4 

The Relationship Between Cherenkov Light 
Emission and Dose 

This chapter is largely derived from: A. K. Glaser, et al., "Optical dosimetry of radiotherapy 

beams using Cherenkov radiation: the relationship between light emission and dose." Phys 

Med Biol 59(14): 3789-3811 (2014). 

In this study, a fundamental comparison between the Cherenkov emission and absorbed 

dose was explored for x-ray photons, electrons, and protons using both a theoretical and 

Monte Carlo-based analysis.  Based on the findings of where dose correlates with Cherenkov 

emission, it was concluded that for x-ray photons the light emission would be optimally 

suited for narrow beam stereotactic radiation therapy (SRT) and surgery (SRS) validation 

studies, for verification of dynamic intensity-modulated (IMRT) and volumetric modulated 

arc therapy (VMAT) treatment plans in water tanks, and also for entrance and exit surface 

imaging dosimetry of both narrow and broad beams.  For electron use, Cherenkov emission 

was found to be only suitable for surface dosimetry applications.   Finally, for proton 

dosimetry, there exists a fundamental lack of Cherenkov emission at the Bragg peak, making 

this imaging of little use.  
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4.1     Analytic Theory 

Defined as optical photon emission from charged particles traveling in a dielectric medium 1, 

2, Cherenkov light emission is applicable to radiation therapy and can be generated by any 

charged particle (e.g., electron, proton, positron) traveling above the velocity of light in the 

local medium.  In an electromagnetic analogy to a sonic shockwave phenomenon, the light 

emission occurs at a specific angle, 𝜃, with respect to the direction of charged particle 

propagation, defined as    

 
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 =

1
𝛽𝑛

 
(4.1) 

where 𝑛 is the refractive index of the medium and 𝛽 is the phase velocity of the particle, 

defined in the relativistic sense as 

 𝛽 = 1 −
𝑚𝑐!

𝐸 +𝑚𝑐!
 (4.2) 

where 𝐸 is the energy of the charged particle, and  𝑚𝑐! is the particle’s rest energy, where 𝑚 

is the particle mass and 𝑐 is the speed of light in vacuum.  Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) can be 

combined and rearranged to express the threshold energy, 𝐸′, necessary for Cherenkov 

emission as,  

 𝐸! ≥ 𝑚𝑐!
1

1 − !
!!

− 1  (4.3) 

in terms of refractive index and charged particle rest mass.  For charged particles above this 

threshold energy, the number of optical photons, 𝑁, emitted per unit path length, 𝑑𝑥, per 

unit wavelength, 𝑑𝜆, is given by the Frank-Tamm formula  

 
𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝑥

=
2𝜋𝛼𝑧!

ℎ𝑐
1 −

1
𝛽!𝑛!  

1
𝜆!
−
1
𝜆!

 (4.4) 

where ℎ is Planck’s constant, and 𝜆 is the optical photon wavelength.   
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In the context of radiation therapy, for a medium irradiated with an ionizing beam (e.g., x-

ray photon, electron, proton, etc.), a polyenergetic electron fluence spectrum, Φ, will be 

induced at any spatial location within the medium, and therefore the total emission, 𝑁! , 

from all electrons at any spatial location can be described as the integral equation, 

 
𝑁! =

𝛷
𝜌

𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝐸 =
𝛷
𝜌
2𝜋𝛼𝑧!

ℎ𝑐
1 −

1
𝛽!𝑛!  

1
𝜆!
−
1
𝜆!

𝑑𝐸   (4.5) 

where 𝐸 is the particle energy and 𝜌 is the density of the irradiated medium.  Similarly, the 

energy deposited (i.e., dose, 𝐷) at the same spatial location can be written as 

 
𝐷 =

𝛷
𝜌

−𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝐸 
(4.6) 

where 
!!"
!"

 is the collisional stopping power for an electron in a given medium (note, for a 

proton beam Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) would also need to be evaluated for the protons 

themselves). Therefore at all locations within the irradiated medium the relationship between 

Cherenkov light emission and dose deposition can be written as 

 
𝑅 =

𝑁!
𝐷

 
(4.7) 

where 𝑅 relates the total number of photons emitted by the Cherenkov effect at any given 

spatial location to the amount of dose deposited at that same spatial location.  In order for a 

Cherenkov radiation based optical dosimetry method to be successful, 𝑅 must ideally be a 

constant (i.e., the same at all spatial locations in the irradiated medium).  Herein we 

investigate this phenomenon and draw conclusions of its validity for a range of radiotherapy 

modalities.  

4.2     Monte Carlo Simulations 

To quantify the fundamental characteristics of the Cherenkov effect and its relationship to 

dose for electron, proton, and x-ray photons, Monte Carlo simulations were run using 
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GEANT4 through the GEANT4 architecture for medically oriented simulations (GAMOS) 

3, 4.  The GAMOS framework is a robust and easy to use interface to GEANT4 which has 

been used for a variety of applications, including validation of a small animal PET system 

and a tissue optics plug-in for radiation induced biomedical optics simulations 5, 6. Paralleling 

convolution and superposition methods based on the use of dose point kernels 7, 8, 

Cherenkov light emission point kernels were generated using GEANT4 for x-ray photons 

through a modified version of GEANT4 in which the initial x-ray photon interaction was 

forced to occur at the origin of the simulation geometry.  The specifics of each individual 

Monte Carlo simulation are detailed in each subsequent section.  The standard 

electromagnetic (EM) physics package was used for all x-ray photon and electron 

simulations, whereas for proton simulations the combined, quark gluon string model, binary 

cascade, high precision neutron package (QGSP_BIC_HP) physics list was utilized with 

radioactive decay and prompt gamma production enabled.  The results for Cherenkov light 

emission from proton-induced radionuclides is integrated over the time necessary for all 

isotopes in the simulation to decay to a stable state. 

4.3.      Cherenkov Light Emission Estimation for X-ray Photons  

Simulations were performed by initializing 106 primary particles for each x-ray photon 

energy between 10 keV to 20 MeV in steps of 10 keV.  The total number of Cherenkov 

photons generated, N, in the waveband of 450 – 750 nm was recorded, and the total number 

of optical photons generated per primary particle in each simulation was calculated in a 1 m 

cubic volume.  Results were generated for water, tissue, and plastic, where the refractive 

index was assumed to be a spectrally constant 1.33, 1.41, or 1.59 respectively.  Plots of the 

recorded emission per particle, normalized to the incident x-ray photon energy are shown in 

Fig. 4.1.  
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Fig. 4.1. The Cherenkov emission per particle for x-ray photons is plotted. Note, the 
results are plotted per MeV of the incident x-ray photon energy. 

As expected, for all three particles types the number of Cherenkov photons emitted 

increases with refractive index, i.e. more photons are emitted in plastic relative to water.  

This is due to a slowing of the speed of light in the medium, which results in a decrease in 

the energy threshold necessary for the Cherenkov effect, and therefore an increase in the 

portion of the electron fluence spectrum for which light emission is possible. 

4.3.1   Point Kernels 
 

 

Fig. 4.2. In (a) and (b) the point kernels for the Cherenkov l ight emission and dose 
deposition for an 18 MeV x-ray photon are shown.  Note both plots are displayed on 
a logarithmic scale. 
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For kernel estimation studies, the modified GEANT4 package described in Sec. 4.2 was 

utilized. The resulting optical photons, NT, generated by the induced secondary charged 

particles was then recorded in a 20 cm three-dimensional (3D) cubic volume with 1 mm 

cubic voxels and remapped to radial coordinates to improve the simulation statistics.  

Monoenergetic kernels were produced for all energies in between 250 keV and 20 MeV in 

250 keV internals.  For all simulations, the refractive index of water was assumed to be a 

spectrally constant 1.33 for the visible wavelength range of 450 – 750 nm.  Within the same 

simulation, the dose deposited, D, from by the secondary electrons was also scored for 

comparison to the Cherenkov light kernels.  Representative kernels for an 18 MeV x-ray 

photon are shown in Fig. 4.2.  

4.3.2   Pencil Beams 
 

 

Fig. 4.3. In (a) and (b) the pencil  beams for the Cherenkov l ight emission and dose 
deposition for an 18 MeV x-ray photon are shown. 

Using the Monte Carlo derived point kernels with analytically calculated total energy released 

in matter (TERMA) curves, monoenergetic pencil beams for each x-ray energy were 

calculated.  TERMA curves were generated using tabulated attenuation coefficient values for 

liquid water from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) database 9.  

Representative pencil beams for the 18 MeV x-ray photon kernels are shown in Fig. 4.3.  
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Fig. 4.4. The central axis depth curves for the dose and Cherenkov l ight emission for 
both the PB and direct MC methods are plotted. 

To inspect the agreement between the Cherenkov light emission and deposited dose, the 

central axis profiles along r = 0 mm were plotted against one another.  In addition, to verify 

the accuracy of the point kernel convolution method, a full Monte Carlo simulation was 

executed in GAMOS for the representative 18 MeV x-ray photon pencil beam in water, in 

which the dose and number of Cherenkov photons emitted were scored in a 50 cm cubic 

voxelized phantom. The resulting central axis curves are plotted in Fig. 4.4, for the pencil 

beams (PB) and direct Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.  The accuracy between the Cherenkov 

emission and dose PB is within 1%, and the agreement between the PB and MC curves is 

also within 1%.  These results verify the accuracy of the dose kernel convolution methods 

used for the Cherenkov light emission and dose, and also indicate that there is a strong 

correlation between the two quantities for a monoenergetic 18 MeV x-ray photon pencil 

beam.  
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Fig. 4.5. In (a) the scaling constant R  from Cherenkov l ight emission to dose for 
monoenergetic x-ray photon beams is plotted, and in (b) R is plotted as a function of 
the l inear attenuation coefficient of water. 

Although not displayed, similar results were obtained for the entire pencil beam energy range 

simulated (i.e. up to 20 MeV).  However, as shown in Fig. 4.4 and highlighted by Eq. (4.7), 

for 18 MeV x-ray photons there exists a single scalar value for which the two curves can be 

scaled to one another.  Using the pencil beam convolutions, the scaling constant 𝑅 between 

light emission and dose was calculated for all x-ray photon energies, the results of which are 

plotted in Fig. 4.5. 
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the curves to match exactly at a single depth, which for the purpose of relative comparison 

was chosen to be the depth of maximum dose (𝑑!"#).  

For every beam energy, the trend is the same in that the Cherenkov light emission curve 

overestimates the corresponding dose value.  This can be easily understood when we 

consider the beam hardening that the primary x-ray photon beam undergoes with increasing 

depth.  At 𝑑!"# , the point of normalization, the polyenergetic x-ray spectrum contains more 

low energy x-rays and therefore the effective 𝑅 value is lower than at deeper depths where 

the x-ray spectrum is higher in average energy.  As a result, normalizing the Cherenkov light 

emission curve at all depths by the 𝑅 value at 𝑑!"# results in over predicts of the dose. 
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Fig. 4.6. In (a-f) the relative Cherenkov l ight emission and dose deposition curves for 
a Co-60, 4 MV, 6 MV, 10 MV, 18 MV, and 24 MV polyenergetic source are plotted.  
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In addition, the agreement between the two quantities is greatest for Co-60, where the 

energy spectrum is near monoenergetic (i.e., contains just two gamma peaks) and the 24 MV 

beam where the majority of the x-ray photon energy spectrum is at higher energies, where 𝑅 

is more uniform.  In general, the disagreement between the Cherenkov light emission and 

dose curves after 𝑑!"# is on the order of 0 – 3.0 % for Co-60, 0 – 5.8 % for the 4 MV 

beam, 0 – 5.6 % for the 6 MV beam, 0 – 5.4 % for the 10 MV beam, 0 – 5.1 % for the 18 

MV beam, 0 – 2.4 % for the 24 MV beam.  The error between the two quantities for all 

beam energies is plotted as a function of depth in Fig 4.7. 

 

Fig. 4.7. The central axis depth error curves for the dose and Cherenkov l ight 
emission for al l  beam energies is plotted. 
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BEAMnrc 14.  To improve statistical convergence radial symmetry was used and phase space 

files were generated for circular field sizes with diameters of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 10.0 cm.  

Although a single circular jaw is not truly representative of the validated geometry by Siebers 

et al., the only anticipated difference with respect to the true X and Y jaw geometry is the 

slight difference in X and Y penumbra for a square beam.  For the simulated circular beams, 

the penumbra would be consistent radially, and the effects of the flattening filter, associated 

secondary scatter and electron contamination would still be accurately modeled for the 

purposes of investigating the relationship between Cherenkov light emission and dose.  The 

resulting phase space files were then used as the particle source for Monte Carlo dose 

simulations in GAMOS, where the beam was incident on a 50×50×50 cm3 volume of pure 

water.  The dose was scored in 1 mm voxels.  The results were than remapped to dose as a 

function of radius and depth to improve statistics.  A comparison of the central axis curves, 

as well as lateral profiles at 𝑑!"# , 5 cm, 10 cm, 20 cm, and 40 cm are shown in Fig. 4.8 

respectively for the 6X beam.  The error in the depth direction was calculated by simply 

looking at the difference between the normalized Cherenkov light emission and dose central 

axis curves.  However, due to the changes in the various field sizes being analyzed, as well as 

the divergence of the beam with depth, the average error,  𝛿, averaged over half of the beam 

radius, 𝑅, from the start of the beam umbra at each depth was calculated as 

here 𝐼 was the value of the Cherenkov light emission and 𝐷 is the value of the dose as a 

function of radial distance 𝑟, and the point at which the dose is equal to 20% at the start of 

the beam umbra is given by 𝑟!!!". 

 

 𝛿 =
𝑅
2

!!
𝐼 − 𝐷

!!!!"

!!!!"!
!
!

𝑑𝑟 (4.8) 
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Fig. 4.8. In (a-c) the relative Cherenkov l ight emission and dose deposition curves for 
the 0.5, 2.0, and 10.0 cm diameter 6X beams are plotted.  In (d-f) the corresponding 
lateral profiles at 𝑑!"#,  5.0 cm, 10.0 cm, 20.0 cm, and 40.0 cm are plotted. 
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As can be seen from the central axis curves for the 6X beam, the error in the depth direction 

appears to decrease with increasing field size (i.e., the magnitude of the error for the 0.5 cm 

diameter beam is greater than that of the 10.0 cm diameter beam).  Although not plotted in 

Fig. 4.8, the results for the 1.0 and 4.0 cm diameter beams agreed with this trend.  The errors 

with depth for all field sizes for the 6X, 6FFF, 18X, and 18FFF beam are plotted in Fig. 4.9. 

 

Fig. 4.9. In (a-d) the relative error along the central axis between the Cherenkov l ight 
emission and dose for the 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 10.0 cm diameter beams for the 6X, 
6FFF, 18X, and 18FFF beams are plotted.  

 For all beams, the error along the central axis decreases with increasing field size.  In 

addition, as predicted by the polyenergetic pencil beam convolutions, the error is less for the 

18 MV beams where the primary x-ray photon spectrum is weighted at higher energies.  The 
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same is observed for the difference between the X and FFF beams, where greater errors are 

visible in the unflattened beams due to no filtration of lower energy x-rays.  

However, the opposite trend appears to occur in the umbra of the beams, where the 0.5 cm 

diameter beam exhibits less error than that of the 10.0 cm diameter beam. The umbra error 

with depth is plotted in Fig. 4.10, for all field sizes of the 6X, 6FFF, 18X, and 18FFF beams. 

 

Fig. 4.10. In (a-d) the relative error in the umbra calculated with (8) between the 
Cherenkov l ight emission and dose for the 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 10.0 cm diameter 
beams for the 6X, 6FFF, 18X, and 18FFF beams are plotted.  

 As can be seen from the error plots, the error is greatest for the 10.0 cm diameter beam, and 

near negligible for the 0.5 cm diameter beam.  Although not as pronounced as the increases 

in error with depth, the errors in the umbra are slightly increased for the unflattened beam.  
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field size, due to the increasing divergence of the beam coupled with the lack of transient 

charged particle equilibrium (TCPE).  In addition, the same trend is observed in the flattened 

and unflattened beams suggesting that this error phenomenon is independent of the 

flattening filter.  However, for all of the beams studied, this lateral error appears to be minor 

(e.g., within +/- 1%), relative to the larger errors observed on central axis in the depth 

direction.    

4.3.5  Multiple Beams 
 

 

Fig. 4.11. In (a) the central axis curve for the AP-PA treatment is plotted.  In (b) the 
corresponding lateral curves at the isocenter ( i .e . ,  d = 0 mm), and at a depth of 50 
mm. The dotted l ines in (b) represent the individual x-ray fluence spectrum 
contributions of each beam at d = 50 mm, the top curve representing the beam which 
has been attenuated by 50 mm of material ,  and the bottom curve of the beam which 
has been attenuated by 150 mm of material .  

In addition to various field sizes, multiple beams may be used for more complex treatments 

in intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and volumetric-modulated arc therapy 

(VMAT).  To explore the ability of the Cherenkov light emission to accurately reflect the 

true dose distribution, a simulated anteroposterior (AP) posteroanterior (PA) beam 

configuration was generated using the resulting dose distributions for the 6X 10.0 cm 

diameter beam through a 20 cm thick water phantom.  The resulting central axis curves, as 

well as lateral profiles at 𝑑!"# , 50 mm, and at the isocenter (100 mm) are plotted in Fig. 

4.11.  
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For the multiple beam configuration, the agreement between the Cherenkov light emission 

and dose is within a 1% / 1 mm agreement, despite the fact that for a single 6X 10.0 cm 

beam the agreement in the depth direction is considerably worse (see Fig. 4.8).  This can be 

explained by the x-ray spectrum at each depth in the irradiated medium for the single versus 

multiple beam scenarios.  For a single x-ray beam, the spectrum will harden with depth, 

leading to the error with depth described.  However, for two parallel-opposed beams, at each 

depth the x-ray fluence spectrum is the summation of the spectra from both the first and 

second beam.  As a result, the net x-ray fluence spectrum is effectively the average of both a 

hard and soft beam relative to the isocenter (i.e., for the curve plotted in Fig. 4.11, at a depth 

of 50 mm, the x-ray fluence spectrum is that of a beam which has been attenuated through 

50 mm of material, and that of a beam which has been attenuated through 150 mm of 

material).  The mean normalized x-ray fluence spectra at isocenter and at a depth of 50 mm 

are plotted in Fig. 4.4.11(b).  The harder and softer individual x-ray fluence spectra from 

each beam, which contribute to the normalized spectrum at a depth of 50 mm, are also 

plotted with dotted lines. 

4.4     Cherenkov Light Emission Estimation for Electrons 

To quantify the fundamental characteristics of the light emission from electrons, Monte 

Carlo simulations analogous to those performed in Sec. 4.3 were performed using electrons 

as the primary particle.  The results are plotted in Fig. 4.12, normalized to the incident 

electron energy.  Despite the fact that electrons directly produce Cherenkov light (as 

opposed to x-ray photons which indirectly liberate secondary electrons which subsequently 

result in Cherenkov light emission), the yields for both particle types are very similar.  The 

equivalent electron energy fraction with respect to x-rays for an identical Cherenkov light 

yield was calculated by determining in conjunction with the data plotted in Fig. 4.1 and is 
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plotted in Fig. 4.12(b).  At lower energies, x-rays transfer all of their energy to electrons 

through the Photoelectric effect, and therefore the equivalent electron energy fraction is 1.0.  

However, as Compton scattering becomes the dominant interaction, the equivalent electron 

energy fraction increases with rising x-ray photon energy as the average energy transfer from 

the incident x-ray to the secondary electron increases.  The shape of the equivalent energy 

fraction in the MeV energy range parallels the expected average energy transfer for x-ray 

photons to electrons in the Compton scattering process.  

 

Fig. 4.12. In (a) the Cherenkov emission per particle for electrons is plotted.  Note, 
the results are plotted per MeV of the incident electron energy.  In (b) the equivalent 
electron energy fraction relative to x-ray energy in terms of Cherenkov l ight emission 
is plotted. 
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one another by a single scalar 𝑅 value.  The normalized central axis curves for both the light 

emission and dose are plotted in Fig. 4.14(a).   

 

Fig. 4.13. In (a) and (b) the point kernels for the Cherenkov l ight emission and dose 
deposition for a 6MeV electron are shown. 

 

 Similar to x-ray photons, for each monoenergetic pencil beam there exists a single scaling 

value which equates the Cherenkov light emission to dose.  However, similar to x-ray 

photons, the scaling constant varies dramatically as a function of electron energy.  

 

Fig. 4.14. In (a) the normalized central axis curves for the 6 MeV electron pencil  
beam are shown.  The corresponding 𝑅 values as a function of electron energy are 
plotted in (b). 
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4.4.2  Finite Field Size Beams 

To investigate the agreement for a realistic radiotherapy electron beam, Monte Carlo 

simulations were executed using phase space files available from the IAEA phase space 

database for a 10×10 and 15×15 cm2 6 and 9 MeV electron beam.  The beams were incident 

on a 50 cm cubic volume of water, and the dose and Cherenkov light emission was recorded 

in 2 mm voxels.  The results for the central axis curves are shown in Figs. 4.15(a) and 4.15(b) 

for the 6 and 9 MeV electron beams respectively. Although electron beams are primarily 

monoenergetic (in contrast to the Bremsstrahlung energy spectrum of x-ray photon beams), 

the resulting electron fluence spectrum induced directly by primary electrons varies 

dramatically within the irradiated medium.  This is in contrast to x-ray photon beams, where 

TCPE is achieved due to the exponential attenuation of the primary photon beam itself.  As 

a result, the mean energy of electrons decreases with depth in accordance with the 

continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA), and therefore differences between the 

Cherenkov light emission and dose exist with depth. This trend is observed for both field 

sizes and energies, where the Cherenkov light emission and dose curves appear offset from 

one another by approximately 2 mm.  This is due to the fact that at all depths, electrons with 

energies below the threshold for Cherenkov light emission in water, given by Eq. (4.3) 

contribute to the dose but do not contribute to the Cherenkov light yield.  However, at any 

given lateral plane of constant depth, a normalized map of either quantity will be extremely 

similar, due to the fact that the electron fluence spectrum varies most with depth, but is 

substantially similar laterally. This is illustrated in Figs. 4.15(c) and 4.15(d), where normalized 

lateral profiles for both field sizes and beam energies along y = 0  mm at a depth of z = 10 

mm for the Cherenkov light emission and dose are within 1% / 1 mm agreement.  These 

findings parallel the results of a recent study investigating the use of Cherenkov light 

emission for mapping superficial dose from electron beams 15.     
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Fig. 4.15. In (a) and (b) the Cherenkov l ight emission and dose maps along y = 0 are 
shown.  The central axis curve and normalized lateral profiles along y = 0 at a depth 
of z = 10 mm are plotted in (c) and (d) respectively.  

 

4.5     Cherenkov Light Emission Estimation for Protons 

One potential application for Cherenkov-based measurements might exist in proton beam 

therapy, where dosimetry of the Bragg peak is a non-trivial task.  In proton beams, 

Cherenkov light could be induced by both the primary protons and scattered secondary 

electrons.  To quantify this emission, Monte Carlo simulations analogous to those performed 

in Sec. 4.3 were run with protons as the primary particle by initializing 106 primary particles 
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for each proton energy between 10 MeV and 250 MeV and in steps of 10 MeV. The results 

are plotted normalized to the incident proton energy in Fig. 4.16(a). 

 

Fig. 4.16. In (a) the Cherenkov l ight emission per MeV for protons is plotted.  Note, 
the results are plotted per MeV of the incident proton energy. In (b) the maximum 
secondary electron energy is plotted as a function of incident proton energy. 

Although emission is present, it is inherently lower than that of x-ray photons and electrons.  

The weak nature of this emission can be explained by considering direct emission of protons 

themselves, emission from secondary scattered electrons, and emission from induced 

radioisotopes 16, and prompt gammas 17.  

Due to the mass of a proton, per Eq. (4.3) the threshold energy for direct Cherenkov light 

emission from protons themselves is approximately 485 MeV in water (n = 1.33) and 268 

MeV in plastic (n = 1.59).  Given the clinical energy range of proton beams (below 250 

MeV), this is not feasible.  In addition, the maximum energy transfer from a proton to an 

electron can be approximated as 
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where 𝐸 is the energy of the scattered electron of mass m, and 𝐸! is the energy of the 
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electron, protons must have an energy of at least 122 MeV in water (n = 1.33) and 67 MeV 

in plastic (n = 1.59) to liberate an electron with a maximal energy at exactly the threshold for 

Cherenkov light production.  However, any light yield at these energies would be extremely 

low, and practically the proton energy would need to be higher than these conservative 

estimates.  In addition, per the CSDA, prior to the Bragg peak, the protons will continuously 

lose energy and therefore the Cherenkov radiation generated by scattered secondary 

electrons will be superficially weighted and therefore not representative of the Bragg peak, 

which is of most interest in proton beam dosimetry.  Despite these fundamental issues, 

Cherenkov radiation generated by the induced radioisotopes and prompt gammas may still 

yield a meaningful signal. 

4.5.1  Pencil Beams 

To further investigate the characteristics of the Cherenkov radiation associated with proton 

beams, a 250 MeV pencil proton beam was simulated on a 50 cm cubic water phantom using 

107 particles. The dose and Cherenkov light production were scored in 1 mm voxels and 

remapped to radial coordinates to improve the statistics.  The resulting Cherenkov radiation 

and dose along the central axis of the pencil beam are plotted in Fig. 4.17.  The total light 

yield, as well as the contributions from secondary scattered electrons and radioisotopes is 

also delineated.  The signal from secondary electrons represents the majority of the light 

yield, and is superficially weighted due to the continuous slowly of protons within the 

irradiated medium.  The signal from the induced radioisotopes is weak in comparison, 

although the profile with depth is more indicative of the dose distribution, as is illustrated in 

Fig. 4.17(b).  The signal from prompt gammas was found to be negligible and is not plotted.  
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Fig. 4.17. In (a) the central axis curve for Cherenkov radiation and the deposited 
dose from a 250 MeV proton pencil  beam is plotted.  The relative contribution of 
secondary scattered electrons and radioisotopes to the total Cherenkov radiation 
signal is also plotted.  In (b) only the radioisotope signal is plotted in comparison to 
the dose distribution. 

4.5.2  Finite Field Size Beams 

To investigate a proton beam of finite size, a Monte Carlo simulation analogous to that of 

Sec. 4.3.4 was simulated instead with a 2 cm radius.  In lieu of a phase space file and as an 

approximation, monoenergetic 250 MeV beam with a monodirectional distribution normal 

to the incident cubic phantom with a uniform positional distribution over the circular field 

size was simulated.  The resulting central axis dose and Cherenkov radiation curves are 

plotted in Fig. 4.18.  The results parallel those of the pencil beam scenario (i.e., the majority 

of the signal comes from secondary scattered electrons, albeit superficially weighted, 

although the weak signal from radioisotopes bears a marginal resemblance to the dose 

distribution). 
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Fig. 4.18. In (a) the central axis curve for Cherenkov radiation and the deposited 
dose from a 2 cm diameter 250 MeV proton beam is plotted.  The relative 
contribution of secondary scattered electrons and radioisotopes to the total 
Cherenkov radiation signal is also plotted.  In (b) only the radioisotope signal is 
plotted in comparison to the dose distribution. 
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depths for pencil beams following convolution of the point kernels with a TERMA curve.  

The two mechanisms are therefore related by a single scalar constant, 𝑅, which relates the 

number of photons emitted from any spatial location within an irradiated medium to the 

deposited dose. 

The ratio, 𝑅, was found to be dependent upon x-ray photon energy, varying at most under 3 

MeV and approaching a constant value of approximately 8×108 photons/mm3Gy for 

energies above 5 MeV or 100 photons/MeV of energy deposition.  Note, this light emission 

is therefore 50 – 100 times weaker than a typical plastic or liquid scintillator which may 

exhibit a light yield of 5000 – 10,000 photons/MeV.  As a result of the polyenergetic 

spectrum associated with most clinical radiotherapy beams, errors as a function of depth 

exist due to beam hardening.  For all clinical beams studied (e.g., Co-60, 4 MV, 6 MV, 10 

MV, 18 MV, and 24 MV), the Cherenkov light emission overestimates the dose as a function 

of depth on the order of 0 – 5.8 %, with the best agreement existing for Co-60 where the 

source is near monoenergetic (0 – 3.0%), and for 24 MV where the majority of the primary 

x-ray fluence spectrum is above 5 MeV where 𝑅 is uniform (0 – 2.4%).  It should be noted 

that the observed overestimation as a function of depth is a consequence of normalizing all 

curves at a depth of 𝑑!"# . As a result of the energy dependence of 𝑅 and beam hardening, 

Cherenkov radiation will underestimate dose at all depths prior to the normalization depth, 

and overestimate at all depths beyond the normalization depth (i.e., had the curves been 

normalized at a depth of 100 mm, Cherenkov radiation would under and overestimate at 

depths of 50 mm and 150 mm respectively).   

The agreement between the Cherenkov light emission and dose was also found to be 

dependent on field size.  Irrespective of beam energy, the trends were as follows, (1) the 

observed disagreement with depth decreased with increasing field size (see Fig. 4.9), (2) the 

disagreement with depth was worsened for unflattened beams due to a lack of filtration of 
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lower energy x-ray photons (see Fig. 4.9), and (3) errors present past the field edge in the 

umbra worsened with increasing field size due to the corresponding increase in beam 

divergence and lack of TCPE (see Fig. 4.10).  Finally, for multiple beams (as explored in the 

AP-PA scenario), a high level of agreement (within 1%) was observed between the two 

quantities due to an averaging and increased homogeneity of the x-ray fluence spectrum 

within the irradiated medium (see Fig. 4.11). 

Given these observations, optical dosimetry of x-ray photon beams using Cherenkov 

radiation may be best suited for Co-60 or brachytherapy, (i.e., near monoenergetic sources), 

exit and entrance surface relative dosimetry where only a single plane is being imaged and 

beam hardening effects may be neglected, and narrow beams (e.g., SRT and SRS) where only 

a calibration factor for the source spectrum would be necessary to correct for errors with 

depth (i.e., for the thinnest beams the observed lateral errors were negligible). In other cases, 

an empirical correction factor for each beam energy and field size would need to be 

calculated as a function of radial position and depth. However, for commissioning in which 

the error tolerances are 1% / 1 mm, Cherenkov radiation may not be a sufficiently accurate 

reporter of dose.  However, for dosimetry of more complex multileaf collimator (MLC) field 

shapes for which a 3% / 3 mm error criterion is routinely used, Cherenkov radiation may be 

more applicable.  It is also expected that this technique would be applicable to dynamic plans 

(i.e., IMRT and VMAT) where a 3% / 3 mm error criterion is used and an increased 

homogeneity in the x-ray fluence spectrum and therefore fundamental agreement between 

Cherenkov radiation and dose is observed due to the use of multiple symmetrically opposing 

beams, as is generally true for IMRT and VMAT plans.  Interestingly, the proportionality 

between dose and Cherenkov can be quite good in these latter cases.   
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4.6.2. Electrons 

For electrons, similar to x-ray photons, a strong correlation (within 1%) between the 

Cherenkov light emission and dose was observed for the pencil beams.  For each individual 

energy, a value of 𝑅  was found which related the number of emitted photons to the 

deposited dose at each spatial location.  However, this value was found to be highly energy-

dependent throughout the majority of the clinical MeV electron energy range, approaching a 

value of approximately 8×108 photons/mm3/Gy. Due to the fact that electrons are directly 

ionizing, and there exists no exponential attenuation with depth, for realistic electron beams 

of finite size, large errors (8-10% and 2 mm distance to agreement) were observed as a 

function of depth due to the constant change in the electron fluence spectrum with depth 

(i.e., due to the CSDA, the mean energy of electrons decreases with depth).  This, coupled 

with the fact that in water, electrons below 265 keV do not emit any Cherenkov light, leads 

to the dose being under estimated by the Cherenkov light profiles.  Therefore, it is unlikely 

that Cherenkov radiation may be used for commissioning of electron beams within the 1% / 

1 mm error criterion.  

However, the electron fluence is substantially similar laterally at any given plane, and 

therefore the optical dosimetry of electrons using the Cherenkov effect may be utilized for 

relative dosimetry if only a single plane (i.e., constant depth) is being analyzed, as in a recent 

study investigating superficial dosimetry 15.  Despite these discrepancies, with further 

investigation, Cherenkov radiation may find additional applications in electron beam 

radiotherapy, as has been recently demonstrated 24.  

4.6.3. Protons 

Although optical dosimetry of proton beams by the Cherenkov effect is a potentially exciting 

and topical prospect, and despite a recent report of a fiber-based system 23, there exists 

fundamental issues with such a method.  The large mass of protons in the clinical energy 
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range (i.e., 250 MeV and under), protons are unable directly emit significant Cherenkov light.  

In addition, the energy transfer to secondary electrons is small along the entire length of the 

proton track, and only electrons near the surface of an irradiated medium are energetic 

enough to emit Cherenkov light, resulting in a superficially weighted signal.  Paralleling 

studies into proton dosimetry using positron-emitting tomography (PET), the Cherenkov 

radiation associated with induced radioisotopes was also examined.  Although a stronger 

relationship was observed with respect to the dose distribution (i.e., at the Bragg peak), the 

signal was found to be an order of magnitude weaker than that of the secondary scattered 

electrons, although the two forms of light emission could be temporally decoupled (i.e., the 

signal from radionuclides could be collected after the proton beam has been turned off, as 

the signal should decay with time).   The signal due to prompt gammas was found to be 

negligible, most likely due to the long interaction lengths of such photons in water, and the 

overall Cherenkov light yield from proton beams was found to be orders of magnitude less 

than that of x-ray photons and electrons (e.g., 105 photons/mm3Gy in comparison to 108 

photons/mm3Gy).  Therefore, it seems unlikely that Cherenkov radiation may be 

constructively used for optical dosimetry of proton beams, although the ultra weak light 

emission associated with induced radionuclides could prove to be useful.   

4.6.4. Cherenkov Light Emission Anisotropy 

The entire analysis provided within this study pertained only to a comparison if the spatial 

distribution of Cherenkov radiation with respect to the imparted doses distribution.  

Therefore, the main purpose of this investigation was to explore the fundamental 

relationship and accuracy of using Cherenkov radiation for optical dosimetry for a number 

of radiotherapy modalities.  However, per Eq. (4.1), Cherenkov radiation is highly anistropic, 

and at each spatial location within the irradiated medium, an anisotropic phase function 

describing the probability of light emission into any solid angle, resulting from the 

polyenergetic, and polydirectional electron fluence spectrum exists.  Therefore, external 
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collection of the light distribution is non-trivial as collection of a different solid angle of 

emission from each spatial location in the irradiated medium may result in an image not 

indicative of the true light distribution. 

For electron and proton beams, the relative form of this phase function is highly spatially 

dependent due to the lack of electronic equilibrium, and as a recent study has demonstrated 

the captured images may not be highly correlated to the expected dose distribution or native 

Cherenkov light distribution 24.  However, for x-ray photon beams, the existence of TCPE 

results in a phase function of a constant form  25.  As a result, a fiber-based dosimetry 

method may yield accurate results if the orientation of the fiber is kept constant (and the 

fiber collects the same solid angle of emission at each measured location) 26.  For a camera-

based system, the fiber analogy can be extended through the use of a telecentric lens, which 

accepts only parallel light rays from the scene being imaged, effectively acting as a two-

dimensional (2D) array of fibers.  This technique has been demonstrated previously for 

three-dimensional (3D) tomography of x-ray photon beams 20.  For the use of a regular 

conical lens, the inherent anisotropic light emission can be converted to isotropic 

Cherenkov-excited fluorescence through the use of a fluorescent dye.  However, in this case 

the imaged light distribution relates not to the inherent Cherenkov radiation, but rather the 

resulting fluorescent emission which is a product of the light transport governing the 

fluorescence conversion (i.e., a convolution of the Cherenkov radiation fluence and 

fluorescent dye absorption coefficient and quantum yield at each spatial location). The 

fundamental accuracy of this latter scenario may be specific to the exact dye and 

concentration chosen, and will require subsequent Monte Carlo simulation validation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Projection Imaging of Photon Beams by the 
Cherenkov Effect 

This chapter is largely derived from: A. K. Glaser, et. al., "Projection imaging of photon 

beams by the C ̌erenkov effect," Medical Physics 40, 012101 (2013). 

Quality assurance (QA) of all clinical electron and photon linear accelerator (LINAC) beams 

is an important practice.  The accurate calibration of each, by virtue of a direct measurement 

of dose, or dose rate, in water is typically performed using a point radiation detector 

mechanically raster-scanned through the phantom volume.1 Due to scanning time limitations 

(See Chapter 1), routinely only a subset of volumetric dose is directly measured as sparsely 

spaced 2D profiles and depth dose scans. Of the several available techniques, the most 

commonly used and widely accepted method relies on using ionization chamber-based 

systems in which the dose in the surrounding medium is assumed to scale with chamber 

ionization signal.2  With extensive research and development into necessary correction 

factors, these measurements are advantageous in that they are well understood, can be 

instantly readout, and are both accurate and precise. However, the relatively slow mechanical 

scanning makes a full 3D dose distribution measurement expensive in routine everyday 

clinical practice, and is not commonly performed after initial LINAC installation.   
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Gel dosimetry methods offer an alternative method well suited for large scale 3D profiling, 

but suffer from major limitations in that a dose-readout method is required, such as 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or optical computed tomography, and the recorded dose 

distribution blurs with time due to post-irradiation diffusion of ions.3-5  As beam delivery 

methods become more complex, it would be ideal to have QA processes that enable 

verification of more advanced radiosurgery or dynamic radiotherapy procedures.  Therefore 

there is great interest in a simple, yet accurate method of rapidly obtaining 2D and 3D beam 

profiles.  

More recently, plastic scintillator dosimetry has been proposed as an optical method for 

beam profiling in which light generated in a scintillating fiber during LINAC irradiation is 

recorded and used to estimate dose at a given spatial location. 6 This new technique has been 

extended to 2D planar measurements using a fiber-array, and is desirable for a number of 

reasons, including near-water equivalence, energy independence, reproducibility, and 

resistance to radiation damage. 7-9 The scintillation method has also been used in imaging 

systems that capture projections of the scintillation light distribution in a liquid scintillating 

volume or horizontally placed plastic scintillating sheet. 10, 11 One major challenge in the 

development of this technology has been the decoupling of the desired scintillation optical 

signal, and background signal or stem effect. 12, 13 Parallel fiber, air-core fiber, spectral, and 

temporal methods have been used with varying degrees of success to remove this source of 

signal contamination which arises due to Čerenkov emission, a phenomenon which occurs 

when an energetic charged particle enters a dielectric medium with a velocity greater than the 

local speed of light. 13-17  

Although undesirable in scintillation dosimetry, Čerenkov emission has long been 

productively utilized in astronomy and high energy physics applications focused on the 

detection and identification of various particles’ trajectory, velocity, distribution, and type.18-
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22 Recently, Cherry et al. and others have explored the use of the Čerenkov effect in the 

context of medical research through Čerenkov Luminescence Imaging (CLI), a novel 

method for tracking β-emitting radionuclides in vivo. 23-27 Due to the increased optical photon 

yield with increasing β  particle energy, Axelsson et al. investigated Čerenkov emission 

spectroscopy (CES) from a LINAC during external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) for 

treatment monitoring. 28, 29 Furthermore, a recent study by Jang et al. reported a fiber-optic 

system utilizing Čerenkov emission in the measurement of Bragg and spread-out Bragg 

peaks for proton beam dosimetry. 30 

In the present study, the feasibility of imaging the intrinsic Čerenkov emission induced by 

megavoltage x-ray photon beams to estimate dose deposition by secondary electrons in a 

water phantom is theoretically motivated and examined using simulations and experiments. 

A sensitive camera gated to the radiation beam pulse is used to suppress acquisition noise 

and ambient room lights which can contaminate the Čerenkov emission signal, and Monte 

Carlo simulations are used to properly correct for the camera’s ability to capture the induced 

anisotropic light volume.31  Through imaging of this emission on the seconds timescale, 

calibrated 2D images directly correlated to a projection of the deposited dose summed in the 

viewing-direction relative to the camera are obtained. These 2D projections of Čerenkov 

emission could then be processed with tomographic and stereoscopic approaches to derive 

full 3D dose distributions on the order of minutes.  As a proof of concept, the speed of 

acquisition, measurement variability, and accuracy of a single 2D projection of Čerenkov 

emission relative to a reference dose distribution for a 4×4 cm 6 MV beam is examined. 
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5.1 Methods

 

Fig. 5.1 A side view of the system is shown in (a) with the radiation beam (blue) 
entering the tank and inducing Čerenkov l ight emission, which is captured by a 
camera placed at an imaging distance L = 45 cm from beam center.  The definit ion of 
the polar angle of emission θ  is shown. In (b) an aerial view of the system is shown, 
with the corresponding definit ion of the azimuthal angle of emission ϕ .   

All experiments were performed using a 4 � 4 cm 6 MV x-ray photon beam delivered from a 

clinical LINAC (Varian 2100C, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) running at a dose 

rate of 400 MU/min.  As shown in Fig. 5.1 the experimental setup was comprised of a tank 

and a peripherally placed camera normal to the central beam direction at a distance of L = 

45 cm from the beam center. The camera was also placed in line with the water surface to 

avoid surface reflection artifacts.  The 45.7 � 45.7 � 45.7 cm tank used was constructed of 5 

mm thick glass walls and was chosen to be large enough to avoid boundary effects and to 

mimic the size of tanks used in commercial ionization chamber systems.  For all 

experiments, the tank was filled with tap water to a source-surface distance (SSD) of 100 cm.  

The global coordinate axes and definitions for polar angle, �  and azimuthal angle, �
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referenced throughout the text in both experiments and simulations are also shown in Fig. 

5.1.  

Images were acquired using a 1024×1024 pixel intensified-CCD (ICCD) system capable of 

gating on the nanosecond timescale (PI-MAX3: 1024i-Unigen2, Princeton Instruments, 

Acton, MA) cooled to -25°C, and coupled to a 25 mm focusable double gauss lens with a 

14.7o angular field of view and F4 aperture (Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ). The 

LIGHTFIELD (Princeton Instruments, Acton, MA) software package was used to control 

the ICCD system, and images were collected by running the ICCD in a gated mode in which 

the camera shutter was triggered externally by the 180 Hz LINAC sync pulse as described in 

a previous study (See Ref. 31). 31 The number of CCD accumulations per read out frame was 

set to 60, resulting in a frame rate of 3 frames per second (FPS) for use in temporal median 

filtering of impulse noise due to stray radiation striking the camera components. In all 

measurements, the total exposure time was set to 10 seconds, corresponding to 30 total 

frames. Using the dose rate in conjunction with the output factor for a 4×4 cm 6 MV beam, 

the total delivered dose per frame and per acquisition was 2.2 and 66.6 cGy respectively.  For 

all experiments, the image intensifier gain setting was set to 100/100× and ambient room 

lights were turned off to maximize the signal to background ratio.   

5.1.1 Image Processing 

For the chosen experimental camera distance of L = 45 cm, the spatial resolution and field 

of view (FOV) were calculated to be 0.25 mm and 25×25 cm by imaging a reference object 

of known dimensions. The resulting images were subject to a dark frame subtraction, 

cropped to a 10×10 cm FOV, processed for impulse noise removal using temporal median 

filtering on a pixel-by-pixel basis, and resized to a 1.0 mm dose grid using MATLAB 7.12.0 

(The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). Temporal median filtering was chosen over spatial 
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median filtering of a single image due to its increased performance over other spatial noise 

filtering techniques.32 

5.1.2 Monte Carlo Simulations 

Due to the specific angle of Čerenkov emission given by Eq. (3.1), and the tortuous path of 

propagating electrons, the distribution of Čerenkov photons emitted into any angle at any 

given spatial location inside the irradiated medium is extremely complex and anisotropic.   

Therefore, in order to study this phenomenon, Monte Carlo simulations were performed 

using GAMOS, a software framework based upon on the validated GEANT4 toolkit. 33, 34 

The GAMOS interface was chosen for its ease of use and flexibility in creating GEANT4 

simulations, and the GEANT4 architecture was chosen for its robust physics package and 

ability to model both radiation and light transport.35 In all simulations, the origin was placed 

at the center of the beam at the water surface with the 𝑥 axis lateral to the camera, the 𝑦 axis 

parallel to the viewing direction of the camera, and the 𝑧 axis positive with increasing depth 

downward from the origin into the water tank (see Fig. 5.1).  

The standard GEANT4 electromagnetic physics package was used, and the electron step 

size in each simulation was limited to 100 µμm.  The refractive index and absorption length of 

water were interpolated to a 10 nm spectral resolution within the visible spectral range of 

400 – 750 nm. 36, 37 The refractive index of air and the water tank glass were assumed to be a 

constant 1.0 and 1.49 respectively, and the optical absorption of both was assumed 

negligible.  

For each simulation, 9×107 histories were used and the simulation geometry was designed to 

mimic the dimensions and configuration of the experimental setup.  To generate each 

particle history, a phase space file for a 4×4 cm 6 MV beam applicable to a Varian 2100C 
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LINAC from the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) phase space database was 

used.  In addition, although not imaged experimentally, identical simulations were also 

performed using phase space files from the IAEA database for a 10×10 and 20×20 cm 6 

MV beam to explore the field size dependent characteristics of the induced Čerenkov 

emission. 

As a result of the some of the independent characteristics of  P x, y, z, θ,ϕ , as well as 

computational constraints, the entire 5D phase function was not directly calculated.  Instead, 

2D histograms, P θ, z    and P(x,ϕ)  for the characteristics of Čerenkov emission as a function 

of depth, z, and polar angle, θ, independent of x and y location (i.e., summed in the x -  y 

plane), as well as lateral displacement, x, and azimuthal angle, ϕ, independent of y and z 

location (i.e., summed in the y  -  z plane) were recorded. Both histograms were normalized to 

a summed value of 1, and generated using 1 mm spatial and 1° angular binning, where the 

range of 𝑧 was set to 0 to 40 cm, 𝑥 to -40 to 40 cm, θ to 0 to 180°, and ϕ to -180 to 180°. 

5.1.3 Calibration Factor Determination 

Due to the cone of acceptance for the conventional lens used in this study, Čerenkov 

photons emitted at each spatial location in the irradiated medium are captured at differing 

azimuthal and polar angles.  Therefore, using the Monte Carlo derived angular emission 

distributions, the Čerenkov emission capture by the lens, P  (θ!"#$, z)and P  (x,ϕ!"#$)  were 

calculated using bicubic interpolation, where the lens capture angles at each depth z and 

lateral location x were determined geometrically as 

 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙!"#$ =
𝑥
𝐿
+
𝜋
2
       (5.1) 

 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜃!"#$ =
𝑧
𝐿
+
𝜋
2
     (5.2) 
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where L is the distance from the lens to beam center, and x and z are the lateral and vertical 

coordinates of the position in the irradiated medium being imaged (see Fig. 5.1).  Note, in 

this formulation the lens diameter is ignored and the lens is approximated as a point 

detector.   

When imaging isotropic light emission, the distortion due to the lens-viewing angles in Eqs. 

(5.1) and (5.2) may be neglected, as the emission is independent of  θ and ϕ.  However, when 

imaging anisotropic light as in the case of Čerenkov emission, the above must be accounted 

for. Therefore, in order to calibrate the images of Čerenkov emission for the angular 

emission and camera lens capture dependence, calibration factors were derived from the 

Monte Carlo results as 

 𝐶 𝑥 =
𝑃(𝑥,𝜙) 𝑑𝜙
𝑃  (𝑥,𝜙!"#$)

     (5.3) 

 𝐶 𝑧 =
𝑃(𝜃, 𝑧) 𝑑𝜃
𝑃  (𝜃!"#$, 𝑧)

   (5.4) 

which takes the ratio of integrated Čerenkov emission into all angles, expected to be a 

surrogate to deposited dose, to the emission capture by the camera lens at each spatial 

location in the image.     

5.1.4 Image Calibration 

For the experimentally imaged 4×4 cm 6 MV beam, a calibrated intensity image to correct 

for the lens collection of the anisotropic Čerenkov emission was calculated by applying the 

calibration factors for the 4×4 cm field size to all pixels in the experimentally captured image 

as 

 𝐼′ x, z = I x, z C x C z  (5.5) 
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where I x, z  and I′ x, z  are the uncorrected and corrected Čerenkov emission intensity 

images respectively.  After calibration, I′ x, z  was normalized to a relative intensity of 100% 

on central axis at z = d!"#. 

5.1.5 Signal to Noise Ratio 

To evaluate the speed and signal quality of the proposed system, the signal to noise ratio 

(S/N) was calculated as a function of delivered dose by comparing the ratio of the mean and 

standard deviation in pixel intensity inside a 25×4 pixel region of interest (ROI) laterally 

centered at a depth of z = d!"# for the experimentally imaged 4×4 cm 6 MV beam.  

The ROI was chosen to be wider in the lateral direction as less deviation in actual dose and 

therefore captured intensity is expected in the lateral versus depth direction, and any inter-

pixel fluctuations in intensity would be attributable to the system’s signal collection ability. 

To assess image quality at delivered doses less than 66.6 cGy corresponding to the full 10 

second acquisition, a reduced subset of the 30 total acquired frames was temporally median 

filtered before analyzing the mean and standard deviation pixel intensity of the ROI.  

5.1.6 Measurement Variability 

To examine the variability of the system measurements, the calculated mean of the ROI 

described in Sec. 5.1.3 was compared in ten successive acquisitions to determine the inter-

measurement standard deviation and maximum intensity difference.  

5.1.7 Dose Profile Comparison 

To explore the accuracy of the technique, the calibrated spatial intensity distribution of the 

acquired image for a 4×4 cm 6 MV beam derived from 30 temporally median filtered frames 

and a corresponding delivered dose of 66.6 cGy was compared to a reference dose 
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distribution. The difference between the reference dose distribution and calibrated Čerenkov 

emission image was evaluated as 

 𝛿 𝑥, 𝑧 = 𝐼′ 𝑥, 𝑧 − 𝐷(𝑥, 𝑧)   (5.6) 

where the percent depth dose (PDD) and lateral difference profiles were computed by 

evaluating  δ x, z  at x =  0 cm and z = d!"#  respectively.  Distance to agreement (DTA) 

measurements were computed for both profiles near the high dose gradients in the buildup 

and beam edge regions by determining the minimum spatial distance required for dose 

equivalence between  D(x, z) and I′ x, z . 

5.1.8 Reference Dose Distribution 

Due to the need for an effective 2D dose projection and therefore a full 3D reference dose 

distribution, outputs from the Varian ECLIPSE treatment planning system (TPS) 

commissioned with experimentally-derived dose measurements for the Varian 2100C 

LINAC were used.  A treatment plan comprised of a water volume and beam geometry 

commensurate with the experimental setup was used to generate results on a 1.0 mm dose 

grid for a 4×4 cm 6 MV beam.  The 2D dose projection,  D(x, z), used in comparison to the 

Čerenkov emission image was approximated by linearly summing the distribution with 

respect to the  y-direction, although the captured projection images are expected to be non-

linearly weighted per the lens depth of field (DOF). Similar to the normalization of the 

experimentally measured intensity image, the resulting dose projection was normalized to a 

relative dose of 100% on central axis at z = d!"#.  

5.2 Results 

5.2.1 Monte Carlo Simulations 
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The 2D histograms of � � � � � � �  for the 4 � 4, 10 � 10, and 20 � 20 cm 6 MV beam are shown in 

Figs. 5.2(a-c). The emission appears to be uniformly distributed over � � � for all lateral values 

of �  within the given beam field size. 

Fig. 5.2. In (a-c) the Monte Carlo derived histograms of Čerenkov emission,
� � � � � � ,for a 4 � 4, 10 � 10, and 20 � 20 cm 6 MV beam. The histograms of Čerenkov 
emission, � � � � � � � �  for al l  three field sizes are shown in (d-f).   

The 2D histograms of � � � � � for the same three beams are shown in Figs. 5.2(d-f).  As can 

be seen, the majority of the anisotropic Čerenkov emission is at an angle of � �  41°, 

consistent with Eq. (3.1) for emission in water from a Compton scattered electron at an 

angle of 0° relative to the incident x-ray photon.  The emission at angles either larger or 

smaller than 41° (i.e., the Čerenkov angle of electrons traveling straightly downward at 0°) 

decreases rapidly at all depths.   
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Fig. 5.3 In (a) the Monte Carlo derived phase function, � � � � � � ,  for Čerenkov emission 
from a 4 � 4, 10 � 10, and 20 � 20 cm 6 MV beam at depths of �  = � � � � ,  10, 20, 30, and 
40 cm. In (b) the normalized phase functions from (a) in comparison to the 
normalized phase function in the buildup region at �  = 0.2 cm for al l  three field sizes 
is plotted. 

The polar angle phase function � � � � , is plotted in Fig. 5.4(a) at �  = � � � � , and at depths of 10, 

20, 30, and 40 cm for all three field sizes.  As can be seen, the absolute magnitude of the 

phase function at all angles for each field size decreases exponentially with depth, while the 

relative shape of the phase function remains constant. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.4(b), where 

the phase functions from Fig. 5.4(a) are normalized to a cumulative value of 1 and plotted 

against a normalized phase function for emission in the buildup region at � = 0.2 cm.  At 

depths beyond � � � �  where TCPE is satisfied, the normalized phase functions are consistent

for all � , irrespective of field size, in contrast to the buildup region, where the directional 
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distribution of the electron fluence, � �  is more forward peaked at 0° (i.e., � �  appears more 

centrally peaked at the 41° Čerenkov angle in water). 

5.2.2  Calibration Factor Determination 

Although a directly proportional relationship should exist between the energy absorbed and 

released by the Čerenkov effect at points within in a medium that satisfy the conditions for 

TCPE, the complex anisotropic distribution of emitted photons at any spatial location will 

be sampled at differing polar,� � , and azimuthal, � � , angles, resulting in a distorted projection 

of the imparted dose distribution. 

 

Fig. 5.4. In (a-c) the Monte Carlo derived Čerenkov emission l ight profiles, � � � � � � � � ,  
as a function of depth for a 4 � 4, 10 � 10, and 20 � 20 cm 6 MV beam at imaging 
distances of L = 45, 100, and 150 cm. In (d-f) lateral l ight profiles, � � � � � � � � � � ,  for the 
same three field sizes and imaging distances. The solid l ines denote the total l ight 
( i .e. ,  angularly integrated emission profiles),  expected to be a surrogate for the 
deposited dose in the medium. 

As a result, a conventional lens that effectively collects and samples emission from varying 

values of �  as a function of �  will not perceive a relative depth emission profile proportional 

to the expected PDD.  Due to the lens placement in line with the water surface to avoid 

surface reflection artifacts, at � �  0 cm the lens samples Čerenkov emission at � �  90°, and 
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at deeper depths the sampled value of �  increases per Eq. (5.2).  Due to the negative gradient 

of emission as a function of increasing �  (see Fig 4), the lens will capture an artificially lower 

amount of Čerenkov photons relative to dose at increasing depths.  Similarly, the lens will 

sample � �  90° from the center of the beam, and lower and high values of �  to the left and 

right of the central beam axis per Eq. (5.1), although due to the azimuthal symmetry of 

emission the laterally captured light is not distorted with respect to the dose distribution. 

Fig. 5.5. In (a-c) the horizontal calibration factor, � � � � ,  is plotted for a 4 � 4, 10 � 10, 
and 20 � 20 cm 6 MV beam at imaging distances of L = 45, 100, and 150 cm.  In (b) 
the vertical cal ibration factor, � � � � ,  for al l  three field sizes at each imaging distance is 
plotted.   
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The results for the predicted collection of emission as a function of depth for the 4×4, 

10×10, and 20×20 cm field sizes are shown for an imaging distance of L = 45 cm used in 

this study, as well as 100 cm and 150 cm in Figs. 5.4(a-c).   For all three of the simulated field 

sizes, the emission collected by a lens captures an emission profile that underrepresents the 

total angularly integrated light emission profile.  However, the difference between the two 

profiles is lessened at larger imaging distances due to a decrease in the spread of θ values 

sampled by the lens.  All vertical profiles are normalized to a relative emission value of 100% 

at z = d!"#. 

Similar results for the collection of emission as a function of lateral location are shown in 

Figs. 5.4(d-f) for all field sizes at the same three imaging distances.  However, in contrast to 

the vertical dependence of the polar angle of emission, the Čerenkov light captured by a lens 

for each field size at all three distances in the lateral direction is equivalent to the total 

integrated light emission.  All lateral profiles are normalized to a relative emission value of 

100% on central axis at x = 0 cm. 

The lateral calibration factor, C x , calculated from Eq. (5.3) is shown in Figs. 5.5(a-c) for the 

4×4, 10×10, and 20×20 cm field sizes at imaging distances of L = 45, 100, and 150 cm. Due 

to the normalization of the relative emission profiles C x  = 1 at x = 0 cm.  However, within 

the entire central region of the beam (i.e., -10 to 10 cm for the 20×20 cm field size), C x  is 

approximately equal to 1, indicating that no lateral calibration factor is necessary. Outside of 

the central beam region in the penumbra and umbra, the calibration factor shows only 

statistical noise features due to the low amount of Čerenkov emission present in the Monte 

Carlo calculated histogram P x,ϕ . 

The vertical calibration factor, C z , calculated from Eq. (5.4) is shown in Fig. 5.5(d).  Due to 

normalization of the relative emission profiles, C z   =   1  at d!"#.  In the buildup region C z  

is non-linear due to the failure of TCPE but follows a similar shape for all field sizes and 
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imaging distances, approaching 1.5 at the surface.  However, beyond d!"#, the calibration 

factor appears approximately linear at all three imaging distances.  Due to a different 

sampling of the polar angle phase function as a function of depth, C z  increases at rates of 

roughly 0.083 cm-1, 0.027 cm-1, and 0.016 cm-1 at L = 45, 100, 150 cm respectively, indicating 

that less calibration is necessary at longer imaging distances. In addition,  C z    appears to be 

independent of field size at all three imaging distances. 

5.2.3 Signal to Noise Ratio 
 

The resulting Čerenkov emission images of a 4×4 cm 6 MV beam after temporal median 

filtering of a various number of images are shown in Fig. 5.6. The images are shown at the 

native resolution of 0.25 mm per pixel prior to resizing to a 1.0 mm grid in order to better 

visualize the impulse noise.  

Initially, a high level of speckle noise is observed due to an inadequate number of frames for 

temporal median filtering.  This can be attributed to energetic stray x-rays striking and 

saturating the CCD pixels.  However, by accumulating successive images for temporal  

 

Fig. 5.6. In (a-j)  the full  resolution captured images of a 10×10 cm FOV for a 4×4 cm 
6 MV beam after temporal median fi ltering of a various number of frames denoted by 
the numbers in the bottom right of each image.  The scale bar in the bottom left of 
each image corresponds to 1 cm.  
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median filtering, the impulse noise is effectively suppressed.  The efficacy of this noise 

removal technique increases with the number of available frames and therefore total 

delivered dose.  

The result for the signal to noise ratio analysis of a 25 � 4 pixel ROI laterally centered at a 

depth of � � � � � �  is shown in Fig. 5.7. The resulting data points, calculated after temporal 

filtering of a variable number of frames corresponding to the plotted delivered dose indicate 

that the signal to noise ratio increases with delivered dose to a maximum of 20 at 66.6 cGy.   

 

Fig. 5.7. The signal to noise ratio as a function of delivered dose is plotted for a 4×4 
cm 6 MV beam. The corresponding coefficient values after regression to a square 
root power law are shown.  

The increases in signal to noise ratio are due both to removal of impulse noise due to stray 

radiation, and due to filtering of variation across individual pixels due to Poisson photon 

counting statistics.  The latter is confirmed by fitting the data points to a power law, in which 

the exponent was assumed to be square root in nature.  The first four data points appear 

below the signal to noise ratio regression, most likely due to inadequate removal of the stray 

impulse noise, after which the data points follow the expected square root trend.    
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5.2.4 Measurement Variability 

The mean of the same ROI after temporal median filtering of 30 frames of 2.2 cGy each 

acquired over a total delivered dose of 66.6 cGy for ten successive measurements was found 

to be 302 counts.  Given the calculated 2.2 cGy delivered dose per image frame, this 

corresponds to an approximate collection rate of 137 counts per cGy of delivered dose.  

This calculated rate is experiment-specific, and depends on several factors, including the 

camera to beam center distance, the chosen lens, beam size, dose rate, and energy, as well as 

the gain setting of the camera.  

In addition, the standard deviation and maximum deviation of the ROI between all ten 

measurements was found to be 6.5 and 16.8 counts respectively, indicating a 2.1 mean 

standard deviation 5.6% maximum variation in the recorded intensity between separate 

measurements.  Although the fluctuation in the actual delivered dose of the LINAC is 

expected to be less than 1%, the observed variation is in agreement with the degree of inter-

pixel fluctuation, and therefore the magnitude of inter-measurement variability is limited by 

the signal to noise ratio of the captured images.  

5.2.5 Dose Profile Comparison 

Both calibration factors were used to calibrate the experimentally captured image of 

Čerenkov emission for comparison to the reference dose distribution for the 4×4 cm 6 MV 

beam.  However, rather than propagating the statistical noise in the penumbra and umbra 

beam regions of the lateral calibration factor into the image calibration procedure, C x  was 

assumed to be 1 for all values of x.   

A vertical comparison of the captured light emission profile on central axis before and after 

calibration with respect to the PDD obtained from the TPS is shown in Fig. 5.8(a).  Before 

correction, the vertical light profile systematically underestimates the dose.  However, after 
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calibration the light emission profile follows the expected PDD to within �  3% at depths 

beyond � � � � .  In the buildup region, the observed dose difference is within 20% and the 

corresponding DTA was found to be 1.5 – 2 mm.  The dose difference at all depths is 

shown in Fig. 5.8(b).  

 

Fig. 5.8. In (a) the PDD from the TPS and Čerenkov emission l ight profile before 
and after correction are plotted.  The corresponding dose difference as a function of 
depth between the TPS and corrected signal is shown in (b).  In (c) the lateral profile 
comparison between the TPS, corrected, and uncorrected l ight profiles at a depth of 
� � � �  is shown.  The corresponding dose difference is shown in (d). 
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The lateral comparison between the captured light and TPS at z = d!"# is shown in Fig. 

5.8(c).  Due to the fact that the lateral calibration factor was assumed to be 1 for all values of 

x, the uncorrected and corrected lateral emission profiles are equivalent. (i.e., effectively, no 

lateral calibration was applied).  The corresponding dose difference at all lateral locations is 

shown n Fig. 5.8(d). The light profile shows a decreased gradient at the beam edges resulting 

in a symmetric dose difference of ± 13%, and over prediction of the dose in the umbra by 

2-3%. At the beam edges, the DTA is 0 – 2 mm, and in the beam interior the dose difference 

is 0-5%.    

5.3 Discussion 

The fundamental basis for the use of Čerenkov emission imaging as a means for relative 

dosimetry in LINAC beam profiling relies on considerations of electron energy losses per 

unit path length.  At energies above the Čerenkov emission threshold (264 keV for water 

assuming a refractive index of 1.33), the absorbed energy due to secondary electrons is 

directly proportional to the energy radiated in the form of Čerenkov photons, which in turn 

may serve as a surrogate to indirectly determine the imparted dose distribution.  However, 

with a visible waveband light yield of only 232 photons per cm for each secondary electron, 

the emission is extremely weak, but when captured by a highly sensitive camera the resulting 

images of Čerenkov emission may serve as a surrogate for a 2D projection of the deposited 

dose in the medium.  In this study, we have demonstrated this concept for the first time and 

successfully modeled the experiments using Monte Carlo simulations for calibration 

purposes. 

Simulations were performed to evaluate the angular characteristics of the emitted Čerenkov 

light for a 4×4, 10×10, and 20×20 cm 6 MV beam, and from the results a vertical and lateral 
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calibration factor were derived to correct for the anisotropic release of light within the 

irradiated medium.  The lateral calibration factor was found to be insignificant within the 

central beam region and represented only statistical noise in the penumbra and umbra due to 

the low number of recorded Čerenkov photons outside of the primary beam. Similarly, the 

vertical calibration factor was found to be depth dependent and independent of field size.  

Although limited to the 6 MV beam energy in this study, the calibration procedure could be 

extended to additional energies. The exact form of the calibration factor would appropriately 

change based on the polar angle phase function of Čerenkov emission in regions of TCPE, 

which is expected to be energy dependent due to a change in the angular scattering angles 

for the various radiation interactions inside the medium. 

The vertical calibration factor was evaluated at camera to beam center distances of 45, 100, 

and 150 cm and found to be dependent on the chosen imaging distance.  As a result of the 

experiment geometry, the magnitude of the vertical calibration factor is reduced at larger 

distances due to a change in sampling of the Čerenkov emission polar angle phase function.  

For example, the rate of increase in the vertical calibration factor at depths beyond d!"# at 

imaging distances of 45, 100, and 150 cm was found to be 0.083 cm-1, 0.027 cm-1, and 0.016 

cm-1 respectively, and the calibration factor for each at a depth of 40 cm was 4.25, 2.04, and 

1.61. 

To validate the accuracy of the calibration factor for one field size at one of the imaging 

distances, a 2D dose distribution from the TPS was compared to a Čerenkov emission image 

of a 4×4 cm 6 MV beam obtained at a distance of 45 cm.  The accuracy of the method was 

determined by evaluating the dose difference in a lateral profile at z = d!"#, as well as the 

PDD after vertical calibration to a depth of 10 cm.  In the buildup region, the difference was 

within 20% with a corresponding DTA of 1.5 – 2 mm, and beyond d!"# the difference in the 

PDD was within ±3%.  In the lateral direction, the difference at the beam edges was ± 13% 
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and the DTA was 0 – 2 mm, while in the beam interior the difference was 0 – 5 %.  Finally, 

outside of beam collimation the captured emission overestimated the expected dose by 2 – 3 

%. Although the dose differences observed in this study are high with respect to a desired 

accuracy of 1%, precise measurement of dose in the buildup region and at the field edge near 

steep gradients is non-trivial even with traditional ionization chamber measurements due to 

their finite size.  

The errors in the buildup region can be attributed to several factors. Although electrons 

propagating in the buildup region will generate Čerenkov photons, the analysis is restricted 

to regions satisfying the requirements for TCPE, (i.e., in the buildup region the depth 

dependent correction factor, C z , corrects the captured image to be indicative of the net 

energy loss due to the Čerenkov effect, which itself may not be proportional to the imparted 

dose). For example, electron contamination at the surface results in a higher fluence of low 

energy electrons in the buildup region with energies below the threshold energy for 

Čerenkov emission, and therefore the expected scalar offset in energy emission relative to 

imparted dose is not valid in the absence of TCPE.38, 39  Futhermore, selection of the z = 0 

cm pixel in the captured images is difficult to determine and only accurate to within 

approximately 1 mm due to the presence of a meniscus between the inner tank wall and 

irradiated water volume. 

The observed dose difference in the beam umbra can also be attributed to several factors.  

Similar to the buildup region, in the beam umbra the lateral calibration factor is expected to 

correct the captured light to be indicative of the net energy loss due to the Čerenkov effect, 

which itself may not be proportional to the imparted dose due to the failure of TCPE.  

Given the increased fluence of low energy electrons in the beam umbra not leading to 

Čerenkov emission, the light profile is expected underestimate the actual dose, although the 

results in this study show the opposite trend. The overestimation of dose in the beam umbra 
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may instead be attributable to LINAC radiation leakage striking the phosphor of the ICCD. 

Unlike the high intensity speckle noise observed from energetic secondary particles directly 

striking the CCD (which was removed using temporal median filtering), counts originating 

due to stray radiation striking the phosphor would be lower in intensity and isotropically 

emitted towards the CCD, resulting in an artificially increased background intensity across 

the entire captured image.  In future experiments, a second background image with the lens 

cap affixed will be used to estimate this background contamination, and a future 

experimental design will explore camera shielding to reduce both forms of noise and prevent 

radiation damage to the camera components.  In addition, a second calibration factor will be 

explored to correct the captured images in regions of TCPE failure by considering the 

relative fluence of electrons below the threshold energy for Čerenkov emission at each 

spatial location in the irradiated medium. 

Furthermore, the large errors in the lateral profile at the beam edges are a result of the 

conventional lens used in this study.  The errors arise from the fact that the lens provides 

varying magnifications at different object distances, and therefore the captured images are 

non-orthographic and not adequate for direct comparison to the linearly summed reference 

dose distribution. In the measurements made in this study, the lateral beam width of the 4×4 

cm field size will appear to increase at the edge of the beam closest to the lens, and decrease 

at the edge of the beam farthest from the lens, and only appear to be exactly 4 cm at the 

focal distance of the lens, despite the beam having a constant width of 4 cm. Therefore, 

when viewing 2D projections of the Čerenkov emission, the lateral profile will appear 

blurred and yield values higher than expected just outside of the beam edge, and lower than 

expected just inside of the beam edge.  These predictions are consistent with the symmetric 

lateral errors observed in this study, and would be more significant when imaging larger field 

sizes.  In future studies this perspective error will be corrected by using a telecentric lens that 
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provides a constant magnification at all object distances, or reduced by optimizing the 

imaging geometry with a conventional lens. 

5.4 Conclusions 

It has been shown for the first time that the intrinsic Čerenkov emission generated by 

energetic secondary electrons in media irradiated with a megavoltage x-ray photon LINAC 

beam can be imaged and used to spatially estimate the imparted dose distribution.  Monte 

Carlo simulations were successfully used to characterize the angular characteristics of the 

induced Čerenkov emission and calibrate for the system’s ability to image the anisotropic 

light distribution. With future system refinement, improved accuracy, and extension to 

tomographic acquisitions the proposed modality may become an important method for 3D 

beam profiling.  
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CHAPTER 6 

Projection Imaging of Photon Beams using 
Cerenkov-excited Fluorescence 

This chapter is largely derived from: A. K. Glaser, et. al., "Projection imaging of photon 

beams using Cerenkov-excited fluorescence," Phys Med Biol 58, 601-619 (2013). 

Radiotherapy has become increasingly complex with the advent of technologies such as 

intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), volumetric-modulation, arc therapies, and 

image guidance methods.  Verification of the prescribed patient-specific treatment plan is an 

important practice and non-trivial task, with the extent of dosimetry measurements limited 

largely by the nature of the chosen dosimetry technology.1 In the context of profiling static 

megavoltage linear accelerator (LINAC) beams for routine quality assurance (QA), typically 

only a small subset of the full volumetric dose is directly measured by virtue of an ionization 

chamber measurement in water.  Several methods have been proposed to move towards 2D 

and/or full 3D beam profiling without the use of ionization chambers, including techniques 

that use plastic or liquid scintillators, as well as gel-based dosimetry.2-7 However, both 

methods have limitations in that they are not truly water equivalent.  Gel dosimetry also 

requires an external readout method such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or optical 

computed tomography and is time-sensitive due to post irradiation diffusion of ions.8, 9  In 
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addition, simple LINAC system commissioning is a very time-intensive task, which could be 

significantly simplified if a fast volumetric beam imaging approach were established.  In this 

study, the initial characterization of such a system is investigated.  

A recent study into an optical-based dose imaging modality investigated the use of the 

induced Čerenkov emission (optical photons generated as an energetic electron travels faster 

than the local speed of light in a dielectric medium) in an irradiated water volume as an 

indirect surrogate for the imparted dose.10-12 By capturing images of the resulting light 

volume from a 6 MV photon beam, a 2D dose profile was obtained for a 4 × 4 cm field size.  

The method stems from the fact that the net energy loss due to Čerenkov emission per unit 

path length into all directions is directly proportional to the electron collisional losses per 

unit path length until a minimum threshold energy, after which Čerenkov emission ceases.  

In water where the refractive index can be assumed to 1.33, this Čerenkov light is emitted in 

a 41° thin directional cone along the path of traveling electrons.13 Given the complex 

distribution of electron trajectories throughout the irradiated medium, there then exists a 

highly complex and anisotropic phase function describing the angular emission of Čerenkov 

photons at each spatial location.  

A camera detection system placed at some distance from the irradiated medium may only 

capture a small solid angle of this anisotropic light production, which in turn depends on the 

spatial location of the point in the object being imaged. Therefore the captured images in the 

initial study were found to not directly correspond to the imparted dose along the full length 

of the beam, and a Monte Carlo derived correction factor for the angular dependence of the 

emission relative to a camera detection system was proposed.10  An optical system that 

facilitates the capture of light emitted isotropically from the irradiated water volume would 

represent a significant improvement to this approach.   
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In this study, a novel method to eliminate the effects of anisotropic emission is investigated 

through the introduction of a dilute fluorophore into the water tank.  Fluorescence emission 

from a dissolved fluorophore is known to be isotropic, and thus measuring the light emitted 

from a fluorophore excited by the Cerenkov light is expected to be representative of the 

imparted dose distribution without the Monte Carlo calibration factor proposed previously. 

10 The proposed design would utilize the fact that Čerenkov light absorbed by the 

fluorophore is given off isotropically, such that a camera from any angle would receive a 

substantially similar image of the light.  The optical images of Čerenkov-stimulated 

fluorescence would then be proportional to the soft collisions of the electrons, which are in 

turn proportional to the deposited dose throughout most of the useful therapeutic energy 

range of LINACs.  

This study examines the key factors in the selection of a fluorophore and gives a thorough 

analysis to the optimal imaging geometry for the proposed system. The recorded data is 

compared to pre-measured percent depth dose (PDD) curves and lateral profiles obtained 

from a clinical treatment planning system (TPS) and serves as a first demonstration of the 

concept for using Čerenkov-stimulated fluorescence to rapidly image X-ray photon LINAC 

beams in a water tank using a standard commercial optical camera.  

6.1 Methods  

All experiments were conducted using a clinical LINAC (Varian 2100CD, Varian Medical 

Systems, Palo Alto, CA).  The LINAC was calibrated such that 1 monitor unit (MU) was 

equivalent to 1 cGy of dose at z = d!"# for a 10×10 cm 6 MV beam.  In addition, an output 

factor for field sizes other than the 10×10 cm beam used in this calibration is required (i.e. 

for the 4 × 4 cm beam used in the majority of the experiments in this study, 1 MU is 

equivalent to 0.925 cGy at z = d!"#).  
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Fig. 6.1. Experimental setup consisting of a glass tank fi l led with water placed under 
a medical LINAC   (SSD = 100 cm) with a CMOS camera and lens placed at a 
distance � �  from beam center.  A single x-ray (red) generated at the target travels 
downward into the water tank and Compton scatters out of the tank (green).  The 
secondary electron emits Cerenkov photons (blue), which are absorbed by a 
fluorescent dye and emitted isotropically (purple).  Note that the dimensions are for 
i l lustration purposes and not to scale and the global coordinate axes referenced 
throughout the text is as shown.  

The experimental setup was comprised of a water tank (25.4 × 25.4 × 40 cm) filled with tap 

water to a height of 32 cm, and a peripherally placed camera (Canon EOS Rebel T3i, Canon 

U.S.A., Lake Success, NY) shown in Fig. 6.1.  The commercial CMOS camera, capable of 

capturing 16-bit high-resolution 18 Megapixel images (5184 × 3456) with red, green, and 

blue (RGB) channels, was coupled to a variable focal length telephoto zoom lens (Canon 

EF-S 55-250 mm f/4-5.6 IS, Canon U.S.A., Lake Success, NY) with a minimum working 

distance of 1.1 m. The camera was remotely controlled via a computer placed outside of the 
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treatment room using the camera-specific drivers and the supplied EOS Utility software 

(Canon U.S.A., Lake Success, NY).  For all experiments, the camera line of sight was aligned 

to the water surface (SSD = 100 cm) to avoid surface reflection artifacts and all lights in the 

treatment room were turned off to avoid a high level of undesirable background counts. The 

orientation of the axes with the z-axis representing the depth direction, the x-axis the lateral 

direction, and the y-axis the length direction relative to the camera is consistent with all axes 

references made throughout this study. 

6.1.1 Imaging Parameters 

When imaging a 3D object in the form of a 2D image, the resulting projection will exhibit 

perspective error, or parallax (i.e., the parts of the object closest to the lens will appear larger 

than those farthest from the lens).  In the context of capturing a 2D projection of a 

rectangular LINAC beam, the horizontal distance, ∆x over which the front and back end of 

the beam appear separated can be determined geometrically as 

 ∆𝑥 = 𝑦!𝑤!
1

2𝑦! − 𝑤!
−

1
2𝑦! + 𝑤!

   (6.1) 

where y! is the distance from the lens to the center of the object being imaged, w! is the 

physical width of the beam in the lateral x-direction, and w! is the width of the beam in the 

direction parallel to the camera viewing direction.  In deriving Eq. (6.1), the rectangular 

beam projection is assumed symmetric and horizontally centered within the camera FOV.  

The depth of field (DOF) for a camera lens system can be similarly characterized by the 

proximal, d! and distal, d!, distances of the DOF 

 
𝑑! =

𝑦!𝑓!

𝑓! + 𝐹𝑐(𝑦! − 𝑓)
      ,      𝑑! =

𝑦!𝑓!

𝑓! − 𝐹𝑐(𝑦! − 𝑓)
   (6.2) 

where f is the focal length of the lens, F is the f-number of the lens, and c is assumed to be 

the size of a pixel on the CMOS sensor (4.3 µm for the camera used in this study).14 When 
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considering quantitatively accurate optical beam profiling, both the parallax error and DOF 

should be optimized such that ∆x is smaller than the desired dose grid and the DOF is 

greater than w! to avoid out-of-focus imaging of the beam.   

For all images captured in this study (unless otherwise noted), y! was chosen to be 1.7 m, f 

was set to 55 mm, and a F5.6 aperture was used, resulting in a DOF of 4.5 cm and FOV of 

approximately 60×40 cm (0.115 mm per pixel).  This imaging geometry would therefore be 

adequate for imaging a 4×4 cm beam with a parallax error of 0.47 mm to a depth of 20 cm 

(the usable portion of the vertical FOV is halved due to centering of the lens at the water 

surface). In addition, all images in this study were acquired at 6400 ISO with a 10 sec. 

exposure time and subject to a dark frame subtraction of identical imaging parameters.  

Unless otherwise noted, only the blue channel of each RGB image was used for analysis.  

6.1.2 Fluorophore Selection 

In order to capture spatially accurate 2D images of the imparted dose in a medium, a 

fluorophore was used in this study to convert the anisotropic Čerenkov emission to isotropic 

fluorescent light. The polar angle phase function of Čerenkov emission for a 4×4 cm 6 MV 

LINAC beam (calculated using Monte Carlo simulations in a previous study and measured 

relative to the z-axis in Fig 6.1) is compared to isotropic fluorescence in Fig. 6.2(a).  The 

cumulative probability in both curves is normalized to 1.  The critical factors in choosing a 

suitable fluorophore for this application are:  

(1)   The absorption spectrum of the fluorophore should ideally match the Čerenkov 

emission spectrum to provide an efficient means of converting the anisotropic 

Čerenkov emission to isotropic fluorescent light.  The excitation spectrum in this 

case is given by the Frank-Tamm formula, which describes N, the number of 

Čerenkov photons generated per unit length, dx, per unit wavelength, dλ, as 
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Fig. 6.2. (a) Polar angle phase function for l ight emission of Čerenkov and 
fluorescence photons.  Both curves are normalized to a cumulative probabil ity of 
unity. (b) Theoretical spectrum per cm traveled per nm of emission for Čerenkov 
l ight in the 200 – 800 nm range for a 3 MeV electron traveling through water.

�
� �

� � � � � �
�

� � � �
�
� �
� � � (6.3) 

where �  is the fine structure constant, �  is the phase velocity of the electron, �  is 

the refractive index of the medium, and �  is the wavelength of emitted light.12, 15, 

16 Eq. (6.3) is plotted in Fig. 6.2(b) for a 3 MeV electron traveling through water 

between 200 – 800 nm in which the refractive index has been assumed to be a

spectrally constant 1.33. The spectrum is inversely proportional to the square of 

the emission wavelength and therefore an ideal fluorophore would contain large 

peaks in the ultraviolet (UV) and/or blue visible wavebands.   
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(2)   The peak absorption coefficient of the added fluorophore must be large enough 

to ensure that the imaged fluorescent light distribution does not blur with respect 

to the initial distribution of Čerenkov light.  In the absence of scattering, light 

transport in the presence of an absorber is described by Beer’s law, which gives 

the intensity of transmitted light as a function of distance traveled as 

 𝐼! = 𝐼!𝑒!!!!     ,      𝜇! = 𝜀𝐶   (6.4) 

where I! is the initial light intensity, and I! is the transmitted light intensity after a 

distance l, and µμ!  is the absorption coefficient of the absorber given as the 

product of ε, the molar extinction coefficient of the fluorophore (cm-1·M-1), and 

C, the concentration of the fluorophore.16 Therefore the absorption coefficient is 

directly proportional to and limited by the concentration of the fluorophore, 

which is itself limited in these experiments by the fluorophore water solubility.  

For a chosen fluorophore concentration, the photon mean free path is given as 

the inverse of the absorption coefficient and may serve as an estimate for the 

blurring of the fluorescence relative to a point source of Čerenkov emission.  

(3)   The Stokes shift between the fluorophore absorption and emission peaks should 

ideally be large, to avoid re-absorption of fluorescent light by the fluorophore 

itself, which would result in multiple fluorescent events for a single photon, 

thereby blurring the beam edge.  Few dyes have a large Stokes shift, as it is much 

more common to have overlapping excitation and emission spectra, unless the 

dye becomes more polar when excited, or if there are multiple singlet excitation 

resonance bands across the spectrum. However, there are several dyes that do 

have near complete separation of their excitation in the UV/blue and emission at 

longer wavelengths.  
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(4)   The quantum yield of the fluorophore must be high in order to reduce loss in the 

already weak Čerenkov emission (on the order of pW to nW per cm2). 17, 18 

Fluorescent yields above 10-20% are typically considered very strong. 

6.1.3 Fluorescence Experiments 

 
Table 6.1 Fluorphore properties 
 

 Fluorescein Quinine Sulfate 

Chemical 
Formula 

C
20

H
10

Na
2
O

5
 C

20
H

24
N

2
O

2 
• 

0.5 H
2
SO

4 
• H

2
O 

Molecular Weight 
(g/mol) 

376.27 391.47 

Water Solubility 
(g/L) 

 
Quantum Yield 

1.0 
 
 

0.79a 

1.2 
 
 

0.55b 
a Kellog et al (1964), b Eaton et al (1988) 

Given the above criterion two common fluorophores, Fluorescein (Fluorescein sodium salt, 

Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and Quinine Sulfate (Quinine hemisulfate monohydrate, Alfa 

Aesar, Ward Hill, MA) were investigated.  Basic characteristics of both are given in Table 

6.1. The extinction coefficient of each in water was measured using a spectrophotometer 

(Varian Cary 50 Bio UV/Visible Spectrophotometer, Varian Medical Systems, Australia) 

using 1 cm path length UV compatible quartz cuvettes (Spectrecology, Jasper, GA).  

Absorption measurements were made from 200 – 800 nm with a 1 nm spectral resolution.  

Fluorescence spectra in water were measured similarly in the 200 – 800 nm waveband using 

a fluorometer (SPEX FluoroMax3, Horiba Scientific, Edison, NJ) with 180 nm excitation.  

In addition, white light images were obtained of a 4 × 4 cm 6 MV beam operating at 600 

MU/min for a delivered dose of 100 MU for fluorophore dilutions of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 

1.0 g/L for Fluorescein, and 0, 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 g/L for Quinine Sulfate to qualitatively 

evaluate the relationship between concentration and the spatial distribution of imaged light.   
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Note that the chemical composition of both fluorescent dyes does not include high atomic 

number elements and is therefore not expected to significantly change the attenuation 

properties of the water.  Furthermore, even at the highest concentration of 1.0 g/L, the mass 

fraction of the dilute fluorophore relative to the water is 1:1000.  

6.1.4 Noise Characteristics 

One limitation in the imaging of therapeutic LINAC beams is noise induced in the CCD or 

CMOS sensor due to stray radiation.19  Unlike photons in the eV energy range which result 

in intensity counts which are localized to a single pixel and independent of the photon 

energy, excess X-rays photons from the LINAC which strike the sensor result in a non-

localized bloom of counts which are directly proportional to the X-ray energy 20. Therefore, 

megavoltage X-rays photons, which are most likely to penetrate the camera exterior result in 

hotspots in the recorded image, which are non-trivial to remove due to their non-localized 

nature.  Several methods have been explored, with the optimal being temporal median 

filtering 10, 19.  The disadvantage in temporal filtering is increased imaging times, which 

degrade the main advantage of optical imaging over other beam profiling modalities. 

An alternative method for noise reduction would be to shield the camera and or increase the 

distance between the camera and the LINAC beam (X-ray photon generation can be 

approximated as a point source at the LINAC target and therefore noise should fall off 

inversely with the square of the imaging distance).  To explore both of these possibilities, 

measurements were made of a 4 × 4 cm 6 MV beam operating at 600 MU/min for a total 

delivered dose of 100 MU with and without a 1.9 cm thick shield casted with a commercial 

shielding alloy (Cerrobend, Med-Tec, Orange City, IA) placed around the camera in which 

𝑦! was varied from 0.3 – 1.7 m in 0.2 m increments.  In all images the lens cap was affixed to 

prevent recording optical light and isolate counts due only to stray radiation. The percent 

noise was quantified in each case by first fitting a histogram (32 counts per bin) of the read 
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noise intensity in a beam of dark frame to a Gaussian distribution to approximate the range 

of expected background counts. Using a six-sigma criterion, the mean number of counts 

plus three standard deviations of the corresponding Gaussian fit was used as a threshold, 

such that the percentage of the total number of pixels in each beam on image above this 

value was considered corrupted by the stray radiation. 

6.1.5 Noise Linearity 

To explore the linearity of the calculated noise with delivered dose, the percent noise was 

calculated using the same procedure as described in Sec. 6.1.4. for delivered doses of 2.5, 5, 

10, 20, 40, 80, and 100 MU at a distance of 1.7 m with no shielding. 

6.1.6 Dose Linearity 

Any viable beam profiling modality should respond linearly with dose.  For this study, the 

relationship between pixel intensity and delivered dose was evaluated by capturing images of 

a 4×4 cm 6 MV beam in water with 1.0 g/L of Quinine Sulfate with no camera shielding, 

and evaluating the mean pixel value in a 1 × 500 pixel region of interest (ROI) centered at 

z = d!"#, assumed to be 1.5 cm 1. The dose rate was set to 600 MU/min for delivered doses 

of 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 MU.    

6.1.7 Signal to Noise Ratio 

Using the same images and ROI as in Sec. 6.1.6, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) was 

evaluated as the ratio of the mean and standard deviation intensity for the given ROI.  

6.1.8 Dose Rate Dependence 

The dose rate dependence of the proposed beam profiling modality was tested using a 

similar experimental setup as Sec. 6.1.7 and 6.1.8 by evaluating the standard deviation and 

maximum difference between of the given ROI.  However, in this case a constant dose of 50 

MU was delivered and the dose rate was set to 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600 MU/min.  
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In order to image the full dose at lower dose rates, the exposure time of the camera in these 

experiments was increased to 30 seconds.  

6.1.9 Field Size Dependence 

To explore the effect of field size on the captured images, measurements were made by 

varying both dimensions of the beam field size from 4 – 10 cm in 2 cm increments for a 6 

MV beam operating at 600 MU/min for a delivered dose of 100 MU incident on water with 

a concentration of 1.0 g/L Quinine Sulfate and no camera shielding. 

6.1.10  Dose Profile Comparison 

To examine the accuracy of the proposed method, a horizontal line profile through the beam 

at z = d!"# for the 4×4 cm 6 MV beam measured in 6.1.9 was compared to a commensurate 

dose distribution obtained from the Eclipse (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) TPS 

on a 1 mm dose grid.  To imitate the projection captured by the camera, the resulting dose 

distribution from the TPS was linearly summed in the y-direction, a valid simplification given 

the DOF and perspective error calculated from Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) for the chosen imaging 

parameters and beam size.  In addition, the PDD profile was compared to the TPS and a 

commensurate image acquired in the absence of a fluorophore for depths of 0 – 20 cm. 

6.1.11  Image Processing 

All images in Sec. 4.1.9 and 4.1.10 were subject to a multi-step image-processing scheme. In 

order to remove the stray radiation noise from the acquired images, a 7×7 pixel median filter 

was applied to each single image at full resolution.  Images were then cropped to a 20×20 

cm FOV (to provide data with a lateral range of -10 to 10 cm, and vertical range of 0 to 20 

cm) and then down sampled to a resolution of 1 mm per pixel using bicubic interpolation. 

Note the 7×7 pixel median filter was chosen such that the spatial extent of the filter at the 

full camera resolution (0.8×0.8 mm) would be less than the resolution of the final 1 mm per 
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pixel down sampled image to avoid any systematic blurring induced by the spatial median 

filter. 

Images were then processed using a bilateral filter, an edge-preserving smoothing operation 

that replaces the intensity at the pixel of interest with a weighted average of intensity values 

from neighboring pixels within a given kernel.21  The weighted average depends on a 

Gaussian distribution in both the spatial and intensity domains (distance and relative counts 

between pixels under consideration) and is controlled through two set standard deviation 

values, σ! and σ!. The bilateral filter kernel size was set to 7×7 pixels and the phase space of 

σ! and σ! was explored to find the optimal values of σ! and σ! for the given experimental 

setup (3.4 pixels and 1000 counts respectively). 

6.2 Results 
 
6.2.1 Fluorescence Experiments 

The measured absorption and fluorescence spectral profiles for both Fluorescein and 

Quinine Sulfate are shown in Figs. 6.3(a) and 6.3(b) respectively. Both fluorophores contain 

large absorption peaks in the UV – blue, consistent with the first requirement for a suitable 

fluorophore given the Čerenkov emission excitation profile in Fig 6.2(b). In addition, both 

fluorophores have high reported quantum yields as is shown in Table I (Note the quantum 

yield stated for Quinine Sulfate is in acidic solution and some minor differences may exist in 

water due to a pH difference) 22, 23. However, Fluorescein also contains a large absorption 

peak in the 400 – 500 nm range, which exhibits a small Stoke’s shift with respect to the 

fluorescence emission in the 480 – 600 nm range.  The 20 nm band of overlap between 

absorption and fluorescence, combined with Fluorescein’s high quantum yield and therefore 

ability to propagate multiply fluoresced photons makes it a poor candidate for fluorescence 

mediated Čerenkov beam profiling.  On the other hand, Quinine Sulfate does not exhibit a 

large secondary absorption peak and the primary absorption occurs at a large Stoke’s shift 
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from the fluorescent peak at 400 nm.  These observations are consistent with the raw white 

light images in Fig. 6.4.   

As the Fluorescein concentration is increased, the extent of beam blurring decreases.  

However, the color of the captured light also shifts from green, to yellow, to red.  This is an 

indication that the Fluorescein is reabsorbing its emitted fluorescence, and the fluorescence  

Fig. 6.3. (a) Measured absorption (solid) and fluorescence emission (dashed) profiles 
for Fluorescein in water. (b) Corresponding profiles for Quinine Sulfate in water.  

emerging from the irradiated water volume is increasingly red-shifted within the Fluorescein 

fluorescence emission profile. Unlike Fluorescein, the beam profiles obtained for Quinine 

Sulfate do no exhibit blurring due to self-absorption and appear to get brighter and sharper 

as the absorption coefficient in Eq. (6.4) increases.  The profiles appear brighter due to more 
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efficient conversion of the anisotropic phase function to isotropic fluorescence emission 

towards the camera (the probability for fluorescence emission is approximately two times 

greater than Čerenkov emission near 90° camera capture angle, see Fig. 6.2).  In addition, the 

profile appears sharpest at the 1.0 g/L concentration, where the mean free path for photons 

in the 200 – 250 nm range is approximately 0.07 mm. 

          

Fig. 6.4. In (a) – (d) raw white l ight images captured with a commercial CMOS 
camera for Fluorescein at the indicated increasing concentrations. In (e) the captured 
raw white l ight image of Čerenkov emission induced in the water tank in the absence 
of a fluorescent dye. In (f)– (h) raw white l ight images for increasing concentrations 
of Quinine Sulfate.  The bars in (a) – (h) represent 1 cm.   
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6.2.2 Noise Measurements

 

Fig. 6.5. (a) Calculated percent noise per Gy of delivered dose as a function of 
camera distance � �  for the shielded and unshielded camera. Note, the relationship 
with � �  does not exactly follow the inverse square law, as � �  is measured from camera 
lens to beam center, yet the true point source of stray radiation is located a distance 
SSD = 100 cm above the beam center.  (b) Results and l inear regression analysis for 
the percent noise as a function of delivered dose at a camera distance of 1.7 m.         

The calculated values for noise as a function of distance from beam center are shown in Fig.

6.5(a) for both the unshielded and shielded cases.  The mean and standard deviation of the 

acquired dark frame background were found to be approximately 100 and 300 counts 

respectively, resulting in a threshold of 600 counts for noise calculations.  As expected, the 

percent noise decreases with increasing distances from the beam center.  At all distances, the 

shield effectively halves the amount of stray radiation noise.  However, due to the inverse 
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square nature of the noise with increasing distance, the benefits of the shield diminish with 

distance.   

For example, the noise present at 1.7 m with no shield is equivalent to the shielded case at 

0.7 m, and even at 1.7 m the shield only provides a 1.7% reduction in noise. Therefore, given 

the chosen imaging distance of 1.7 m, the shielding was removed from the camera.  In 

addition, in Fig. 6.5(b) linear regression indicates a strong linear relationship between the 

noise and delivered dose.  The stray radiation noise increases at a rate of 0.045 % per cGy at 

a distance of 1.7 m, and the expected near zero intercept reinforces the validity and accuracy 

of the noise calculation method used in this study. 

6.2.3 Dose Linearity and Signal to Noise Ratio 

Fig. 6.6(a) shows the results for the mean pixel intensity versus delivered dose for the 1×500 

pixel ROI centered at z = d!"#.  Linear regression analysis indicates a strong relationship 

between the intensity of detected light and delivered dose. The slope shows a collection 

efficiency of 62 counts per cGy of delivered dose.  The efficiency of this parameter is 

specific to the given imaging setup, parameters and geometry (i.e., ISO setting, object 

distance, camera lens, and fluorophore). The intercept of 10.5 counts is within the range of 

dark frame background counts calculated in Sec. 3.2.  Given the 16-bit dynamic range of the 

sensor, the regression indicates that the sensor intensity would saturate at approximately 10 

Gy.  

Results for the signal-to-noise ratio measurements are plotted in Fig. 6.6(b).  As the mean 

intensity of the chosen ROI increases linearly with dose, the signal-to-noise ratio increases as 

a square root function per Poisson photon counting statistics.  This is confirmed by 

regression analysis in which the parameter B was fixed to 0.5. The results indicate that below 

5 cGy, the S/N of the given experimental setup is low (i.e. less than 5), but surpasses 10 at a 

delivered dose of just 20 cGy, approaching 25 at 100 cGy.  
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Fig. 6.6. (a) Results and l inear regression analysis for the relationship between 
captured intensity and delivered dose for a ROI centered at � � � � � � .   (b) Calculated 
S/N for the same ROI as a function of delivered dose.  A fit to the expected square 
root trend is shown.  

6.2.4 Dose Rate Dependence 

The mean and standard deviation in intensity for the given ROI during a 30 sec. exposure 

for a delivered dose of 50 MU at various dose rates were found to be 5512 and 104 counts 

respectively, indicating a minor 2% change for dose rates varying from 100 – 600 MU/min.  

In addition, the maximum difference between any two dose rate measurements was 198 

counts.  The scatter in recorded intensity values is primarily due to inter-pixel noise and 

variation on the camera sensor (see S/N results in Sec. 3.3.1.), although minor differences 

within 1% for successive irradiations are expected in the actual delivered dose of the 

LINAC. 
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6.2.5 Field Size Dependence

 

Fig. 6.7. Projection images for a (a) 4 ×  4 cm, (b) 4 ×  6 cm, (c) 4 ×  8 cm, and (d) 4 ×  
10 cm 6 MV beam.  All images are shown on the same color scale.       

Due to the fact that optical imaging of the fluorescent light from a radiation beam is 

effectively a projection or summation of the light produced in the beam in the direction 

parallel to the viewing direction of the camera (in this case the y-direction, see Fig. 6.1), an 

increase in the beam length indicates an increased length over which the projection is 

summed. Fig. 6.7 shows this trend in the captured projections for a 4 cm wide 6MV beam 

with 4 – 10 cm lengths.  With increasing length, the intensity at all regions in the beam 

increases linearly and demonstrates the ability of optical imaging to profile beams of varying 

length. 

Similarly, Fig. 6.8 shows the results for a beam 4 cm in length with widths of 4 – 10 cm.  In 

this case, the constant 4 cm length results in projections, which are similar in intensity.  

However, the increasing width of the beam in the x-direction can clearly be seen in captured 

images.  These changes are proportional to and agree with the prescribed field widths and 

are symmetric with respect to the central axis of the beam.
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Fig. 6.8. Projection images for a (a) 4 ×  4 cm, (b) 6 ×  4 cm, (c) 8 ×  4 cm, and (d) 10 
×  4 cm 6 MV beam.  All images are shown on the same color scale.       

6.2.6 Dose Profile Comparison 

Given the imaging parameter optimization in Sec. 6.1.1, the 4×4 cm 6 MV beam was chosen 

for analysis.  The dimensions of this beam are such that the expected parallax error from Eq. 

(6.1) is within the chosen 1 mm imaging resolution, and the beam length is within the DOF 

of the lens calculated from Eq. (6.2).  The results for a horizontal profile comparison 

between the Čerenkov emission with and without 1.0 g/L of Quinine Sulfate, and the TPS 

for a commensurate beam at � � � � � �  are shown in Fig. 6.9(a).  The two profiles are in very 

good agreement as they differ by less than 1% within 2 cm from the central axis, and by less 

than 2% in the penumbra.  

Results for the PDD comparison between the TPS, fluorescence light, and Čerenkov light in 

the absence of a fluorophore are shown in Fig. 6.9(b). Errors exist in the buildup region, for 

both optical profiles, and the intensity of light in the first 1 mm is artificially high due to the 

presence of a meniscus at the water surface and the glass tank wall. At depths beyond � � � �

the raw Čerenkov light profile underestimates the dose due to the anisotropic light emission.  

Addition of the fluorophore effectively corrects this error by redistributing the Čerenkov 

photons isotropically.  At all depths beyond � � � � , the dose difference is within ± 3 %. 
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Fig. 6.9. (a) Lateral profile comparison between the intrinsic Čerenkov emission, 
f luorescent optical l ight, and TPS at � � � � � � .  (b) Vertical PDD profile  comparison 
of the TPS, fluorescent l ight, and Čerenkov emission in the absence of a fluorophore.    

6.3 Discussion

The results in this study offer several improvements over a previous proof of concept study 

into the use of Čerenkov emission for 2D beam profiling of megavoltage X-ray photon 

LINAC beams.10 Our initial study suggested that the net energy loss due to Čerenkov 

radiation was directly proportional to the secondary electron collisional losses in high-energy 

X-ray photon beams above the threshold energy for the Čerenkov effect.  However, images 

captured with a conventional lens effectively sample different solid angles of emission from 

each spatial location within the irradiated medium.  The high directionality of the Čerenkov 

emission along a particular polar angle relative to the scattered electron direction of 

propagation leads to a distorted image of the imparted dose, which was previously corrected 

using a Monte Carlo derived correction factor.  In addition, significant spatial dose 
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discrepancies existed due to neglect of the lens DOF and parallax, and the FOV in previous 

measurements limited the range of measurable depths to 10 cm. 

Here, a novel method for correcting for the angular distribution of Čerenkov light using a 

fluorophore is demonstrated for the first time.  Based on the absorption spectrum, peak 

absorption coefficient, stokes shift, and quantum yield, Quinine Sulfate was selected as the 

optimal fluorophore for Čerenkov-excited fluorescence due to its absorption in the UV 

where the majority of Čerenkov photons are emitted, large peak absorption coefficient to 

reduce blurring of the light distribution, wide stokes shift to avoid re-absorption of the 

fluorophore by itself, and high quantum yield to reduce losses in the already weak Čerenkov 

signal. In addition, the previously observed spatial errors in the lateral dose profile 

comparison due to the lens DOF and parallax were reduced to within 1% in the present 

study through careful selection of the imaging parameters and geometry.  

Furthermore, previous measurements relied on a high cost gated intensified CCD system to 

rapidly acquire frames and remove noise through temporal median filtering.10 In this current 

study, a moderate cost commercial CMOS camera was used and a spatial median filter on a 

single image was found to be adequate in removing stray radiation noise due to the high 

pixel resolution of the captured images (i.e., a larger median filtering kernel was feasible).  

Although shielding effectively reduced the noise level by a factor of two, only a 1.7% 

reduction in noise was observed at the chosen camera distance of 1.7 m.  Therefore, due to 

the potentially heavy weight of a shield in a future system design and the ability to effectively 

remove noise in the absence of shielding, an external camera shield was deemed unnecessary. 

Baseline measurements were made to characterize the performance of the system for beam 

profiling.  The captured fluorescent light intensity was found to be linear with dose up to 

100 cGy, and is expected to be linear beyond this maximum dose measured in this study. 

The system-specific relationship between counts and cGy was calculated to be 62, indicating 
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that for the 16-bit camera used a maximum dose of 10 Gy could be imaged before saturating 

the sensor, although this could be raised by reducing the ISO sensitivity of the camera.  

The S/N was also evaluated and found to surpass 10 at 20 cGy, increasing with the square 

root of delivered dose per Poisson photon counting statistics.  The dose rate independence 

of the system was confirmed and found to be within 2% agreement (limited by the camera 

sensor’s S/N for a given delivered dose) for dose rates between 100 – 600 MU/min. 

To demonstrate the accuracy and viability of the proposed dosimetry modality, a 4 × 4 cm 6 

MV X-ray photon beam was analyzed, both for its relevance in radiotherapy and direct 

comparison to results from the previous study.  Comparison of a horizontal profile at 𝑑!"# 

to the TPS showed results within a 1% dose discrepancy within 2 cm of the central axis, and 

within 2% in the penumbra. Analysis of the PDD for the optical methods with and without 

a fluorophore to the TPS showed comparable accuracy in the absence of a Monte Carlo 

correction factor (i.e., the fluorophore effectively altered the angular distribution of 

Čerenkov light yielding a profile more indicative of the true PDD).  However, the ± 3% 

error observed in the PDD is still higher than a desired accuracy of within 1%. 

One explanation for the discrepancy could be in the light transport governing the conversion 

of initial Čerenkov light into fluorescent photons.  Given the predominately forward 

directed Čerenkov emission, (see Fig. 6.2), the Beer’s law probability for absorption of 

Čerenkov light by the fluorophore is most prevalent in the forward depth direction.  Similar 

to a conventional point spread function of a camera, which is typically radially symmetric, 

this would result in a secondary non-symmetric point spread function peaked in the forward 

direction relative to the direction of the beam. Convolution of this point-spread function 

with the expected dose distribution would lead to errors in the observed PDD.   
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Additional sources of error could include reflection and or refraction at the water, glass, air 

interface, as well as background contamination from Čerenkov emission at wavelengths 

outside the absorption peak of the Quinine Sulfate, which still reach the CMOS sensor and 

contribute to the spatial distribution of captured light.  In a sense, this portion of the 

Čerenkov light becomes a source of contamination, analogous to the stem effect in plastic 

scintillation dosimetry and could be reduced by using an optical filter centered on the 

fluorescent emission peak, or fully removed using spectral or temporal methods 6, 24, 25.  All 

three potential sources of error will be investigated in a future study. 

6.4 Conclusions 

In this follow-up study to previous work we have used a commercial CMOS camera to 

capture 2D projection images of isotropically-emitted fluorescent light excited by Čerenkov 

emission in a water tank to indirectly image the imparted dose in the medium. Through 

careful consideration and optimization of the experiment geometry and imaging parameters, 

dose differences of 1-2% in the lateral direction, and ± 3% in the depth were obtained.  

Performance characteristics of the proposed modality were evaluated, and the system was 

found to be linear with dose, dose rate independent, and able to effectively remove stray 

radiation noise in the absence of shielding at a distance of 1.7 m.  Further refinement of the 

system and extension to full 3D tomographic reconstructions may provide a fast and flexible 

method for LINAC beam QA.  
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CHAPTER 7 

Three-dimensional Parallel Beam Cherenkov 
Tomography  

This chapter is largely derived from: A. K. Glaser, et. al., "Three-dimensional Čerenkov 

tomography of energy deposition from ionizing radiation beams," Optics Letters 38, 634-

636 (2013). 

Since its discovery during the 1930’s1, 2, the Čerenkov effect (light emission from charged 

particles traveling faster than the local speed of light in a dielectric medium) has been 

paramount in the development of high-energy physics research.  The ability of the emitted 

light to describe a charged particle’s trajectory, energy, velocity, and mass has allowed 

scientists to study subatomic particles, detect elusive neutrinos3, and explore the properties 

of interstellar matter4, 5.  However, all applications of the process to date have focused on 

identification of particle’s themselves, rather than their effect upon the surroundings through 

which they travel.  Here, we explore a novel application of the Čerenkov effect for the 

recovery of the spatial distribution of ionizing radiation energy deposition in a medium and 

apply it to the issue of dose determination in medical physics. By capturing multiple 

projection images of the Čerenkov light induced by a medical linear accelerator (LINAC) x-

ray photon beam, we demonstrate the successful three-dimensional (3D) tomographic 
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reconstruction of the imparted dose distribution for the first time.  The technology 

represents an exciting advancement with important applications in both medical research 

and radiation therapy treatment optimization.  

Interest into the concept of dose (i.e., the energy deposited in a medium by ionizing 

radiation) began in 1895 following the discovery of x-rays6.  The importance of accurate 

dose assessment was elevated with the introduction of the medical LINAC7-10 and the 

general clinical adoption of external beam radiation therapy (EBRT), which requires routine 

dose calibration and quality assessment (TG-51).  To date, several methods have been 

developed to spatially resolve the dose distribution from therapeutic electron and photon 

beams for quality audit (QA) and dosimetry purposes11.  Of the several available techniques, 

the most commonly used and widely accepted method relies on using ionization chambers in 

which the dose to the surrounding medium (conventionally a water volume due to its 

similarity in atomic composition to human tissue) is related to the recorded electrical signal.  

However, the time-consuming raster-scanning point measurement nature of ionization 

chamber systems limits measurements to sparsely spaced one-dimensional (1D) and two-

dimensional (2D) data.  Additionally, many correction factors are necessary to account for 

perturbation of the radiation by the chamber itself, and the measurement resolution is 

limited by the finite size of the detectors12.   

Alternative modalities to overcome the prohibitive spatial profiling capabilities of ionization 

chambers have been proposed, including plastic scintillation13, 14 and gel15 dosimetry, in 

which the number of emitted scintillation photons or a chemical change in a polymer gel is 

assumed to scale with imparted dose.  Scintillation systems using a camera and irradiated 

sheet or array of point measuring optical fibers have been successful in providing 2D dose 

measurements16, 17, and 3D distributions have been reported using gel dosimeters18.  

Although both techniques offer several advantages (i.e., speed, flexibility, and resistance to 
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radiation damage), both require materials other than water to record the deposited dose, an 

unfavorable requirement which introduces dosimetric inaccuracies due to material property 

differences.  Therefore, there is immediate interest in a simple, fast, high-resolution, and 

non-invasive method capable of reconstructing full 3D dose distributions originating from 

the native water volume itself.   

Herein, we present such a system to recover volumetric dose distributions in pure water by 

tomographically capturing optical projection images of the induced Čerenkov radiation from 

a megavoltage x-ray photon LINAC beam.   

7.1. Methods 

 

Fig. 7.1. (a)  Experimental schematic of the medical l inear accelerator, irradiated water 
volume, and telecentric camera detection system. The two field shapes corresponding 
to the primary and multi leaf coll imator are shown in green. (b) Atomic diagram of the 
radiation transport interactions governing electron energy loss due in water. (c) 
Electron energy loss per unit path length resulting in local energy deposition and 
emitted Čerenkov photons as a function of electron energy.    
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All experiments were performed using a medical LINAC (Varian 2100CD, Varian Medical 

Systems, Palo Alto, CA) operating at a dose rate of 400 monitor units (MU) per minute.  The 

LINAC was calibrated such that 1 MU was equivalent to 1 cGy of dose at z = dmax for a 10 

× 10 cm 6 MV beam, where dmax is the depth of maximum dose along the central axis of the 

beam.  The water tank (45.7 × 45.7 × 45.7 cm with 0.5 cm thick walls) was filled to a height 

of 32 cm with tap water, corresponding to a conventional 100 cm distance from the x-ray 

LINAC target to the water surface.  The gated, intensified CCD (PI-MAX3: 1024i-Unigen2, 

Princeton Instruments, Acton, MA) was cooled to -25°C and coupled to a telecentric lens 

(0.06X Gold Series Telecentric Lens, Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ) placed at a working 

distance of 24 cm with a f/6.0 aperture.  Each projection was formed by temporally median 

filtering each pixel in 6 successively captured frames, where each individual frame was 

created by accumulating 540 gated LINAC pulses on the CCD chip before readout.  The 

resulting projections were parsed into sinograms and reconstructed using an inverse radon 

transform and cosine filter in MATLAB 7.12.0 (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA).  The 

reference dose distributions were obtained from a clinical treatment planning system (Varian 

ECLIPSE, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) commissioned with experimentally-

derived dose measurements.  Treatment plans commensurate with the experimental setup 

were used to generate 3D dose distributions for Field A and B on a 1.0 mm dose grid. 

Fig. 7.1(a) presents a schematic of the experimental optical dosimetry system. X-ray photons 

generated by electron bombardment of a target within a medical LINAC form a pulsed 

radiation beam (5 µs in duration at 180 Hz) and travel downward into a perpendicularly 

placed water-filled glass tank, where either the primary collimator (capable of providing 

rectangular shapes), or the multileaf collimator (capable of producing irregular shapes), 

dictates the cross section of the propagating radiation beam. The two beam configurations 

used in the current study, Field A and Field B, were chosen to explore the ability of the 

modality to reconstruct axis symmetric and asymmetric distributions.  The current produced 
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at the target during electron irradiation is converted into a trigger voltage suitable for 

opening the camera shutter, which subsequently closes at the end of the pulse.  The process 

repeats iteratively as signal accumulates on the CCD.   

As each radiation pulse enters the tank, secondary electrons are liberated from water 

molecules via Compton scattering, which in turn dissipate their energy through 

electromagnetic interactions with neighboring water molecules.  During propagation, a small 

fraction of each electron’s energy is also emitted as optical photons due to the Čerenkov 

effect with a broadband spectrum (proportional to the inverse square of emission 

wavelength) spanning the ultraviolet (UV) through infrared (IR), which is focused by the 

peripherally placed telecentric lens onto a highly sensitive intensified charge-coupled device 

(CCD).  Due to the negligible optical scattering of water in the visible wavelength sensitivity 

range of CCD sensors, and the proportionality between the electron energy loss due to 

ionizing events leading to energy deposition and energy release in the form of Čerenkov 

photons (see Fig1b), the imaged light serves as a surrogate to indirectly determine the 

imparted dose distribution beams (i.e., the number of Čerenkov photons captured is directly 

correlated to the electron energy deposition at any spatial location in the irradiated medium). 

To demonstrate tomographic reconstruction of 3D dose distributions, images of the induced 

Čerenkov radiation (10×10 cm field of view) from a 6 MeV x-ray photon beam for both 

field sizes shown in Fig1a are recorded by rotating the LINAC collimators through an angle 

(0° ≤ θ ≤ 180° in 2° increments) to provide the telecentric lens with a number of angled 

projections (91 total).  Each projection is acquired by imaging individual pulses over 18 

seconds, resulting in a total scan time less than 30 minutes (see Material and Methods for 

details on image acquisition and transient noise removal).  Captured projection images of 

Field A and B are shown in Fig 2a-h at the native imaging resolution (0.2 mm pixel-1) for 

rotation angles of 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°.  Due to the axis symmetry of Field A, the 
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projections at 0° and 90°, as well as 30° and 60° are equivalent.  The same trend is not 

observed in Field B, where the axis asymmetry results in unique projections at each 

collimator rotation angle.   

Once all projections are captured, a sinogram is constructed at each depth, z, in the 

irradiated water volume corresponding to a single row of pixels in each captured projection.   

 

Fig. 7.2. In (a)-(h) the  captured projections of the induced Čerenkov emission for 
both field shapes at 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°.   
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7.2 Results 

Representative sinograms for Field A and B are shown in Figs. 7.3(a) and (c) at a depth of z 

= 1.5 cm.  The resulting sinograms are then used to reconstruct 2D cross sections of the 

induced light volume using an inverse radon transform and cosine filter to prevent high 

spatial frequency noise amplification in the reconstruction19.  The recovered cross sections 

for the sinograms in Fig 7.3(a) and (c) are shown in Figs. 7.3 (b) and (d). The similarity 

between the reconstructed cross sections and beam shapes for Field A and B shown in Fig. 

7.1(a) is apparent, as the field edges in both are in general agreement. Finally, the full 3D 

distributions are created by parsing together the 2D reconstructions from each depth.  The 

results for Field A and B are displayed in Figs 7.3(c) and (e).   

 

Fig. 7.3.  In (a) and (b) the sinogram and reconstructed cross section for Field A at z 
= 1.5 cm. In (c) the full  3D reconstruction of Field A to a depth of z = 10 cm. In (d) 
and (e) the sinogram and reconstructed cross section for Field B at z = 1.5 cm. In (f) 
the full  3D reconstruction of Field B to a depth of z = 10 cm.   

To examine the accuracy of the proposed system, a well-characterized and known dose 

profile along the central depth axis (i.e., x = 0 cm, y = 0 cm) of Field A (see Materials and 

Methods for details on the reference dose distribution) was compared to the experimentally 
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reconstructed distribution based on the captured Čerenkov light.  Analysis of the central 1D 

profile is a very reliable way to validate the performance of a dosimetry system, as the known 

dose distribution of an axis symmetric field will fall off exponentially after the dose 

maximum. The results are plotted in Figs 7.4 (a) and (b), where the recovered light profile is 

indicative of the known dose profile at all depths and within ±3% beyond the dose 

maximum, before which the difference is higher due to the large dose gradient.  An 

alternative accuracy metric in the buildup region is the distance to agreement (i.e. shortest 

distance to equivalence between the two curves), which is less than 1 mm for the curves 

presented in Fig 7.4(a).  

 

Fig. 7.4. Comparison of the reconstructed central axis l ight profile for Field A to the 
known dose profile.  
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7.3 Discussion 

In contrast to initial reports investigating the capture of a single 2D projection20, 21, the 

results in the present study extend the concept to optical tomography, a significant 

advancement providing full 3D distributions. We introduce a critical innovation by using a 

telecentric lens to establish a constant magnification at all imaging distances and thereby 

avoid parallax (i.e., objects closer appear larger and vice versa).  By eliminating the 

perspective error associated with all conventional imaging lenses, true orthographic 

projections of the imparted 3D light volume suitable for optical tomography are captured.  

The use of a telecentric lens also provides a novel solution to one of the main challenges in 

spatially resolving electron energy deposition by imaging of the Čerenkov effect.  The 

angular distribution of the induced light is highly anisotropic due to the tortuous path of 

scattered electrons and the release of Čerenkov photons at a cone angle about the axis of 

electron propagation (approximately 41° for an electron traveling through water).  As a 

result, images obtained using a conventional lens (which samples a different solid angle of 

emission from each point in the scene being imaged) are distorted with respect to the true 

energy deposition distribution, which was previously resolved using a Monte Carlo derived 

correction factor or fluorophore to convert the anisotropic Čerenkov light to isotropic 

fluorescence.  However, by only accepting rays parallel to the optical axis of the detection 

system, the telecentric lens samples the same solid angle of the anisotropic phase function of 

Čerenkov emission from each spatial location within the image, thereby avoiding the 

previously described abberation.  In effect, the telecentric lens serves as an optical analogue 

to anti-scatter grids commonly used in x-ray computed tomography (CT), which improve 

image detail and contrast by eliminating the capture of scattered x-ray contamination.  

Finally, in order to reduce ambient light pollution in the captured images and facilitate 

temporal median filtering of transient impulse noise induced by indirect irradiation of the 
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camera sensor, the camera was gated to the LINAC sync pulse to provide the highest signal 

to background and noise ratio in the shortest imaging time possible. 

In this feasibility study, the lens FOV limited the measurable depth and beam width to 10 

cm, which is generally smaller than what is used for QA and dosimetry of therapeutic 

radiation beams22.  Expanding the FOV could be achieved with a larger lens, or by 

translating a lens laterally and/or vertically to increase the overall imaging area. Furthermore, 

the observed error between the captured light and dose profile is higher than the desired 

accuracy of ±1%.  The fluctuations in error [See Fig 7.4(b)], can likely be attributed to the 

signal to noise ratio of the system, and could be reduced by increasing the exposure time of 

each projection, although scan times would also proportionally increase.  Finally, although 

no image smoothing operations were used, the observed inter-pixel noise could be further 

reduced using several post processing techniques.     

7.4 Conclusions 

In conclusion, we report full 3D optical tomography of ionizing radiation beams using only 

the inherently induced Čerenkov radiation in a pure water volume, at a high speed, and with 

a resolution of 0.2 mm per pixel.  As a proof of concept, two beam shapes were 

reconstructed within a 10×10×10 cm volume, corresponding to over 100 million voxels, a 

prohibitively large dataset to calculate with conventional point measurement ioniziation 

chambers.  With the ability to non-invasively interrogate energy deposition of energetic 

charged particles in a quick, high resolution manner, the technique could be used not only 

for the determination of deposited dose distributions in radiation therapy, but also for the 

QA and study of LINACs used in industrial and commercial fields23. It is therefore expected 

to find applications extending beyond the medical implications explored in this study. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Three-dimensional Cone Beam Cherenkov 
Tomography  

This chapter is largely derived from: A. K. Glaser, et. al., "Optical cone beam tomography of 

Cherenkov-mediated signals for fast 3D dosimetry of photon beams in water," Medical 

Physics (submitted January 2015). 

Due to the increasing complexity of modern radiotherapy treatment plans and time-

intensitive nature of current gold standard point scanning dosimetry methods, more robust 

three-dimensional (3D) techniques have been investigated by using gel and scintillation 

dosimeters and a variety of reconstruction techniques.1-11 Recently, several studies proposed 

that the inherent optical photons generated in pure water by radiotherapy photon beams via 

the Cherenkov effect may be imaged and used as a potential surrogate for the relative dose 

distribution.12, 13 The technique was extended to optical tomography by utilizing a telecentric 

lens to provide orthographic projections suitable for reconstruction using a simple parallel 

beam back projection algorithm, similar to telecentric illumination used in a previously 

reported gel dosimetry system.6, 14 However, the limited field of view provided by telecentric 

lenses precludes profiling of larger beams (i.e., up to 40×40 cm2 for routine LINAC quality 

assurance (QA) during installation).  Furthermore, such lenses are expensive and provide 
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telecentricity at the cost of aperture (i.e., light collection). Therefore, approaches which 

utilize more cost-effective non-telecentric lenses for full field volumetric optical estimation 

of dose distributions would be advantageous.  The range of commercial optical technologies 

to image emission from water tanks in a conventional macro-view mode is extremely large 

and quite inexpensive. A key part of exploiting these low-cost and high-quality imaging 

systems is the ability to accurately back project the data to allow visualization of the emission 

profile. In the present study, we explore such a method by using optical cone beam 

computed tomography of Cherenkov-excited fluorescence for 3D dosimetry of megavoltage 

photon beams, a reconstruction technique studied previously in gel dosimetry applications.15-

17 The imaging system, image processing and reconstruction methodology were developed 

here and tested on a range of large field shapes, specifically examining the unique niche areas 

for potential use in imaging of complex beams in a fast timescale. The accuracy relative to 

expected dose was quantitatively examined and potential calibration factors proposed, with a 

particular focus on the resolution and gamma index of the images.  

8.1     Experimental Setup 

Images were captured using an intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) (PIMAX3, 

Princeton Instruments, Acton, MA) coupled to a large aperture fixed focal length wide-angle 

lens (24mm f/1.8, Sigma Corporation, Ronkonkama, NY).  The imaging system camera was 

placed 2 m from the beam isocenter at the surface of a water tank (45.7 × 45.7 × 45.7 cm3) 

filled with tap water and a 1.0 gL-1 concentration of quinine sulfate, see Fig. 8.1(a). The 

camera was also aligned perpendicular to the beam direction, in line with the surface of the 

water, and centered to the beam axis (i.e., the beam isocenter at a source surface distance, 

SSD, of 100 cm was at the origin of each camera image). Experiments were also conducted 
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Fig. 8.1. In (a) the experimental setup is shown.  The camera is placed perpendicular 
to the radiation beam direction and images the Cherenkov-excited fluorescence 
through the sidewall of the water tank.  In (b) the jaw and MLC configuration that 
create the field aperture are shown. 

using a 6 MV x-ray photon beam from a clinical Linac (Varian 2100CD, Varian Medical 

Systems, Palo Alto, CA) with the XY jaws set to 25×25 cm2 and a multi-leaf collimator beam 

shape as that shown in Fig. 8.1(b), operating at a dose rate of 600 MU/min. The given 

imaging setup was chosen such that the theoretical depth of field would be sufficient to 

cover the entire Cherenkov light volume.  Given a f = focal length of f = 24 mm, object 

distance of do = 2 m, aperture setting of F = 1.4, and camera pixel size of c = 12.8 um, the 

depth of field was calculated in a manner similar to previous studies, and found to be 31.8 

cm.9, 13 The field shape was chosen as an analogue to a resolution test, in which seven square 

fields of increasing size (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 cm) were arranged in a pattern 

using the multileaf collimator (MLC). The addition of the fluorophore (quinine sulphate) is 

necessary to convert the anisotropic Cherenkov photons to isotropic fluorescence, as 

reported previously.13 To prevent reflections within the water tank, the interior of all faces 

except that facing the camera were painted matte black.  To minimize the effects of 

background lighting and improve the signal-to-background ratio, the room lights were 
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turned off and the imaging system was synced to the Linac trigger signal as reported 

previously.18 

8.2     Tomographic Image Acquisition and Processing  

Tomographic images were acquired between 0 – 360 degrees with a 2 degree angular 

resolution. Rather than employing a rotating camera, rotation was provided by the treatment 

couch and LINAC gantry in the following manner: (1) optical projections from 0 – 180 

degrees were captured by setting the collimator to 90 degrees, and rotating the  

 

Fig. 8.2. In (a) the cone beam geometry is shown.  The camera captures a 2D 
projection image of the induced 3D light volume.  In the context of conventional x-
ray cone beam tomography geometry, this is equivalent to a detector plate placed at 
the focal plane of the image system, in which the detector pixel size is the resolution 
of the imaging pixels at the focal plane.  In addition, in this configuration the source 
to axis distance (SAD) is equivalent to the source to detector distance (SDD).  In (b) 
and (c) reference images are shown, where the center of the imaging chip (1024x1024 
pixels) is al igned with the isocenter of the Linac, and a reference resolution 
checkerboard object is imaged to determine the spatial resolution.  

couch from 90 – 270 degrees, and (2) optical projections from 180 – 360 degrees were 

captured by setting the collimator to 270 degrees and re-rotating the couch from 90 – 270 

degrees.  At each angle 50 MU (approximately 0.5 Gy) was delivered and the ICCD was set 

to 50 on CCD accumulations per image readout (i.e., each image was a summation of 50 

Linac pulses), resulting in 18 frames per angle. 
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Due to the susceptibility of the camera sensor and intensifier to stray radiation and the 

inherently weak intensity of the induced Cherenkov light volume, a number of image 

processing steps are necessary to generate projections suitable for tomographic 

reconstruction.13, 19  

A radiation background image was taken at a single angle using identical imaging parameters 

(e.g., 50 on CCD accumulations for 50 MU), and the lens cap on to account for false counts 

collected due only to stray radiation striking the intensifier phosphor (due to the cylindrical 

symmetry of the Linac gantry head, it is not expected that this background will change with 

collimator rotational angle).  This background was subtracted from each of the 18 images 

acquired at each beam angle.  This process is a necessary background subtraction.  To 

account for inter-pixel sensitivity heterogeneity, as well as vignetting due to the camera lens, 

a flat field calibration image was taken by imaging a uniform reference intensity object with 

the lens on the camera.  Each of the 18 images at each beam angle was then divided by this 

calibration factor.  This process is a necessary sensitivity correction.  To form a single 

projection image, all 18 frames were median filtered as a stack.  This process is a necessary 

hotspot removal step. An edge-preserving bilateral filter was then applied to each resulting 

projection image as described previously.13, 20 This process is important in improving the 

signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements by reducing inter-pixel Poisson noise due to the 

nature of the light measurement itself. As a result of camera gating and the absence of 

ambient room lighting, a second background image due to ambient lighting was deemed 

unnecessary.   

8.3     Beam Hardening Correction 

As described in a previous study, discrepancies between the Cherenkov light emission and 

deposited dose arise due to hardening of the x-ray photon beam with depth in the irradiated 

material.21 To account for this phenomenon, in this study the x-ray photon spectrum for a 6 
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MV beam from a Varian 2100C was simulated using a validated EGS/BEAMnrc geometry 

and recorded as a function of radial position on the phantom surface.22 The results were 

generated for radial positions up to 20 cm for a fully open (no jaws) and represent a 

superposition of both the primary and extra-focal sources as detailed by Liu et al.23 For each 

location within the irradiated water medium, the x-ray photon spectrum, 𝜙(𝑟, 𝑧) , was 

calculated analytically as 

   𝜙(𝐸, 𝑟, 𝑧) = 𝜙(𝐸, 𝑟!, 𝑧!)𝑒!!(!)!    (8.1) 

where 𝜙(𝐸, 𝑟!, 𝑧!) is the x-ray photon spectrum at the phantom surface, z!, at radial position, 

𝑟!, calculated from the Monte Carlo simulation, µμ(E) is the attenuation coefficient in water 

(calculated from data from the NIST x-ray attenuation coefficient database), and d is the 

distance traversed by an x-ray traveling in a straight line from (r!,  z!) to (r,  z).24  As an 

approximation, x-rays were assumed to travel in a straight line from the target (located at a 

distance equal to the SSD above the phantom surface), to each location within the phantom.  

Therefore, because z  is the known depth of interest within the water phantom, the 

corresponding radial position at the phantom surface for any location in the water volume 

can be calculated as: 

   𝑟! =
𝑟  ×  𝑆𝑆𝐷
𝑆𝑆𝐷 + 𝑧

   (8.2) 

where for the given study, SSD = 100 cm.  Finally, to calculate the ratio of the relative light 

intensity to dose deposition at each point in the water volume, R!"" r, z  was calculated as: 

   𝑅!"" 𝑟, 𝑧 = 𝜙 𝐸, 𝑟, 𝑧 𝑅 𝐸   𝑑𝐸   (8.3) 

where 𝑅 𝐸  was reported previously.21 The resulting calibration factor was applied to each 

voxel in the reconstruction to properly account for beam hardening artifacts.  
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8.4     FDK Reconstruction 

Cone beam reconstruction was performed using the open source cone-beam reconstructer 

(OSCaR) based upon the Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) algorithm in MATLAB (v7.12.0 

R2011a, The MathWorks, Natick MA), both with a standard ramp filter.25, 26 In the cone 

beam geometry, the detector was translated to the focal plane of the camera (i.e., the source 

to axis distance, SAD, and source to detector distance, SDD, were the same, and the 

dimensions of the detector pixels was chosen to be 0.8 mm based upon the imaging of a 

reference object, see Fig. 8.2).  

8.5     Gamma Index Analysis 

For 2D and 3D comparisons, the resulting Cherenkov light reconstruction was compared to 

the 3D dose distribution, which was exported from the TPS (Eclipse, Varian, Palo Alto, CA) 

at a 1 mm resolution.  Both volumes were normalized to a relative value of 100% at the 

center of the largest 3.5 cm field shape at a depth of z = +1.5 cm.  For spatial registration, 

the 3D Cherenkov light reconstruction was also registered to the TPS system using rigid 3D 

registration in MATLAB. After these processing procedures, gamma index maps were 

calculated for the following conditions: A horizontal 2D map at a depth of z = +1.5 cm for 

the Cherenkov light reconstruction with respect to the TPS. The vertical 2D gamma index 

map at an off axis position of x = +5 cm for the Cherenkov light reconstruction with 

respect to the TPS. The entire 3D gamma index map for the Cherenkov light measurement 

with respect to the TPS. All gamma index maps were calculated using in MATLAB using a 

3% / 3 mm criterion.27 Using the resulting maps, passing fractions were calculated as a 

function of threshold dose in increments of 1%. 
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8.6     1D Analysis 

The experimental Cherenkov light reconstructions were also compared to other 

experimental methods, including scans using a water tank (IBA water phantom, IBA 

Dosimetry, Germany) and diode detector (Scandrotix, IBA Dosimetry, Germany), as well as 

phosphor film measurements (Kodak RT2000 CR System, Kodak, Rochester, NY).  

The 1D percent depth dose curve (PDD), was measured by vertically scanning the diode at a 

position of x =  +5 cm, y = +8.5 cm, corresponding to the center of the largest 3.5 cm MLC 

square field shape. In addition, lateral profiles were measured at z = 1.5 cm and off axis 

positions of x = -5, 0, +5, and +10 cm respectively, corresponding to scans through the 

centers of the left column of squares, center of the jaws where the ends of the closed MLC 

leaves meet, center of the right column of squares, and through a closed MLC position as 

shown in Fig. 8.1(b).  

For the 2D phosphor film measurement, the film was placed horizontally between two 

pieces of solid water (Gammex 457, Middleton, WI), where 1.5 cm of buildup was placed 

above the film, and 5.0 cm was placed below the film, and exposed for just 1 MU of dose to 

avoid saturation.  For spatial registration, the 2D film measurement was registered to the 

TPS system using rigid 2D registration in MATLAB.  In the case of the diode 

measurements, the results were already spatial registered due to the setup and calibration of 

the water relative to isocenter.  Additional metrics were calculated from the results to 

evaluate the proposed technique with respect to the other methods by calculating the 

following: 

(1) The peak value at z = 1.5 cm for all 7 MLC field sizes for all methods. 

(2) The 1D integrated area under the curve at z = 1.5 cm for all 7 MLC field sizes for 

all methods at relative values greater than 5%. 
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(3) The penumbra width (lateral distance over which the field edge goes from 20% to 

80%) at z = 1.5 cm for all 7 MLC field sizes for all methods. 

(4) The standard deviation in each measurement between y = -10 cm and y = +10 cm 

for the x = +10 cm 1D scans for the diode, film, and Cherenkov light 

measurements.   

8.7     Tomographic Image Acquisition and Processing Results  

 

Fig. 8.3. In (a) and (b) the stray radiation background subtracted image, as well as the 
flat f ield calibration image for the imaging system used are shown. 

The results for the radiation background image, and flat field calibration are shown in Figs. 

3(a) and 3(b) respectively.  As can be seen, the radiation background is on the order of 0 – 

200 counts (the additional initial 600 count offset is built into the camera readout).  In 

addition, due to variations in the intensifier and camera sensor sensitivity, as well as lens 

vignetting, the sensitivity of the imaging system showed variations as high as 50%.  After 

calibration and image processing, the final projections were obtained and are shown in 

Figure 4 as a function of collimator rotation (every 10 degrees).  The images clearly show 

changes in the beam projection as a function of angle, as well as the diverging profiles of the 

7 square field shapes created by the MLC.   
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Fig. 8.4. The processed projection images of the Cherenkov-excited fluorescence are 
shown every 10 degrees of rotation from 0 – 350 degrees.  The black and white 
images are cropped and false colored with a blue colorscale.  

8.8     Beam Hardening Correction Results 

The resulting calibration factor given by Eq. (8.3) is shown in Figure 5.  This calibration 

factor relates the local number of Cherenkov photons generated in any given voxel to the 

dose deposited in that voxel, and has units of [photons/mm3/Gy].  The results show that 

due to beam hardening, this ratio increases with depth, and also increases at smaller off axis 

distances due to increased attenuation through the flattening filter. 
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Fig. 8.5. The beam hardening correction factor is displayed as a function of depth, z, 
and radial position, r ,  within the water tank.   

 

8.9 FDK Reconstruction Results 

 

 

Fig. 8.6. In (a) – (c) the 3D dose volume from the TPS, Cherenkov l ight 
reconstruction, and gamma index map for a 3% / 3 mm criterion are shown. 

The exported 3D dose volume and 3D FDK cone beam reconstruction of the Cherenkov 

light volume is shown in Figure 6, after applying the 3D beam hardening correction factor 

shown in Figure 5.  The volume is reconstructed at a 1 mm3 resolution over a 40x40x35 cm3.  

Representative horizontal and vertical cross sections taken at a depth of z = +1.5 cm and x 

= +5 cm for the TPS and Cherenkov light reconstruction are also shown in Figure 8.7.  
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Fig. 8.7. In (a-b) and (c-d) the 2D horizontal and vertical cross sections of the 
expected dose from the TPS, and the Cherenkov l ight reconstruction at a depth of z 
= 1.5 cm and off axis position of x = +5 cm are shown.  The corresponding gamma 
index maps for a 3% / 3 mm criterion are shown in (e-f) .  

8.10   Gamma Index Results  

The resulting gamma index maps for the entire 3D volume, as well as both 2D cross sections 

are shown in Fig. 8.6 (c) and Fig. 8.7 (e-f) respectively.  The passing fraction as a function of 

threshold dose is also plotted in Figure 8.8.   

The 3D results shown substantial agreement, with the pass fraction ranging from 84% to 

98% depending on the threshold dose used for the analysis.  The horizontal 2D Cherenkov 

light reconstruction shows great agreement with the TPS, with the largest gamma values 

being concentrated at the high dose gradients at the field edges.  In general, regardless of the 
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chosen threshold dose value the pass fraction is above 93%.  However, for the vertical cross 

section, the passing fraction varies from 70 – 95% depending on the selected threshold dose. 

 

Fig. 8.8. The passing fraction as a function of threshold dose is plotted for the 2D 
horizontal and vertical gamma index maps shown in Fig. 8.7 (e-f) ,  as well  as the 
entire 3D volume shown in Fig. 8.6 (c).  

 

8.11   1D Analysis Results 

 

Fig. 8.9. The PDD for the largest f ield size at off axis positions of x = +5 cm, y + 
+8.5 cm is plotted for the TPS, beam hardening corrected and uncorrected 
Cherenkov l ight reconstructions, and diode. 
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The PDD curves measured by the diode and Cherenkov light reconstruction (with and 

without beam hardening correction), with respect to the TPS are shown in Figure 9.  The 

diode and TPS agree to within 1% at all depths, and after beam hardening correction, the 

Cherenkov light reconstruction agrees with the TPS to within 4%. 

 The results of the 1D profiles measured by the diode, film, and Cherenkov light with 

respect to the TPS are also shown in Figure 10.  In general, the diode shows the most 

agreement with the TPS, the Cherenkov light reconstructions underestimate the  

 

Fig. 8.10. In (a) – (d) the results of the 1D measurements from the TPS, Cherenkov 
l ight, Film, and Diode are plotted at off axis posit ions of x = -5, 0, +5, and +10 cm.  
All measurements are for a depth of z = 1.5 cm in the water tank. 
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peak dose for the smaller square fields, and the film overestimates the dose for both the 

intra- and inter- MLC leaf leakage.  

These findings are confirmed by metrics (1) – (4) described earlier.  As can be seen in Fig. 

8.10(a), with decreasing field size, the Cherenkov light reconstructions underestimate the 

maximum dose value.  In addition, the penumbra width as a function of field size is larger 

for the Cherenkov light reconstructions, on the order of 4 – 6 mm, as opposed to the 2 – 3 

mm measured by the other techniques, see Fig. 8.10(b). However, as a function of field size 

the integrated area under the curve for all methods at square field size is equivalent, see Fig. 

8.10(c).  The standard deviation of the signal across a mostly uniform dose region, meant to 

serve as an analogue for the noise of the technique, is shown in Fig. 8.10(d).  The Cherenkov 

light reconstructions show the highest degree of noise, although for all three techniques this 

is under a value of 1% relative to the normalized value of 100% at z = 1.5 cm for the largest 

field size. 

The results for the TPS, Cherenkov light reconstruction, and corresponding gamma index 

and pass fraction as a function of threshold dose are shown in Figure 9.  The Cherenkov 

light reconstruction shows substantial agreement with the TPS, with the largest gamma 

values being concentrated at the high dose gradients at the field edges.  In general, regardless 

of the chosen threshold dose value the pass fraction is above 93%. 

The full 3D dose from the TPS and the Cherenkov light reconstructions are shown in Figs. 

10(a) and 10(b).  The corresponding 3D gamma index map is shown in Figure 11.  The 3D 

results show substantial agreement, with the pass fraction ranging from 84% to 98% 

depending on the threshold dose used for the analysis. 
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Fig. 8.11. The metrics obtained from the 1D profiles are shown.  In (a) the maximum 
value for each of the 7 field sizes is plotted for al l  measurement techniques.  The 
corresponding penumbra for each method as a function of field size is plotted in (b).  
In (c) and (d) the integrated area under the curve for each field size, and 
measurement noise are shown. 

8.12    Discussion 

The preliminary results in this study serve as an initial proof of concept exploration into 

optical cone beam computed tomography of Cherenkov-excited fluorescence for dosimetry 

of x-ray photon beams.  Unlike a previous study, which had a limited field of view due to the 

use of a telecentric lens, the extension of the technique to the use of a regular commercial 

camera lens and cone beam reconstruction algorithm allows for the imaging of larger field 

sizes, as demonstrated here.14 In this study, a first order Monte Carlo derived correction 

factor for a beam-hardening artifact was successfully applied for the firs time.  The accuracy 

of this approach could be further improved by calculating the x-ray fluence spectra at the 
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phantom surface not only for a fully open field, but for any arbitrary field aperture as is 

currently done in dose-convolution algorithms.23  

In addition, the results in this study demonstrate that the technique is capable of 

reconstructing complex, arbitrarily shaped field sizes with dimensions below 1 cm.  The 

technique is also able to accurately capture the intra- and inter- leaf leakage, the latter of 

which is on the order of only 2%.  However, as is seen in the metrics shown in Sec. IV.E., 

the Cherenkov light reconstructions show higher noise fluctuations (on the order of ~0.7% 

for the beam measured in this study, compared to ~0.5% for the film measurements and 

0.2% for the diode), and underestimation of the peak dose with decreasing field size.  The 

latter is likely due to blurring, as the calculated penumbra for each field size in the 

Cherenkov light reconstruction was larger than that of the TPS, diode, and film. As was also 

calculated, the integrated area under the curve for each field size and technique was 

equivalent, suggesting that in the Cherenkov light reconstruction, the same total intensity is 

simply distributed in a broader manner. The blurring could be attributed to several factors, 

including improper focusing of the camera lens, light transport governing the absorption and 

subsequent remission of the Cherenkov light to isotropic fluorescent light, refraction at the 

air, glass, water interface, light scattering within the water tank, and the breakdown of the 

validity of the optical cone beam analogy to x-ray cone beam tomography for the lens 

aperture used in this study.  The latter two have been previously investigated, and 

deconvolution of a point-spread function due to all of these factors will be explored in 

subsequent studies.15, 17, 28 Despite these discrepancies, the proposed technique shows overall 

promise as a 2D and 3D relative dosimetry technique, with a calculated 3D gamma index 

pass rate for a 3% / 3 mm criterion on the order of 85 – 95% dependent on the chosen 

threshold dose value.  The results can be obtained in a rapid manner, as the total beam time 

required to obtain the projection information in this study was approximately 15 minutes 

(although this does not account for the time necessary to change the collimator rotation for 
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each beam), and the resolution can be easily tailored to the desired beam size (i.e, a wide-

angle lens such as that used on this study can profile large beams, whereas a higher focal 

length could provide high resolution for smaller beams such as those used in stereotactic 

radiotherapy and surgery). Therefore, the proposed technique may be an important 

dosimetry tool for future research, and potentially clinical applications.        

8.13   Conclusions 

We present optical cone beam computed tomography of photon beams using Cherenkov-

excited fluorescence for the first time and evaluate its accuracy for field sizes ranging from 

0.5 – 3.5 cm against more traditional techniques such as diode and phosphor film dosimetry. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Video-rate Optical Dosimetry of IMRT and VMAT 
treatment plans 

This chapter is largely derived from: A. K. Glaser, et al., "Video-rate optical dosimetry and 

dynamic visualization of IMRT and VMAT treatment plans in water using Cherenkov 

radiation." Medical Physics 41(6): 062102 (2014). 

Recent advances in radiation therapy have led to increasingly complex treatments. Modern 

techniques such as intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and volumetric-modulated 

arc therapy (VMAT) have added additional degrees of freedom to treatment planning and 

delivery which have increased efficacy but also created a need for more robust quality 

assurance (QA) methods for delivery verification.  

Traditionally, QA methods focused on the use of radiographic or Gafchromic® film 

dosimetry for obtaining planar two-dimensional (2D) dose distributions inside a dosimetry 

phantom.1-3 Although film dosimetry is high resolution and near water equivalent, the 

process is cumbersome, not real-time, and may exhibit processing-dependent variability. 

More recent techniques include portal imaging,4-6 ionization chamber arrays7, and 

semiconductor arrays.6 A digital analogue to film dosimetry, portal imaging is easy to use, but 

the true experimental measurement may only be made at a single planar slice. Array-based 
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systems inherently lack the resolution required for accurate dose verification, due to the 

finite spacing of the detectors. Additional methods currently under development include gel 

and plastic or liquid scintillation dosimetry.8-20 Despite several advantages, gel dosimetry is 

time consuming and requires post processing and a readout mechanism such as optical 

computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and scintillation 

methods require careful calibration and suppression of the stem effect.21-25 Finally, all of the 

current techniques are not truly water equivalent, as the active medium is not water itself. 

This point is of particular importance, as water is the gold standard dosimetry medium due 

to its equivalence to tissue, cheap abundance, high-purity, and ease of inter-institution 

standardization. Therefore there is interest in a simple, accurate, quick, robust, and real-time 

water-based method for routine QA of patient-specific IMRT and VMAT treatments.   

9.1     Theory 

A number of recent studies have proposed using light generated by the Cherenkov effect 

(light emission from charged particles traveling through a dielectric medium at a speed 

greater than that of the local speed of light) for water-based dosimetry26-31 and other 

radiotherapy applications.32-37 Although a there exists a proportionality between the emitted 

light and dose, this notion is true only for a monoenergetic x-ray photon beam, (i.e., after the 

buildup region, due to exponential attenuation the medium will be in transient charged 

particle equilibrium and the assumption of a constant relative electron fluence spectrum is 

valid), but for any realistic polyenergetic x-ray photon beam this is not be the case.38  If we 

consider a single x-ray photon beam incident on a homogenous volume, the fluence of 

primary x-ray photons at a given energy, 𝜓, reaching a certain depth,  𝑧, will be exponentially 

attenuated as 

 𝜓 = 𝜓!𝑒!!" (9.1) 
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where 𝜓! is the initial fluence at the volume surface and 𝜇 is the linear attenuation coefficient 

of the medium for the given x-ray photon energy.  Due to the fact that the linear attenuation 

coefficient of most materials (e.g. water for the purposes of radiotherapy QA) in the clinical 

x-ray photon energy range, the x-ray photon spectrum will vary as a function of depth due to 

the preferential attenuation of lower energy x-ray photons (i.e., beam hardening).  As a result 

Φ! will exhibit some degree of depth dependence.     

However, if we consider multiple beams (as is the case in IMRT and VMAT delivery), and 

simplify the scenario for two parallel-opposed beams irradiating a rectangular volume, the x-

ray photon fluence at any depth can be given by the superposition of the two beams as 

 𝜓 = 𝜓![𝑒!!" + 𝑒!! !!! ] (9.2) 

where it is assumed that 𝜓! is constant for the two beams, and 𝑑 is the thickness of the 

irradiated volume.  As an approximation, this superposition of the fluence from both beams 

mitigates the beam hardening effect. (i.e., near either of the entrance surfaces the 

superposition is of a hard and soft beam, whereas in the center of the volume the 

superposition is of two moderate beams).  Therefore, the validity of using Cherenkov light 

emission as a surrogate for the deposited dose may be best for dynamic treatment IMRT and 

VMAT treatment plans in which the plan can be approximated as the superposition of a 

number of parallel opposed beams.                

In the present study, we investigate this topic through video-rate optical dosimetry of 

dynamic intensity-modulated radiation therapy IMRT and VMAT plans for QA and 

verification for the first time. 
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9.2     Monte Carlo Simulations 

To investigate the correlation of Cherenkov light emission and dose deposition, as well as its 

validity for IMRT and VMAT treatment plans, Monte Carlo simulations were run using the 

GEANT4 package through the GAMOS (GEANT4 architecture for medically-oriented 

simulations) interface.39, 40 In the simulations, a 10×10 cm 6 MV field was used to irradiate a 

40×40×40 cm volume of water parameterized into 1 mm cubic voxels. The deposited dose 

and number of Cherenkov photons (between 450 – 750 nm, assuming a spectrally constant 

refractive index of 1.33) produced within each voxel was recorded using 108 primary 

particles.  Although in these simulations the visible wavelengths were simulated, due to the 

constant spectrum of Cherenkov radiation (inversely proportional to the square of the 

emission wavelength), widening or narrowing the waveband would simply scale the number 

of recorded photons in each voxel up or down respectively. The phase space file used for 

the simulation was generated for a Varian 2100C Linear Accelerator (Linac) using the 

BEAMnrc package and a previously validated accelerator geometry.41  

The resulting percent depth dose (PDD) and light emission curves are plotted in Fig. 9.1(a), 

normalized to a value of 100% at depths of 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200 mm 

respectively.  These normalization depths were chosen for the secondary simulation 

experiment that was performed using the superposition of the results of the single beam to 

mimic the anterior-posterior-posterior-anterior (AP-PA) parallel-opposed beam geometry 

through water volume thicknesses of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, and 400 mm (i.e., the 

normalization depths are at the isocenter of these thickness values).  As can be seen, due to 

the beam hardening and resulting x-ray fluence spectral differences, in general the 

Cherenkov light emission under predicts the dose prior to the normalization depth, and over 

predicts the dose beyond the normalization depth (i.e., relative to x-ray fluence spectrum at 

the normalization point, the fluence is softer prior resulting in an electron fluence spectrum 
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weighted at lower energies with respect to Φ at the isocenter, leading to underprediction, and 

harder post, leading to over prediction due to an electron fluence spectrum weighted at 

higher energies).  The error trend prior to the normalization depth also appears to increase 

for deeper depths of normalization, although the relative error with respect to the maximum 

value at the depth of maximum dose is similar. The x-ray fluence spectra from the Monte 

Carlo simulations at depths of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, and 400 mm are plotted in 

Fig. 9.1(b).  

 

Fig. 9.1. In (a) the Monte Carlo simulation results for the normalized PDD curves of 
the dose and Cherenkov l ight emission, normalized at depths of 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 
150, 175, and 200 mm are plotted.  In (b) the x-ray fluence spectra at depths of 0, 50, 
100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, and 400 mm are plotted.  Both graphs are for a 10×10 
cm 6 MV beam. 

The results for the AP-PA irradiation of the thicknesses mentioned previously are plotted in 

Fig. 9.2(a).  For thicknesses less than roughly 300 mm, the agreement between the 

Cherenkov light emission and dose at all depths is within 2-3%, and within 1% for the 
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majority of the thinner thicknesses.  The increased agreement relative to the single beam can 

be explained by examining the x-ray fluence spectrum.   

 

Fig. 9.2. In (a) the Monte Carlo simulation results for the PDD curves of the dose 
and l ight emission for the AP-PA geometry, normalized at isocenter for thicknesses 
of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, and 400 mm are plotted.  In (b) the x-ray fluence 
spectra at depths of 0,10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 are plotted for the 100 mm thickness 
phantom.  Both plots are for a 10×10 cm 6 MV beam. 

As postulated in the theory section, the parallel-opposed beam geometry and resulting 

fluence spectrum superposition effectively averages out much of the beam hardening effect.  

The x-ray fluence spectra at depths of 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 mm for the 100 mm thickness 

irradiation scenario are plotted in Fig. 9.2(b).  As can be seen, at all of the depths the relative 

spectrum is substantially similar, leading to a direct correlation between the Cherenkov light 

emission and dose deposition curves. However, for thicknesses greater than 300 mm (i.e., 

the 350 and 400 mm plots), the error in the hot spot regions is larger 7-8%, and the 
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averaging out of the beam-hardening phenomenon is less applicable, although the relative 

error with respect to the range of dose values from zero to the hotspot remains similar.  

9.3     Experimental Setup 

Fig. 9.3. The experimental setup, consisting of the l inear accelerator, cubic water tank 
phantom, and externally placed camera system is shown.  The working distance of the 
camera to water phantom is 3 m. 

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 9.3 and consists of a gated intensified-charged-

coupled device (ICCD) (PIMAX3, Princeton Instruments, Acton, MA) positioned to image 

the induced Cherenkov light in a water-phantom during irradiation.  The camera, which was 

equipped with fixed focal length high aperture lens, was placed 3 m from the isocenter of a 

Varian TrueBeam Linear Accelerator (Linac) (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). To 

increase signal-to-background, the camera was synced with the Linac pulses by a trigger 

signal to acquire only when the beam was on.  In this configuration, images (512×512 

resolution) were acquired at 23.5 frames per second, and each image consisted of one 

accumulation (3 µs in duration), i.e. single pulse imaging. Stray radiation striking the 

intensifier and CCD sensor causes significant image noise; however, this was addressed by 

applying a moving temporal noise median filter such that each filtered image represented the 

pixel-by-pixel median of a stack of 23 total images (11 frames before and after the image of 

Water!
Phantom!

Camera !
System!

Linear!
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interest, corresponding to just under 1 second of acquisition).  The filtering was also used to 

improve the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of the captured images due the Poisson photon 

counting statistics associated with imaging the weak Cherenkov radiation from a single 

radiation pulse.  The high frame rate was chosen over a lower frame rate with an increased 

number of pulses accumulated into an individual frame to provide the highest possible 

temporal data resolution, as well as the highest temporal density of frames for effective 

removal of the stray radiation noise.42 

Fig. 9.4. The geometry of the TG-119 C-Shape phantom is shown.  The geometry 
consists of a cylindrical OAR with a radius of 1.5 cm, and an outer PTV with an inner 
and outer radius of 1.5 and 3.7 cm respectively.  The length of the OAR is 10.0 cm, 
and the length of the PTV is 8.0 cm. 

The AAPM Task Group 119 (TG-119) C-Shape plan for IMRT and VMAT were used to 

assess the accuracy of Cerenkov imaging dose estimates. This plan maximizes the dose in a 

half-ring planning target volume (PTV) about a central volume organ at risk (OAR), in 

which the dose is minimized. IMRT and VMAT treatment plans were designed using the 

Varian Eclipse TPS (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) on a virtual phantom.  The 

geometry is shown in Fig. 9.4, where the PTV has an inner and outer radius of 1.5 and 3.7 

cm respectively with a length of 8.0 cm and the OAR has a radius of 1.0 cm and length of 

10.0 cm. More specifics on the virtual phantom geometry can be found in the report.43 The 

resulting optimized treatment beams plan was then planned on an x-ray CT scan of a 25.4 ×

25.4 × 40.6 cm rectangular aquarium filled with water to a height of 34 cm doped with 1.0 
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g/L of quinine sulfate, which was used as the QA phantom for all experiments.  The quinine 

sulfate serves as a means for converting the anisotropic Cherenkov radiation to isotropic 

fluorescence (at 400 – 500 nm in which the self-absorption due to water is minimal) which 

allows for undistorted imaging of the induced light distribution.27 The isocenter of both 

treatment plans was centered laterally in the tank and located 14.5 cm above the bottom 

surface of the tank.  The specifics of each plan and the dose optimization goals are shown in 

Table 9.1. 

Table 9.1. Details of the delivered IMRT and VMAT treatment plans 

 

IMRT  

95% of PTV to receive at least 1000 cGy, 10% of PTV to receive no more than 1100 cGy, 5% of OAR to receive no 
more than 200 cGy 

Beam 
[#] 

Gantry Angle  
[deg.] 

Collimator Angle 
[deg.] 

Field X 
[cm] 

Field Y 
[cm] 

SSD 
[cm] 

Dose 
[MU] 

 
1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
4 
 
5 
 
6 
 
7 
 
8 
 
9 
 

160.0 
 

120.0 
 

80.0 
 

40.0 
 
0 
 

320.0 
 

280.0 
 

240.0 
 

200.0 

0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 

9.8 
 

8.6 
 

7.8 
 

9.3 
 

10.0 
 

9.3 
 

7.8 
 

8.6 
 

9.8 

9.3 
 

9.6 
 

9.6 
 

9.0 
 

9.0 
 

9.0 
 

9.6 
 

9.6 
 

9.6 

84.4 
 

85.3 
 

87.0 
 

80.3 
 

80.8 
 

80.1 
 

86.9 
 

85.2 
 

84.4 

396 
 

407 
 

307 
 

389 
 

392 
 

400 
 

300 
 

404 
 

395 

VMAT 

95% of PTV to receive at least 400 cGy, 10% of PTV to receive no more than 440 cGy, 5% of OAR to receive no 
more than 1000 80 cGy 

Arc 
[#] 

Gantry 
Rotation 

[deg.] 

Collimator Angle 
[deg.] 

Field X 
[cm] 

Field Y 
[cm] 

SSD 
[cm] 

Dose 
[MU] 

 
1 
 
2 
 

359.9 CCW 
 

359.9 CW 

0 
 

45.0 

8.6 
 

11.2 

10.7 
 

11.1 

85.5 
 

85.5 

1087 
 

1082 

   
 

!  
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9.4     Accuracy Analysis 

To quantify the accuracy of the proposed technique, the experimentally captured images of 

the Cherenkov light distribution were compared to the predicted dose from the TPS.  To 

accomplish this, the resulting filtered image stack was first summed to obtain the integrated 

light distribution for the entire dynamic treatment plan.  The resulting image represents a 2D 

projection of the 3D light volume induced within the water phantom and contains geometric 

distortion due to the parallax associated with regular imaging lenses (i.e., as opposed to 

telecentric lenses which provide a constant magnification with imaging distance).  To 

account for this, the 3D dose matrix obtained from the TPS was summed by in the 

following manner.  Under the assumption that the experimentally captured images were 

focused at the focal plane encompassing the treatment isocenter, the 2D planes of the dose 

matrix closer to the camera were appropriately magnified, and the 2D planes farther from 

the camera appropriately de-magnified based upon the known experimental setup (e.g., tank 

dimensions, camera working distance, and refraction at the air tank interface). The resulting 

experimental 2D projection of the light distribution and non-linearly summed 2D dose 

projection from the TPS were normalized to 100% at their maximum values at isocenter, 

and compared using the gamma-index analysis feature in the 3D SlicerRT program with a 

3% / 3 mm dose difference and distance-to-agreement (DTA) criterion.44, 45 

 

9.5 Results and Discussion 

Representative experimental images for both a single frame (i.e., single Linac pulse) and a 

median filtered image for the VMAT and IMRT treatment plans are shown in Fig. 9.4. In the 

raw images shown in Figs. 9.5(a) and 9.5(c) of a single pulse (3 µs in duration), both the stray 

radiation noise and Poisson photon counting statistical noise are apparent.  The counts due 

to the induced Cherenkov radiation are sparse and appear as blooms due to single photons 
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striking the intensifier of the ICCD.  However, the temporal median filter of the stack of 23 

images effectively removes the stray radiation noise and elucidates the radiation beam, as is 

shown in Figs. 9.5(b) and 9.5(d).  

 

Fig. 9.5. In (a) a representative experimental raw image for the VMAT treatment plan 
is shown.  The resulting frame after the pixel-by-pixel temporal median fi ltering of 23 
frames is shown in (b).  Analogous images for a single frame from the 9-field IMRT 
treatment plan are shown in (c) and (d). 

To demonstrate the temporal abilities of the method, a region of interest (ROI) was drawn 

about the PTV and OAR in the experimentally acquired projection images.  The cumulative 

intensity within each ROI was then calculated as a function of time, the results of which are 

shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). The former plot clearly shows that as a function of time, the 

intensity or dose is preferentially deposited in the PTV rather than the OAR.  It is interesting 

to note that directly following the conclusion of the first arc, the second arc begins with a 

spike in counts suggesting that at this point in the VMAT treatment a large portion of the 

dose is being deposited.  In addition, the temporal profile of the OAR shows 4 distinct 

periodic spikes in counts, which correspond roughly to beam angles of 0, 90, 180, 270, and 

360 degrees.  At these angles the OAR receives a nominal amount of dose relative to the 

a b

c d
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other angles due to the inability of the beam to treat the PTV while completely sparing the 

OAR.  Finally, despite the axial symmetry of the geometry, the profiles of the 2 arcs with 

respect to the PTV are not symmetric due to different collimator rotations. 

 

Fig. 9.6. In (a) the temporal t ime profile for the PTV and OAR ROIs of the VMAT 
treatment plan are shown.  The divider indicates the transit ion between arcs 1 and 2.  
In (b) the cumulative accumulation of intensity within both ROIs is plotted.  
Commensurate plots for the IMRT treatment plan are shown in (c) and (d), with the 
dividers indicating the transit ions between fields 1 – 9. 

Similar plots for the IMRT plan are shown in Figs. 9.6(c) and 9.6(d).  The dividers in the 

temporal plot clearly indicate the 9 different fields of the plan.  In the IMRT plan, for each 

field the MLC shapes the beam in a sliding window approach in which the beam passes over 

the aperture, which directly irradiates the OAR.  This can be seen in the single spike in the 

time profile for each field of the OAR.  The PTV temporal profile also reveals that the 

intensity or dose deposited by beams 2 and 3 (and 7 and 8 due to symmetry), is larger than 

that of beams 4, 5, and 6 due to the difference in attenuation through the water tank prior to 
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reaching the isocenter.  Finally, due to identical collimator settings for all 9 fields, the 

temporal profiles of both the PTV and OAR appear symmetric. 

 

Fig. 9.7. In (a) and (b) the 2D projections of the experimentally imaged 3D 
Cherenkov l ight volume and non-linearly summed 3D dose matrix from the TPS are 
shown for the VMAT treatment plan.  The resulting gamma-index map is shown in (c) 
for a 3% / 3 mm dose difference and DTA criterion.  In (d-f) the same images for the 
9-field IMRT treatment plan are shown. 

The resulting summed dose distribution, projection image of the experimentally captured 3D 

Cherenkov light volume, and gamma-index map for the 9 field IMRT treatment plan are 

shown in Figs. 9.7(a-c).  The commensurate images for the VMAT treatment plan are shown 

in Figs. 9.7(d-f).  Visual inspection of the dose distributions predicted by the TPS and the 

experimentally captured images shows excellent agreement, which is confirmed by the 

quantitative gamma-index analysis.  In the case of the 9-field IMRT treatment plan, 95.9% of 

the pixels exhibit a passing criteria, whereas for the VMAT treatment plan 96.2% of the 

pixels pass the 3% dose difference / 3 mm DTA criterion.  This is in good agreement 95% 

pass rate typically used for clinical IMRT and VMAT treatment plans. 
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The observed discrepancies between the light distribution and TPS could be due to 

misalignment of the two images in the rigid transformation, as well as perspective error 

present in the experimentally captured projection images, which was not considered in the 

linear summation of the dose matrix (although this is expected to be minimal given the large 

working distance of the camera system).  Errors may also be attributable to fundamental 

differences between the deposited dose and Cherenkov light volumes, stemming from the 

assumption that Φ! remains constant in all regions of the water tank. This would be most 

apparent at the beam edges, which is confirmed by the gamma-index map for the IMRT 

treatment plan.  In addition, Monte Carlo simulations indicate that the validity of the 

Cherenkov approximation for a 6 MV field breaks down at larger thicknesses (i.e., beyond 

300 mm), limiting the accuracy and applicability of this technique to irradiation of larger 

clinical volumes.  An investigation into additional beam energies, as well as the potential 

calibration for the sources of error enumerated above will be investigated in future studies. 

9.6     Conclusions 

We have shown for the first time that a novel optical technique can accurately estimate 

delivered dose of IMRT and VMAT in real time in water phantoms.  This capability is 

enabled by imaging the induced Cherenkov radiation in a water tank using an intensified 

CCD synchronized to the Linear accelerator.  This technique is simple and robust and is able 

to collect video-rate temporal dosimetric images at 23.5 frames per second.  Comparison of 

the temporally summed experimental images to the predicted net dose yielded results which 

were in good agreement with the expected 95% gamma index pass criterion of dynamic 

radiotherapy plans based upon a 3% dose difference / 3 mm DTA criterion.  While 

additional studies are required for further validation, to our knowledge, this study represents 

the first to show real-time dosimetry of IMRT and VMAT in water phantoms.  Although 

currently limited to indirect, time-resolved 2D projection imaging of 3D dose (similar to 
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portal imaging), the use of multiple cameras and optical tomography, or a single plenoptic 

camera could yield 4D data at a higher spatial resolution with respect to current ionization 

chamber array techniques (e.g., 3D ArcCHECK). This capability could have a significant 

impact on quality assessment for the treatment modalities. 
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CHAPTER 10 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

This completed work represents the first exploration into the use of Cherenkov light 

emission for dosimetry during radiation therapy.  The utility of the phenomenon as a means 

for radiation dosimetry appears promising, as the technique is able to provide full three-

dimensional (3D) data, at a potentially high-speed and resolution.  In addition, as opposed to 

all other dosimetry modalities, the use of Cherenkov radiation necessitates only water as the 

dosimetric medium, a unique quality that is particularly important in radiation therapy due to 

the universal use of water as an analogue for human tissue.  However, despite these unique 

advantages, the proposed modality has several limitations and disadvantages, which may 

limit its practical use.  These are summarized based upon the studies of this thesis and 

discussed below. 

(1) Low-light level 

The power of Cherenkov light emission during radiation therapy has been 

estimated to be on the order of nW.  As such, the signal must be imaged using 

non-intensified imaging systems with acquisition times on the order of 1-10 

seconds, or intensified imaging systems with sub-second acquisition times on the 

order of 1-100 ms. Due to this constraint, the resolution and imaging speed stand 

in opposition to one another (e.g., CCD and CMOS cameras can provide high-
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resolution images with 10 – 40 Megapixels but longer acquisition times, and 

intensified imaging systems can provide lower resolution images with only 1 – 2 

Mega pixels and shorter acquisition times).  

(2) Radiation-induced noise 

Coupled to the issue of the low-light levels, the stray radiation from the linear 

accelerator induces noise on the camera sensor, which manifests itself as saturated 

pixels.  This noise is linear with the detected optical signal (see. Fig. 6.5), and 

therefore longer acquisition times result in both increased signal to noise and 

radiation noise. 

In the case of the non-intensified imaging systems (e.g., CCD or CMOS), these 

pixels are localized to a single pixel, which can be adequately removed by acquiring 

a single image and filtering with a spatial median kernel of 3 – 5 pixels.  However, 

when using an intensified imaging device, the intensifier phosphor may be struck 

by a stray x-ray, resulting in a bloom of saturated pixels in the captured image, see 

Figure 10.1. 

Fig. 10.1. The noise induced on a CCD camera is shown to the (left) ,  
whereas the noise induced on an ICCD camera is shown to the (right). 

In this case, a single image cannot be denoised using a spatial median filter, and 

instead a temporal pixel-by-pixel median filtering must be performed by acquiring 

3 – 20 frames of the same scene.  Ironically, with either imaging system, the 

advantage is compromised by this noise (e.g., non-intensified imaging systems may 

have a high resolution, which is degraded with the use of a spatial median filter 
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kernel, and intensified imaging systems may have shorter acquisition times, but 

several frames must be captured to eliminate the noise). 

(3) Cherenkov light anisotropy 

The Cherenkov light emission phenomenon is inherently anisotropic.  Therefore, 

the intensity distribution perceived by a camera will be geometrically dependent.  

To overcome this issue, we have explored the use of a dilute fluorophore (1 g/L 

Quinine Sulphate) to convert the native light distribution to isotropic Cherenkov-

excited fluorescence.  While this method has been shown to experimentally solve 

this issue (see Figs. 6.2 and 6.9), doping the water volume with an exogenous 

agent at this concentration (1/1000 mass fraction) may undermine the pure water 

equivalence advantage of the proposed technique. 

(4) Surface reflection artifacts 

Fig. 10.2. Image of a 6 MV photon beam in a water tank with the surface of 
the water not al igned to the center of the imaging system.  The reflection 
artifact at the top can be clearly seen.  
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Due to the refractive index mismatch of the surface of the water and air, reflection 

artifacts at the surface of the water are visible when the camera is not placed in 

line with the surface of the water (e.g., if the camera is centered at a depth below 

the surface of the water, reflection artifacts can be seen which corrupt the 

acquired data near the water surface).  While aligning the camera with the water 

surface eliminates this issue, it effectively halves the usable area of the camera 

chip. 

(5) Depth of field limitations 

To provide quantitatively accurate images, the entire light volume along the depth 

direction relative to the camera must remain in focus (e.g., the depth of field of 

the imaging system must span the entire light volume).  Due to the fact that 

radiation beams may be on the order of 40 cm in size, this represents a serious 

design challenge.  To increase the depth of field of a system, the camera may 

either be placed at a longer distance from the focal plane (1-2 m), or the aperture 

of the camera lens may be increased (from 1.2 – 2.0 to over 5.0).  Increasing the 

aperture of the camera lens results in decreased light collection (every doubling of 

the aperture results in a 4x reduction in light collection), and placing the camera 

farther from the focal plane introduces issues in tomographic data acquisition. 

(6) Optical tomography 

To provide three-dimensional (3D) data, two-dimensional (2D) projections must 

be acquired every 1-3 degrees (120 – 360 total images) by either rotating the 

camera relative to the radiation beam, or the radiation beam relative to the camera. 

Furthermore, each image must be acquired with a depth of field covering the 

entire light volume.  As discussed in the previous point, the camera may be placed 

farther from the focal plane to provide an adequate depth of field, however, this 

presents a logistical issue for rotating the camera about a stationary radiation 
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beam, as the camera must be placed on a 1-2 m lever arm which results in a 

mechanically unstable system.  The alternative is to rotate the radiation beam using 

the collimator in front of a stationary camera.  While this has been explored 

experimentally, modern linear accelerators prevent the automatic rotation of a 

collimator, and therefore the rotation of the radiation beam must be performed in 

discrete steps by repeatedly moding up the radiation beam, which adds 10 – 15 

additional seconds to the data acquisition procedure for each beam angle. 

(7) Inability to provide four-dimensional (4D) data 

While the proposed modality is able to provide 3D data of a static beam, or 2D 

data of a dynamic beam, it is not able to provide 4D data (e.g., 3D data of a 

dynamic beam).  While this could in theory be performed by acquiring 

tomographic 2D data of a dynamic beam, analogous to that which has been 

experimentally demonstrated for static beams, the time requirements would be on 

the order of hours due to the need to deliver the entire dynamic beam at each 

angle (a typical dynamic plan is ~ 1-2 minutes in length).  In addition, while the 

use of multiple cameras could also be explored, it would be prohibitively 

expensive to use many intensified imaging systems ($50,000+ per intensified 

camera, non-intensified imaging systems while less expensive, $500 - $2,000 could 

not provide video-rate information due to their decreased sensitivity), and the 

number of cameras would need to be on the order of the number of beam angles 

(120 – 360).  A recent study using a plastic scintillator block explored 4D 

dosimetry using a single image acquisition and a plenoptic camera.1 Although this 

technique is applicable to scintillation, where the light levels are 2-3 orders of 

magnitude higher, it is not possible to capture plenoptic data using an intensified 

imaging system, due to the fact that the directionality of the incoming photons is 

lost after the image intensifier. 
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(8) Quantity assurance vs. quality assurance 

While the main goal of this work has been to provide a new means of quality 

assurance for radiation therapy, with the advantage of providing more dosimetric 

data (e.g. 3D) at a higher speed, the experimental accuracy achieved thus far has 

not yet been at a clinically acceptable level (e.g., 1% disagreement with alternative 

methods has not been achieved).  This is attributable to both signal to noise 

limitations, tomographic reconstruction artifacts, and fundamental differences 

between the Cherenkov light intensity and deposited dose. 

(9) Calibration factors 

Based upon a comprehensive simulation study, fundamental differences between 

the Cherenkov light intensity and deposited dose were found to be on the order of 

0-4% due to x-ray beam hardening with depth.  Although a simple first order 

correction with depth is capable of correcting the majority of this difference, 

lateral x-ray spectral differences due to the flattening filter used in modern linear 

accelerators requires a more complex calibration factor to achieve a 1% accuracy.  

This implies that a field aperture specific calibration factor is necessary, which 

could either be derived by using a Monte Carlo simulation for each aperture, or by 

mimicking the convolution algorithm used currently in treatment planning systems 

by replacing the dose kernels with those for Cherenkov light emission. 

(10) Alternative methods 

As summarized above, the proposed modality has several limitations, which 

compromise its advantages (e.g. the need for a fluorescent dye makes the 

technique not truly water equivalent, and the technique yields 3D data but at a 

reduced accuracy).  Therefore, these advantages and disadvantages must be 

considered in the context of alternative methods.  For the case of quality 

assurance, the use of ionization chambers, diodes, and arrays of both are able to 
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provide one-dimensional (1D) and 2D data with a high accuracy and adequate 

resolution.  While it may be argued that future refinement of a dosimetry method 

based on Cherenkov light emission may be able to eventually provide 3D data at 

an adequate accuracy, in the context of quality assurance the method has no true 

advantages with respect to plastic scintillation dosimetry, an alternative technique 

currently being explored by many research groups.1-36  While the technique suffers 

from many of the same imaging issues summarized above (e.g., depth of field 

limitations, surface reflections, optical tomography, and radiation-induced noise) 

the use of plastic scintillators is near water-equivalent, isotropic, light emission is 

linear with dose and requires no calibration factor for x-ray photon beams, and the 

light emission is 2-3 orders of magnitude stronger allowing for the use of less 

expensive, higher resolution non-intensified imaging systems. 

Therefore, in looking to future directions, while this entire work has focused on radiation 

dosimetry for quality assurance purposes in a water volume, future work should focus on 

dosimetry in tissue, a topic that has already been under preliminary investigation.37-41  This 

could allow for true in vivo dosimetry and real-time treatment verification in a clinical setting.  

While the application of this method for quality assurance purposes is challenged by many 

existing dosimetry technologies (see Table 1.2), it may be the best means of providing non-

invasive dosimetric information (no additional instrument or dosimetric medium needs to be 

introduced to perturb and measure the radiation beam, as is the case with thermoluminscent 

diodes) directly from human tissue during a treatment session.  While this new research 

direction faces new challenges (e.g., modeling of radiation-induced light transport in optically 

scattering and absorbing media), the topic is of particular interest and importance and should 

be explored in future studies by applying the tools and conclusions developed within this 

thesis. 
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Appendix 

A.1    GAMOS Absorption 

// 
// ******************************************************************** 
// * License and Disclaimer                                           * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of * 
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and * 
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file * 
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These * 
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing * 
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this * 
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, * 
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its * 
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above * 
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and * 
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      * 
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or * 
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its * 
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your * 
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          * 
// ******************************************************************** 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Optical Photon Absorption Class Implementation 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
// File G4OpTissueAbsorption.hh 
// Description: Discrete Process -- Absorption of Optical Photons 
// Created: 2013-02-22 
// Author: Adam Glaser 
// Based on work from Juliet Armstrong, Xin Qian, and Peter Gumplinger 
// 
// This subroutine will perform optical absorption. 
// 
// mail:  adam.k.glaser@dartmouth.edu 
// 
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
#include "G4ios.hh" 
#include "G4OpProcessSubType.hh" 
#include "G4OpTissueAbsorption.hh" 
#include "GamosCore/GamosBase/Base/include/GmParameterMgr.hh" 
#include "G4SystemOfUnits.hh" 
#include "GamosCore/GamosUtils/include/GmGenUtils.hh" 
 
G4OpTissueAbsorption::G4OpTissueAbsorption(const G4String& processName, G4ProcessType 
type) 
              : G4VDiscreteProcess(processName, type) 
{ 
        if (verboseLevel>0) { 
           G4cout << GetProcessName() << " is created " << G4endl; 
        } 
 
        SetProcessSubType(fOpAbsorption); 
} 
 
G4OpTissueAbsorption::~G4OpTissueAbsorption(){} 
 
//////////// 
// Methods 
//////////// 
 
G4VParticleChange* 
G4OpTissueAbsorption::PostStepDoIt(const G4Track& aTrack, const G4Step& aStep) 
{ 
        aParticleChange.Initialize(aTrack); 
   
  aParticleChange.ProposeTrackStatus(fStopAndKill); 
  if (verboseLevel>0) { 
      G4cout << "\n** Photon absorbed! **" << G4endl; 
        } 
   
        return G4VDiscreteProcess::PostStepDoIt(aTrack, aStep); 
} 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// 
 
G4double G4OpTissueAbsorption::GetMeanFreePath(const G4Track& aTrack, 
              G4double , 
             G4ForceCondition* ) 
{ 
 const G4DynamicParticle* aParticle = aTrack.GetDynamicParticle(); 
        const G4Material* aMaterial = aTrack.GetMaterial(); 
 
 G4double thePhotonMomentum = aParticle->GetTotalMomentum(); 
 
 G4MaterialPropertiesTable* aMaterialPropertyTable; 
 G4MaterialPropertyVector* AttenuationLengthVector; 
  
        G4double AttenuationLength = DBL_MAX; 
 
 aMaterialPropertyTable = aMaterial->GetMaterialPropertiesTable(); 
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 if ( aMaterialPropertyTable ) { 
    AttenuationLengthVector = aMaterialPropertyTable-> 
                                                GetProperty("ABSCOEF"); 
           if ( AttenuationLengthVector ){ 
             AttenuationLength = AttenuationLengthVector-> 
                                         Value(thePhotonMomentum); 
           } 
           else { 
           } 
        }  
        else { 
        } 
 
        return AttenuationLength; 
} 
 
// 
// ******************************************************************** 
// * License and Disclaimer                                           * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of * 
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and * 
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file * 
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These * 
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing * 
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this * 
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, * 
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its * 
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above * 
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and * 
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      * 
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or * 
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its * 
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your * 
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          * 
// ******************************************************************** 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Optical Photon Absorption Class Implementation 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
// File G4OpTissueScatter.hh 
// Description: Discrete Process -- Absorption of Optical Photons 
// Created: 2013-02-22 
// Author: Adam Glaser 
// Based on work from Juliet Armstrong, Xin Qian, and Peter Gumplinger 
// 
// This subroutine will perform optical absorption. 
// 
// mail:  adam.k.glaser@dartmouth.edu 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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#ifndef G4OpTissueAbsorption_h 
#define G4OpTissueAbsorption_h 1 
 
///////////// 
// Includes 
///////////// 
 
#include "globals.hh" 
#include "templates.hh" 
#include "Randomize.hh" 
#include "G4Step.hh" 
#include "G4VDiscreteProcess.hh" 
#include "G4DynamicParticle.hh" 
#include "G4Material.hh" 
#include "G4OpticalPhoton.hh" 
 
// Class Description: 
// Discrete Process -- Bulk absorption of Optical Photons. 
// Class inherits publicly from G4VDiscreteProcess 
// Class Description - End: 
 
///////////////////// 
// Class Definition 
///////////////////// 
 
class G4OpTissueAbsorption : public G4VDiscreteProcess  
{ 
 
private: 
 
        ////////////// 
        // Operators 
        ////////////// 
 
        // G4OpTissueAbsorption& operator=(const G4OpTissueAbsorption &right); 
 
public: // Without description 
 
        //////////////////////////////// 
        // Constructors and Destructor 
        //////////////////////////////// 
 
        G4OpTissueAbsorption(const G4String& processName = "OpTissueAbsorption", 
                                G4ProcessType type = fOptical); 
 
        // G4OpTissueAbsorption(const G4OpTissueAbsorption &right); 
 
 ~G4OpTissueAbsorption(); 
 
 //////////// 
 // Methods 
        //////////// 
 
public: // With description 
 
        G4bool IsApplicable(const G4ParticleDefinition& aParticleType); 
        // Returns true -> 'is applicable' only for an optical photon. 
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 G4double GetMeanFreePath(const G4Track& aTrack, 
     G4double , 
     G4ForceCondition* ); 
        // Returns the absorption length for bulk absorption of optical 
        // photons in media with a specified attenuation length.  
 
 G4VParticleChange* PostStepDoIt(const G4Track& aTrack, 
             const G4Step&  aStep); 
        // This is the method implementing bulk absorption of optical  
        // photons. 
 
}; 
 
//////////////////// 
// Inline methods 
//////////////////// 
 
inline 
G4bool G4OpTissueAbsorption::IsApplicable(const G4ParticleDefinition& aParticleType) 
{ 
   return ( &aParticleType == G4OpticalPhoton::OpticalPhoton() ); 
} 
 
#endif /* G4OpTissueAbsorption_h */ 
 

A.2   GAMOS Rayleigh Scattering 

// 
// ******************************************************************** 
// * License and Disclaimer                                           * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of * 
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and * 
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file * 
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These * 
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing * 
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this * 
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, * 
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its * 
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above * 
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and * 
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      * 
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or * 
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its * 
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your * 
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          * 
// ******************************************************************** 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Optical Photon Rayleigh Scattering Class Implementation 
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
// File G4OpTissueRayleigh.hh 
// Description: Discrete Process -- Rayleigh Scattering of Optical Photons 
// Created: 2013-02-22 
// Author: Adam Glaser 
// Based on work from Julient Armstrong, Xin Qian, and Peter Gumplinger 
// 
// This subroutine will perform optical scattering based upon 
// a modified rayleigh phase function.  The phase function is uniformly 
// distributed for cos(theta). 
// 
// mail:  adam.k.glaser@dartmouth.edu 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
#include "G4OpTissueRayleigh.hh" 
#include "G4ios.hh" 
#include "G4PhysicalConstants.hh" 
#include "G4SystemOfUnits.hh" 
#include "G4OpProcessSubType.hh" 
#include "GamosCore/GamosBase/Base/include/GmParameterMgr.hh" 
#include "GamosCore/GamosUtils/include/GmGenUtils.hh" 
 
G4OpTissueRayleigh::G4OpTissueRayleigh(const G4String& processName, G4ProcessType type) 
           : G4VDiscreteProcess(processName, type) 
{ 
        SetProcessSubType(fOpRayleigh); 
 
        thePhysicsTable = 0; 
 
        DefaultWater = false; 
 
        if (verboseLevel>0) { 
           G4cout << GetProcessName() << " is created " << G4endl; 
        } 
 
        BuildThePhysicsTable(); 
} 
 
G4OpTissueRayleigh::~G4OpTissueRayleigh() 
{ 
        if (thePhysicsTable!= 0) { 
           thePhysicsTable->clearAndDestroy(); 
           delete thePhysicsTable; 
        } 
} 
 
//////////// 
// Methods 
//////////// 
 
G4VParticleChange* 
G4OpTissueRayleigh::PostStepDoIt(const G4Track& aTrack, const G4Step& aStep) 
{ 
 
  const G4DynamicParticle* aParticle = aTrack.GetDynamicParticle(); 
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     const G4Material* aMaterial = aTrack.GetMaterial(); 
 
     G4double thePhotonEnergy = aParticle->GetTotalEnergy(); 
 
     G4double AttenuationLength = DBL_MAX; 
 
     G4MaterialPropertiesTable* aMaterialPropertyTable = 
       aMaterial->GetMaterialPropertiesTable(); 
 
     if (aMaterialPropertyTable) { 
        G4MaterialPropertyVector* AttenuationLengthVector = 
                              aMaterialPropertyTable->GetProperty("RAYLEIGH_SCATCOEF"); 
        if (AttenuationLengthVector) { 
           AttenuationLength = AttenuationLengthVector -> 
                                 Value(thePhotonEnergy); 
        } else { 
        } 
     } else { 
     } 
 
  G4double mus = 1.0/AttenuationLength; 
   
  aParticleChange.Initialize(aTrack); 
 
  G4double mfp=1.0/(mus*(1.0-0.0)); 
 
  G4double xo = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpRangeReject:xo",0.0); 
  G4double yo = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpRangeReject:yo",0.0); 
  G4double zo = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpRangeReject:zo",0.0); 
  G4double G = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpRangeReject:G",DBL_MAX); 
 
  G4double maxdist = G*(2.0+10.0*mfp); 
 
  G4StepPoint* pPreStepPoint  = aStep.GetPreStepPoint(); 
  G4ThreeVector pos = pPreStepPoint->GetPosition(); 
  G4double distance = 0.0; 
  distance = sqrt(pow((pos(0)-xo),2)+pow((pos(1)-yo),2)+pow((pos(2)-zo),2)); 
   
  if(distance > maxdist) { 
 
         aParticleChange.ProposeTrackStatus(fStopAndKill); 
 
  } 
   
  else { 
    
   if (verboseLevel>0) { 
                 G4cout << "Scattering Photon!" << G4endl; 
                 G4cout << "Old Momentum Direction: " 
                        << aParticle->GetMomentumDirection() << G4endl; 
                 G4cout << "Old Polarization: " 
                        << aParticle->GetPolarization() << G4endl; 
         } 
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   G4double cosTheta; 
         G4ThreeVector OldMomentumDirection, NewMomentumDirection; 
         G4ThreeVector OldPolarization, NewPolarization; 
 
         do { 
            // Try to simulate the scattered photon momentum direction 
            // w.r.t. the initial photon momentum direction 
      
      G4double r = G4UniformRand(); 
      G4double CosTheta = 2*r-1.; // uniformly distributed for cos(theta) 
   
      G4double Theta = std::acos(CosTheta); 
      G4double Phi = G4UniformRand()*2*pi; 
 
      NewMomentumDirection.set 
                        (std::sin(Theta)*std::cos(Phi), std::sin(Theta)*std::sin(Phi), std::cos(Theta)); 
 
            // Rotate the new momentum direction into global reference system 
            OldMomentumDirection = aParticle->GetMomentumDirection(); 
            NewMomentumDirection.rotateUz(OldMomentumDirection); 
            NewMomentumDirection = NewMomentumDirection.unit(); 
 
            // calculate the new polarization direction 
            // The new polarization needs to be in the same plane as the new 
            // momentum direction and the old polarization direction 
            OldPolarization = aParticle->GetPolarization(); 
            G4double constant = -1./NewMomentumDirection.dot(OldPolarization); 
 
            NewPolarization = NewMomentumDirection + constant*OldPolarization; 
            NewPolarization = NewPolarization.unit(); 
 
            // There is a corner case, where the Newmomentum direction 
            // is the same as oldpolariztion direction: 
            // random generate the azimuthal angle w.r.t. Newmomentum direction 
            if (NewPolarization.mag() == 0.) { 
               G4double rand = G4UniformRand()*2*pi; 
               NewPolarization.set(std::cos(rand),std::sin(rand),0.); 
               NewPolarization.rotateUz(NewMomentumDirection); 
            } else { 
               // There are two directions which are perpendicular 
               // to the new momentum direction 
               if (G4UniformRand() < 0.5) NewPolarization = -NewPolarization; 
            } 
    
     // simulate according to the distribution cos^2(theta) 
            cosTheta = NewPolarization.dot(OldPolarization); 
         } while (std::pow(cosTheta,2) < G4UniformRand()); 
 
         aParticleChange.ProposePolarization(NewPolarization); 
         aParticleChange.ProposeMomentumDirection(NewMomentumDirection); 
 
         if (verboseLevel>0) { 
                 G4cout << "New Polarization: "  
                      << NewPolarization << G4endl; 
                 G4cout << "Polarization Change: " 
                      << *(aParticleChange.GetPolarization()) << G4endl;   
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                 G4cout << "New Momentum Direction: "  
                      << NewMomentumDirection << G4endl; 
                 G4cout << "Momentum Change: " 
                      << *(aParticleChange.GetMomentumDirection()) << G4endl;  
         } 
  } 
   
  // G4double threshold = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpTissuePhotonPacket:Threshold",1.); 
  //  
  //   if (threshold == 1.){ 
  //   } 
  //   else if (threshold < 1 & threshold > 0){ 
  //  
  //     G4MaterialPropertyVector* 
AttenuationLengthVector; 
  //        G4double AttenuationLength = DBL_MAX; 
  //  
  //     if ( aMaterialPropertyTable ) { 
  //        AttenuationLengthVector = 
aMaterialPropertyTable-> 
  //                                                    
GetProperty("ABSCOEF"); 
  //            if ( AttenuationLengthVector ){ 
  //                 AttenuationLength = 
AttenuationLengthVector-> 
  //                                             Value(thePhotonEnergy); 
  //        if( AttenuationLength ){ 
  //        G4double 
theWeight=aTrack.GetWeight(); 
  //        G4double 
trklength  = aStep.GetStepLength(); 
  //           G4double 
newWeight=theWeight*exp(-trklength/AttenuationLength); 
  //  
  //        if 
(newWeight<threshold){ 
  //        
 G4double roulette=G4UniformRand(); 
  //         if 
(roulette<=threshold){ 
  //            
 aParticleChange.ProposeWeight(newWeight/threshold); 
  //         } 
  //         else{ 
  //         
 aParticleChange.ProposeTrackStatus(fStopAndKill);  
  //         } 
  //        } 
  //        else{ 
  //        
 aParticleChange.ProposeWeight(newWeight);  
  //        } 
  //       } 
  //            } 
  //       }  
  //   } 
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  //   else{ 
  //    G4Exception("G4TissueOptics", "Packet threshold 
must be between 0 and 1", 
  //                   FatalException, 
  //                   "Please set using the command /gamos/setParam 
G4OpTissuePhotonPacket:Threshold VALUE. Note setting 1 will lead to binary event handling."); 
  //   } 
   
        return G4VDiscreteProcess::PostStepDoIt(aTrack, aStep); 
} 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// 
 
void G4OpTissueRayleigh::BuildThePhysicsTable() 
{ 
//      Builds a table of scattering lengths for each material 
 
        if (thePhysicsTable) return; 
 
        const G4MaterialTable* theMaterialTable= 
                               G4Material::GetMaterialTable(); 
        G4int numOfMaterials = G4Material::GetNumberOfMaterials(); 
   
        // create a new physics table 
 
        thePhysicsTable = new G4PhysicsTable(numOfMaterials); 
 
        // loop for materials 
 
        for (G4int i=0 ; i < numOfMaterials; i++) 
        { 
            G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector* ScatteringLengths = NULL; 
    
            G4MaterialPropertiesTable *aMaterialPropertiesTable = 
                         (*theMaterialTable)[i]->GetMaterialPropertiesTable(); 
                                                                                 
            if(aMaterialPropertiesTable){ 
 
              G4MaterialPropertyVector* AttenuationLengthVector = 
                            aMaterialPropertiesTable->GetProperty("RAYLEIGH_SCATCOEF"); 
 
              if(!AttenuationLengthVector){ 
 
                if ((*theMaterialTable)[i]->GetName() == "Water") 
                { 
     // Call utility routine to Generate 
     // Rayleigh Scattering Lengths 
 
                   DefaultWater = true; 
 
                   ScatteringLengths = 
     RayleighAttenuationLengthGenerator(aMaterialPropertiesTable); 
                } 
              } 
     } 
 
     thePhysicsTable->insertAt(i,ScatteringLengths); 
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        }  
} 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// 
 
G4double G4OpTissueRayleigh::GetMeanFreePath(const G4Track& aTrack, 
                                     G4double , 
                                     G4ForceCondition* ) 
{ 
        const G4DynamicParticle* aParticle = aTrack.GetDynamicParticle(); 
        const G4Material* aMaterial = aTrack.GetMaterial(); 
 
        G4double thePhotonEnergy = aParticle->GetTotalEnergy(); 
 
        G4double AttenuationLength = DBL_MAX; 
 
        if (aMaterial->GetName() == "Water" && DefaultWater){ 
 
           G4bool isOutRange; 
 
           AttenuationLength = 
                (*thePhysicsTable)(aMaterial->GetIndex())-> 
                           GetValue(thePhotonEnergy, isOutRange); 
        } 
        else { 
 
           G4MaterialPropertiesTable* aMaterialPropertyTable = 
                           aMaterial->GetMaterialPropertiesTable(); 
 
           if(aMaterialPropertyTable){ 
             G4MaterialPropertyVector* AttenuationLengthVector = 
                   aMaterialPropertyTable->GetProperty("RAYLEIGH_SCATCOEF"); 
             if(AttenuationLengthVector){ 
               AttenuationLength = AttenuationLengthVector -> 
                                    Value(thePhotonEnergy); 
             } 
             else{ 
             } 
           } 
           else{ 
           } 
        } 
 
        return AttenuationLength; 
} 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// 
 
G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector*  
G4OpTissueRayleigh::RayleighAttenuationLengthGenerator(G4MaterialPropertiesTable *aMPT)  
{ 
        // Physical Constants 
 
        // isothermal compressibility of water 
        G4double betat = 7.658e-23*m3/MeV; 
 
        // K Boltzman 
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        G4double kboltz = 8.61739e-11*MeV/kelvin; 
 
        // Temperature of water is 10 degrees celsius 
        // conversion to kelvin: 
        // TCelsius = TKelvin - 273.15 => 273.15 + 10 = 283.15 
        G4double temp = 283.15*kelvin; 
 
        // Retrieve vectors for refraction index 
        // and photon energy from the material properties table 
 
        G4MaterialPropertyVector* Rindex = aMPT->GetProperty("RINDEX"); 
 
        G4double refsq; 
        G4double e; 
        G4double xlambda; 
        G4double c1, c2, c3, c4; 
        G4double Dist; 
        G4double refraction_index; 
 
        G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector *RayleighScatteringLengths =  
    new G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector(); 
 
        if (Rindex ) { 
 
           for (size_t i = 0; i < Rindex->GetVectorLength(); i++) { 
 
                e = Rindex->Energy(i); 
 
                refraction_index = (*Rindex)[i]; 
 
                refsq = refraction_index*refraction_index; 
                xlambda = h_Planck*c_light/e; 
 
         if (verboseLevel>0) { 
                 G4cout << Rindex->Energy(i) << " MeV\t"; 
                 G4cout << xlambda << " mm\t"; 
  } 
 
                c1 = 1 / (6.0 * pi); 
                c2 = std::pow((2.0 * pi / xlambda), 4); 
                c3 = std::pow( ( (refsq - 1.0) * (refsq + 2.0) / 3.0 ), 2); 
                c4 = betat * temp * kboltz; 
 
                Dist = 1.0 / (c1*c2*c3*c4); 
 
         if (verboseLevel>0) { 
                 G4cout << Dist << " mm" << G4endl; 
  } 
                RayleighScatteringLengths-> 
   InsertValues(Rindex->Energy(i), Dist); 
           } 
 
        } 
 
 return RayleighScatteringLengths; 
} 
// 
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// ******************************************************************** 
// * License and Disclaimer                                           * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of * 
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and * 
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file * 
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These * 
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing * 
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this * 
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, * 
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its * 
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above * 
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and * 
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      * 
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or * 
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its * 
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your * 
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          * 
// ******************************************************************** 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Optical Photon Rayleigh Scattering Class Implementation 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
// File G4OpTissueRayleigh.hh 
// Description: Discrete Process -- Rayleigh Scattering of Optical Photons 
// Created: 2013-02-22 
// Author: Adam Glaser 
// Based on work from Julient Armstrong, Xin Qian, and Peter Gumplinger 
// 
// This subroutine will perform optical scattering based upon 
// a modified rayleigh phase function.  The phase function is uniformly 
// distributed for cos(theta). 
// 
// mail:  adam.k.glaser@dartmouth.edu 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
#ifndef G4OpTissueRayleigh_h 
#define G4OpTissueRayleigh_h 1 
 
///////////// 
// Includes 
///////////// 
 
#include "globals.hh" 
#include "templates.hh" 
#include "Randomize.hh" 
#include "G4ThreeVector.hh" 
#include "G4ParticleMomentum.hh" 
#include "G4Step.hh" 
#include "G4VDiscreteProcess.hh" 
#include "G4DynamicParticle.hh" 
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#include "G4Material.hh" 
#include "G4OpticalPhoton.hh" 
#include "G4PhysicsTable.hh" 
#include "G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector.hh" 
 
// Class Description: 
// Discrete Process -- Rayleigh scattering of optical photons. 
// Class inherits publicly from G4VDiscreteProcess. 
// Class Description - End: 
 
///////////////////// 
// Class Definition 
///////////////////// 
 
class G4OpTissueRayleigh : public G4VDiscreteProcess  
{ 
 
private: 
  
        ////////////// 
        // Operators 
        ////////////// 
 
        // G4OpTissueRayleigh& operator=(const G4OpTissueRayleigh &right); 
 
public: // Without description 
 
        //////////////////////////////// 
        // Constructors and Destructor 
        //////////////////////////////// 
  
        G4OpTissueRayleigh(const G4String& processName = "OpTissueRayleigh", 
                              G4ProcessType type = fOptical); 
 
        // G4OpTissueRayleigh(const G4OpTissueRayleigh &right); 
 
 ~G4OpTissueRayleigh(); 
 
        //////////// 
        // Methods 
        //////////// 
 
public: // With description 
 
        G4bool IsApplicable(const G4ParticleDefinition& aParticleType); 
        // Returns true -> 'is applicable' only for an optical photon. 
 
        G4double GetMeanFreePath(const G4Track& aTrack, 
     G4double , 
                                 G4ForceCondition* ); 
        // Returns the mean free path for Rayleigh scattering in water. 
        // --- Not yet implemented for other materials! --- 
 
        G4VParticleChange* PostStepDoIt(const G4Track& aTrack, 
                                       const G4Step&  aStep); 
        // This is the method implementing Rayleigh scattering. 
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        G4PhysicsTable* GetPhysicsTable() const; 
        // Returns the address of the physics table. 
 
        void DumpPhysicsTable() const; 
        // Prints the physics table. 
 
private: 
 
        void BuildThePhysicsTable(); 
 
        ///////////////////// 
        // Helper Functions 
        ///////////////////// 
 
 G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector* RayleighAttenuationLengthGenerator( 
     G4MaterialPropertiesTable *aMPT); 
 
        /////////////////////// 
        // Class Data Members 
        /////////////////////// 
 
protected: 
 
        G4PhysicsTable* thePhysicsTable; 
        //  A Physics Table can be either a cross-sections table or 
        //  an energy table (or can be used for other specific 
        //  purposes). 
 
private: 
 
        G4bool DefaultWater; 
 
}; 
 
//////////////////// 
// Inline methods 
//////////////////// 
 
inline 
G4bool G4OpTissueRayleigh::IsApplicable(const G4ParticleDefinition& aParticleType) 
{ 
  return ( &aParticleType == G4OpticalPhoton::OpticalPhoton() ); 
} 
 
inline 
void G4OpTissueRayleigh::DumpPhysicsTable() const 
 
{ 
        G4int PhysicsTableSize = thePhysicsTable->entries(); 
        G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector *v; 
 
        for (G4int i = 0 ; i < PhysicsTableSize ; i++ ) 
        { 
                v = (G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector*)(*thePhysicsTable)[i]; 
                v->DumpValues(); 
        } 
} 
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inline G4PhysicsTable* G4OpTissueRayleigh::GetPhysicsTable() const 
{ 
  return thePhysicsTable; 
} 
 
 
#endif /* G4OpTissueRayleigh_h */ 
 
 

A.3    GAMOS Henyey-Greenstein Scattering 

// 
// ******************************************************************** 
// * License and Disclaimer                                           * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of * 
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and * 
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file * 
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These * 
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing * 
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this * 
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, * 
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its * 
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above * 
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and * 
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      * 
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or * 
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its * 
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your * 
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          * 
// ******************************************************************** 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Optical Photon Mie Scattering Class Implementation 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
// File G4OpTissueMieHG.hh 
// Description: Discrete Process -- Mie Scattering of Optical Photons 
// Created: 2013-02-22 
// Author: Adam Glaser 
// Based on work from Xin Qian, and Peter Gumplinger 
// 
// This subroutine will perform optical scattering based upon 
// a the Henyey-Greenstein phase function. 
// 
// mail:  adam.k.glaser@dartmouth.edu 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
#include "G4OpTissueMieHG.hh" 
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#include "G4PhysicalConstants.hh" 
#include "G4OpProcessSubType.hh" 
#include "GamosCore/GamosBase/Base/include/GmParameterMgr.hh" 
#include "G4SystemOfUnits.hh" 
#include "GamosCore/GamosUtils/include/GmGenUtils.hh" 
 
G4OpTissueMieHG::G4OpTissueMieHG(const G4String& processName, G4ProcessType type) 
           : G4VDiscreteProcess(processName, type) 
{ 
        if (verboseLevel>0) { 
           G4cout << GetProcessName() << " is created " << G4endl; 
        } 
 
        SetProcessSubType(fOpMieHG); 
} 
 
G4OpTissueMieHG::~G4OpTissueMieHG(){} 
 
//////////// 
// Methods 
//////////// 
 
G4VParticleChange*  
G4OpTissueMieHG::PostStepDoIt(const G4Track& aTrack, const G4Step& aStep) 
{ 
     
 const G4DynamicParticle* aParticle = aTrack.GetDynamicParticle(); 
    const G4Material* aMaterial = aTrack.GetMaterial(); 
 
    G4double thePhotonEnergy = aParticle->GetTotalEnergy(); 
 
    G4double AttenuationLength = DBL_MAX; 
 
    G4MaterialPropertiesTable* aMaterialPropertyTable = 
      aMaterial->GetMaterialPropertiesTable(); 
 
    if (aMaterialPropertyTable) { 
       G4MaterialPropertyVector* AttenuationLengthVector = 
                             aMaterialPropertyTable->GetProperty("MIE_SCATCOEF"); 
       if (AttenuationLengthVector) { 
          AttenuationLength = AttenuationLengthVector -> 
                                Value(thePhotonEnergy); 
       } else { 
       } 
    } else { 
    } 
  
 G4double mus = 1.0/AttenuationLength; 
 
  
 aParticleChange.Initialize(aTrack); 
  
 G4double GValue=0.0; 
  
 if (aMaterialPropertyTable) { 
       G4MaterialPropertyVector* GValueVector = 
                             aMaterialPropertyTable->GetProperty("MIE_GVALUE"); 
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       if (GValueVector) { 
          GValue = GValueVector -> 
                                Value(thePhotonEnergy); 
       } else { 
  G4Exception("G4OpTissueMieHG", "No g value specified.", 
                 FatalException, 
                 "Please add using material property MIE_GVALUE."); 
       } 
    } else { 
  G4Exception("G4OpTissueMieHG", "No g value specified.", 
                 FatalException, 
                 "Please add using material property MIE_GVALUE."); 
    } 
 
       if (verboseLevel>0) { 
 G4cout << "MIE Scattering Photon!" << G4endl; 
 G4cout << "MIE Old Momentum Direction: " 
           << aParticle->GetMomentumDirection() << G4endl; 
 G4cout << "MIE Old Polarization: " 
      << aParticle->GetPolarization() << G4endl; 
 } 
 
    G4double gg=GValue; 
  
 G4double mfp=1.0/(mus*(1.0-gg)); 
  
 G4double xo = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpRangeReject:xo",0.0); 
 G4double yo = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpRangeReject:yo",0.0); 
 G4double zo = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpRangeReject:zo",0.0); 
 G4double G = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpRangeReject:G",DBL_MAX); 
  
 G4double maxdist = G*(2.0+10.0*mfp); 
  
 G4StepPoint* pPreStepPoint  = aStep.GetPreStepPoint(); 
 G4ThreeVector pos = pPreStepPoint->GetPosition(); 
 G4double distance = 0.0; 
 distance = sqrt(pow((pos(0)-xo),2)+pow((pos(1)-yo),2)+pow((pos(2)-zo),2)); 
  
 G4double theCurrentZ = aTrack.GetLocalTime(); 
 G4double theMinZ = pos(2); 
 
  
 if (std::abs(theMinZ) > std::abs(theCurrentZ)) { 
  aParticleChange.ProposeLocalTime(std::abs(theMinZ)); 
 } 
  
 if(distance > maxdist) { 
   
        aParticleChange.ProposeTrackStatus(fStopAndKill); 
 
 } 
 else { 
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        G4double r = G4UniformRand(); 
 
        G4double Theta; 
        //sample the direction 
        if (gg!=0) { 
          Theta = std::acos(2*r*(1+gg)*(1+gg)*(1-gg+gg*r)/((1-gg+2*gg*r)*(1-gg+2*gg*r)) -1); 
        } else { 
    Theta = std::acos(2*r-1.); 
  } 
   
        G4double Phi = G4UniformRand()*2*pi; 
 
        G4ThreeVector NewMomentumDirection, OldMomentumDirection; 
        G4ThreeVector OldPolarization, NewPolarization; 
 
        NewMomentumDirection.set 
                       (std::sin(Theta)*std::cos(Phi), std::sin(Theta)*std::sin(Phi), std::cos(Theta)); 
        OldMomentumDirection = aParticle->GetMomentumDirection(); 
        NewMomentumDirection.rotateUz(OldMomentumDirection); 
        NewMomentumDirection = NewMomentumDirection.unit(); 
 
        OldPolarization = aParticle->GetPolarization(); 
        G4double constant = -1./NewMomentumDirection.dot(OldPolarization); 
 
        NewPolarization = NewMomentumDirection + constant*OldPolarization; 
        NewPolarization = NewPolarization.unit(); 
 
        if (NewPolarization.mag()==0) { 
           r = G4UniformRand()*twopi; 
           NewPolarization.set(std::cos(r),std::sin(r),0.); 
           NewPolarization.rotateUz(NewMomentumDirection); 
        } else { 
    // There are two directions which perpendicular 
           // new momentum direction 
           if (G4UniformRand() < 0.5) NewPolarization = -NewPolarization; 
        } 
 
        aParticleChange.ProposePolarization(NewPolarization); 
        aParticleChange.ProposeMomentumDirection(NewMomentumDirection); 
 
        if (verboseLevel>0) { 
              G4cout << "MIE New Polarization: "  
                     << NewPolarization << G4endl; 
              G4cout << "MIE Polarization Change: " 
                     << *(aParticleChange.GetPolarization()) << G4endl;   
              G4cout << "MIE New Momentum Direction: "  
                     << NewMomentumDirection << G4endl; 
              G4cout << "MIE Momentum Change: " 
                     << *(aParticleChange.GetMomentumDirection()) << G4endl;  
        } 
 } 
  
 // G4double threshold = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpTissuePhotonPacket:Threshold",1.); 
 //  
 // if (threshold == 1.){ 
 // } 
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 // else if (threshold < 1 & threshold > 0){ 
 //   
 //   G4MaterialPropertyVector* AttenuationLengthVector; 
 //      G4double AttenuationLength = DBL_MAX; 
 //  
 //   if ( aMaterialPropertyTable ) { 
 //      AttenuationLengthVector = aMaterialPropertyTable-> 
 //                                                  GetProperty("ABSCOEF"); 
 //          if ( AttenuationLengthVector ){ 
 //               AttenuationLength = AttenuationLengthVector-> 
 //                                           Value(thePhotonEnergy); 
 //      if( AttenuationLength ){ 
 //      G4double theWeight=aTrack.GetWeight(); 
 //      if (theWeight<threshold){ 
 //       G4double 
roulette=G4UniformRand(); 
 //       if (roulette<threshold){ 
 //          
 aParticleChange.ProposeWeight(theWeight/threshold); 
 //       } 
 //       else{ 
 //       
 aParticleChange.ProposeTrackStatus(fStopAndKill);  
 //       } 
 //      } 
 //      else{ 
 //       G4double trklength  = 
aStep.GetStepLength(); 
 //          G4double 
newWeight=theWeight*std::exp(-trklength/AttenuationLength); 
 //      
 aParticleChange.ProposeWeight(newWeight);  
 //      } 
 //     } 
 //          } 
 //     }  
 // } 
 // else{ 
 //  G4Exception("G4TissueOptics", "Packet threshold must be between 0 and 1", 
 //                 FatalException, 
 //                 "Please set using the command /gamos/setParam 
G4OpTissuePhotonPacket:Threshold VALUE. Note setting 1 will lead to binary event handling."); 
 // } 
  
    return G4VDiscreteProcess::PostStepDoIt(aTrack, aStep); 
} 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// 
 
G4double G4OpTissueMieHG::GetMeanFreePath(const G4Track& aTrack, 
                                    G4double , 
                                    G4ForceCondition* ) 
{ 
        const G4DynamicParticle* aParticle = aTrack.GetDynamicParticle(); 
        const G4Material* aMaterial = aTrack.GetMaterial(); 
 
        G4double thePhotonEnergy = aParticle->GetTotalEnergy(); 
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        G4double AttenuationLength = DBL_MAX; 
 
        G4MaterialPropertiesTable* aMaterialPropertyTable = 
          aMaterial->GetMaterialPropertiesTable(); 
 
        if (aMaterialPropertyTable) { 
           G4MaterialPropertyVector* AttenuationLengthVector = 
                                 aMaterialPropertyTable->GetProperty("MIE_SCATCOEF"); 
           if (AttenuationLengthVector) { 
              AttenuationLength = AttenuationLengthVector -> 
                                    Value(thePhotonEnergy); 
           } else { 
           } 
        } else { 
        } 
 
        return AttenuationLength; 
} 
// 
// ******************************************************************** 
// * License and Disclaimer                                           * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of * 
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and * 
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file * 
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These * 
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing * 
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this * 
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, * 
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its * 
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above * 
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and * 
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      * 
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or * 
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its * 
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your * 
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          * 
// ******************************************************************** 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
// File G4OpTissueMieHG.hh 
// Description: Discrete Process -- Mie Scattering of Optical Photons 
// Created: 2010-07-03 
// Author: Xin Qian 
// Based on work from Vlasios Vasileiou 
// 
// This subroutine will mimic the Mie scattering based on  
// Henyey-Greenstein phase function 
// Forward and backward angles are treated separately. 
// 
// mail: gum@triumf.ca 
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// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
#ifndef G4OpTissueMieHG_h 
#define G4OpTissueMieHG_h 1 
 
#include "G4VDiscreteProcess.hh" 
#include "G4OpticalPhoton.hh" 
 
class G4OpTissueMieHG : public G4VDiscreteProcess 
{ 
 
public: 
 
  G4OpTissueMieHG(const G4String& processName = "OpTissueMieHG", 
                     G4ProcessType type = fOptical); 
  ~G4OpTissueMieHG(); 
 
  //////////// 
  // Methods 
  //////////// 
 
  G4bool IsApplicable(const G4ParticleDefinition& aParticleType);   
  // Returns true -> 'is applicable' only for an optical photon. 
 
  G4double GetMeanFreePath(const G4Track& aTrack, 
                           G4double, 
                           G4ForceCondition* ); 
  // Return the mean free path of Mie scattering 
 
  G4VParticleChange* PostStepDoIt(const G4Track& aTrack, 
                                  const G4Step&  aStep); 
  // This is the method implementing Mie scattering. 
 
}; 
   
 
inline 
G4bool G4OpTissueMieHG::IsApplicable(const G4ParticleDefinition& aParticleType) 
{ 
  return ( &aParticleType == G4OpticalPhoton::OpticalPhoton() ); 
} 
 
#endif /* G4OpTissueMieHG_h */ 
 

A.4 GAMOS Modified Henyey-Greenstein Scattering 

// 
// ******************************************************************** 
// * License and Disclaimer                                           * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of * 
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and * 
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file * 
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These * 
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// * include a list of copyright holders.                             * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing * 
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this * 
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, * 
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its * 
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above * 
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and * 
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      * 
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or * 
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its * 
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your * 
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          * 
// ******************************************************************** 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Optical Photon Modified Rayleigh Scattering Class Implementation 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
// File G4OpTissueRayleighMHG.hh 
// Description: Discrete Process -- Modifed Rayleigh Scattering of Optical Photons 
// Created: 2013-02-22 
// Author: Adam Glaser 
// Based on work from Julient Armstrong, Xin Qian, and Peter Gumplinger 
// 
// This subroutine will perform optical scattering based upon 
// a modified rayleigh phase function.  The phase function is proportional 
// to cos(theta)^2. 
// 
// mail:  adam.k.glaser@dartmouth.edu 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
#include <cmath> 
#include <iostream> 
#include "G4OpTissueRayleighMHG.hh" 
#include "G4ios.hh" 
#include "G4PhysicalConstants.hh" 
#include "G4SystemOfUnits.hh" 
#include "G4OpProcessSubType.hh" 
 
G4OpTissueRayleighMHG::G4OpTissueRayleighMHG(const G4String& processName, 
G4ProcessType type) 
           : G4VDiscreteProcess(processName, type) 
{ 
        SetProcessSubType(fOpRayleigh); 
 
        thePhysicsTable = 0; 
 
        DefaultWater = false; 
 
        if (verboseLevel>0) { 
           G4cout << GetProcessName() << " is created " << G4endl; 
        } 
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        BuildThePhysicsTable(); 
} 
 
G4OpTissueRayleighMHG::~G4OpTissueRayleighMHG() 
{ 
        if (thePhysicsTable!= 0) { 
           thePhysicsTable->clearAndDestroy(); 
           delete thePhysicsTable; 
        } 
} 
 
//////////// 
// Methods 
//////////// 
 
G4VParticleChange* 
G4OpTissueRayleighMHG::PostStepDoIt(const G4Track& aTrack, const G4Step& aStep) 
{ 
   
  aParticleChange.Initialize(aTrack); 
 
        const G4DynamicParticle* aParticle = aTrack.GetDynamicParticle(); 
 
        if (verboseLevel>0) { 
                G4cout << "Scattering Photon!" << G4endl; 
                G4cout << "Old Momentum Direction: " 
                       << aParticle->GetMomentumDirection() << G4endl; 
                G4cout << "Old Polarization: " 
                       << aParticle->GetPolarization() << G4endl; 
        } 
   
  G4double cosTheta; 
        G4ThreeVector OldMomentumDirection, NewMomentumDirection; 
        G4ThreeVector OldPolarization, NewPolarization; 
 
        do { 
           // Try to simulate the scattered photon momentum direction 
           // w.r.t. the initial photon momentum direction 
      
     G4double r = G4UniformRand(); 
     G4double CosTheta = cbrt(r); // proportional to cos(theta)^2 
           // consider for the angle 90-180 degrees 
           if (G4UniformRand() < 0.50000000000) CosTheta = -CosTheta; 
 
     G4double Theta = std::acos(CosTheta); 
     G4double Phi = G4UniformRand()*2*pi; 
      
     NewMomentumDirection.set 
                       (std::sin(Theta)*std::cos(Phi), std::sin(Theta)*std::sin(Phi), std::cos(Theta)); 
 
           // Rotate the new momentum direction into global reference system 
           OldMomentumDirection = aParticle->GetMomentumDirection(); 
           NewMomentumDirection.rotateUz(OldMomentumDirection); 
           NewMomentumDirection = NewMomentumDirection.unit(); 
 
           // calculate the new polarization direction 
           // The new polarization needs to be in the same plane as the new 
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           // momentum direction and the old polarization direction 
           OldPolarization = aParticle->GetPolarization(); 
           G4double constant = -1./NewMomentumDirection.dot(OldPolarization); 
 
           NewPolarization = NewMomentumDirection + constant*OldPolarization; 
           NewPolarization = NewPolarization.unit(); 
 
           // There is a corner case, where the Newmomentum direction 
           // is the same as oldpolariztion direction: 
           // random generate the azimuthal angle w.r.t. Newmomentum direction 
           if (NewPolarization.mag() == 0.) { 
              G4double rand = G4UniformRand()*twopi; 
              NewPolarization.set(std::cos(rand),std::sin(rand),0.); 
              NewPolarization.rotateUz(NewMomentumDirection); 
           } else { 
              // There are two directions which are perpendicular 
              // to the new momentum direction 
              if (G4UniformRand() < 0.5) NewPolarization = -NewPolarization; 
           } 
    
    // simulate according to the distribution cos^2(theta) 
           cosTheta = NewPolarization.dot(OldPolarization); 
        } while (std::pow(cosTheta,2) < G4UniformRand()); 
 
        aParticleChange.ProposePolarization(NewPolarization); 
        aParticleChange.ProposeMomentumDirection(NewMomentumDirection); 
 
        if (verboseLevel>0) { 
                G4cout << "New Polarization: "  
                     << NewPolarization << G4endl; 
                G4cout << "Polarization Change: " 
                     << *(aParticleChange.GetPolarization()) << G4endl;   
                G4cout << "New Momentum Direction: "  
                     << NewMomentumDirection << G4endl; 
                G4cout << "Momentum Change: " 
                     << *(aParticleChange.GetMomentumDirection()) << G4endl;  
        } 
 
        return G4VDiscreteProcess::PostStepDoIt(aTrack, aStep); 
} 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// 
 
void G4OpTissueRayleighMHG::BuildThePhysicsTable() 
{ 
//      Builds a table of scattering lengths for each material 
 
        if (thePhysicsTable) return; 
 
        const G4MaterialTable* theMaterialTable= 
                               G4Material::GetMaterialTable(); 
        G4int numOfMaterials = G4Material::GetNumberOfMaterials(); 
 
        // create a new physics table 
 
        thePhysicsTable = new G4PhysicsTable(numOfMaterials); 
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        // loop for materials 
 
        for (G4int i=0 ; i < numOfMaterials; i++) 
        { 
            G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector* ScatteringLengths = NULL; 
 
            G4MaterialPropertiesTable *aMaterialPropertiesTable = 
                         (*theMaterialTable)[i]->GetMaterialPropertiesTable(); 
                                                                                 
            if(aMaterialPropertiesTable){ 
 
              G4MaterialPropertyVector* AttenuationLengthVector = 
                            aMaterialPropertiesTable->GetProperty("RAYLEIGH_MHG_SCATCOEF"); 
 
              if(!AttenuationLengthVector){ 
 
                if ((*theMaterialTable)[i]->GetName() == "Water") 
                { 
     // Call utility routine to Generate 
     // Rayleigh Scattering Lengths 
 
                   DefaultWater = true; 
 
                   ScatteringLengths = 
     RayleighAttenuationLengthGenerator(aMaterialPropertiesTable); 
                } 
              } 
     } 
 
     thePhysicsTable->insertAt(i,ScatteringLengths); 
        }  
} 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// 
 
G4double G4OpTissueRayleighMHG::GetMeanFreePath(const G4Track& aTrack, 
                                     G4double , 
                                     G4ForceCondition* ) 
{ 
        const G4DynamicParticle* aParticle = aTrack.GetDynamicParticle(); 
        const G4Material* aMaterial = aTrack.GetMaterial(); 
 
        G4double thePhotonEnergy = aParticle->GetTotalEnergy(); 
 
        G4double AttenuationLength = DBL_MAX; 
 
        if (aMaterial->GetName() == "Water" && DefaultWater){ 
 
           G4bool isOutRange; 
 
           AttenuationLength = 
                (*thePhysicsTable)(aMaterial->GetIndex())-> 
                           GetValue(thePhotonEnergy, isOutRange); 
        } 
        else { 
 
           G4MaterialPropertiesTable* aMaterialPropertyTable = 
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                           aMaterial->GetMaterialPropertiesTable(); 
 
           if(aMaterialPropertyTable){ 
             G4MaterialPropertyVector* AttenuationLengthVector = 
                   aMaterialPropertyTable->GetProperty("RAYLEIGH_MHG_SCATCOEF"); 
             if(AttenuationLengthVector){ 
               AttenuationLength = AttenuationLengthVector -> 
                                    Value(thePhotonEnergy); 
             } 
             else{ 
             } 
           } 
           else{ 
           } 
        } 
 
        return AttenuationLength; 
} 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// 
 
G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector*  
G4OpTissueRayleighMHG::RayleighAttenuationLengthGenerator(G4MaterialPropertiesTable 
*aMPT)  
{ 
        // Physical Constants 
 
        // isothermal compressibility of water 
        G4double betat = 7.658e-23*m3/MeV; 
 
        // K Boltzman 
        G4double kboltz = 8.61739e-11*MeV/kelvin; 
 
        // Temperature of water is 10 degrees celsius 
        // conversion to kelvin: 
        // TCelsius = TKelvin - 273.15 => 273.15 + 10 = 283.15 
        G4double temp = 283.15*kelvin; 
 
        // Retrieve vectors for refraction index 
        // and photon energy from the material properties table 
 
        G4MaterialPropertyVector* Rindex = aMPT->GetProperty("RINDEX"); 
 
        G4double refsq; 
        G4double e; 
        G4double xlambda; 
        G4double c1, c2, c3, c4; 
        G4double Dist; 
        G4double refraction_index; 
 
        G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector *RayleighScatteringLengths =  
    new G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector(); 
 
        if (Rindex ) { 
 
           for (size_t i = 0; i < Rindex->GetVectorLength(); i++) { 
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                e = Rindex->Energy(i); 
 
                refraction_index = (*Rindex)[i]; 
 
                refsq = refraction_index*refraction_index; 
                xlambda = h_Planck*c_light/e; 
 
         if (verboseLevel>0) { 
                 G4cout << Rindex->Energy(i) << " MeV\t"; 
                 G4cout << xlambda << " mm\t"; 
  } 
 
                c1 = 1 / (6.0 * pi); 
                c2 = std::pow((2.0 * pi / xlambda), 4); 
                c3 = std::pow( ( (refsq - 1.0) * (refsq + 2.0) / 3.0 ), 2); 
                c4 = betat * temp * kboltz; 
 
                Dist = 1.0 / (c1*c2*c3*c4); 
 
         if (verboseLevel>0) { 
                 G4cout << Dist << " mm" << G4endl; 
  } 
                RayleighScatteringLengths-> 
   InsertValues(Rindex->Energy(i), Dist); 
           } 
 
        } 
 
 return RayleighScatteringLengths; 
} 
// 
// ******************************************************************** 
// * License and Disclaimer                                           * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of * 
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and * 
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file * 
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These * 
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing * 
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this * 
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, * 
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its * 
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above * 
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and * 
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      * 
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or * 
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its * 
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your * 
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          * 
// ******************************************************************** 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Optical Photon Modified Henyey-Greenstein Scattering Class Implementation 
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
// File G4OpTissueMHG.hh 
// Description: Discrete Process -- User Defined Scattering of Optical Photons 
// Created: 2013-02-22 
// Author: Adam Glaser 
// Based on work from Scott Prahl, Xin Qian, Peter Gumplinger 
// 
// This subroutine will perform optical scattering based upon 
// a modified Henyey-Greenstein phase function. 
// 
// mail:  adam.k.glaser@dartmouth.edu 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
#ifndef G4OpTissueMHG_h 
#define G4OpTissueMHG_h 1 
 
#include "G4VDiscreteProcess.hh" 
#include "G4OpticalPhoton.hh" 
 
class G4OpTissueMHG : public G4VDiscreteProcess 
{ 
 
public: 
 
  G4OpTissueMHG(const G4String& processName = "OpTissueMHG", 
                     G4ProcessType type = fOptical); 
  ~G4OpTissueMHG(); 
 
  //////////// 
  // Methods 
  //////////// 
 
  G4bool IsApplicable(const G4ParticleDefinition& aParticleType);   
  // Returns true -> 'is applicable' only for an optical photon. 
 
  G4double GetMeanFreePath(const G4Track& aTrack, 
                           G4double, 
                           G4ForceCondition* ); 
  // Return the mean free path of Mie scattering 
 
  G4VParticleChange* PostStepDoIt(const G4Track& aTrack, 
                                  const G4Step&  aStep); 
  // This is the method implementing Mie scattering. 
 
}; 
   
 
inline 
G4bool G4OpTissueMHG::IsApplicable(const G4ParticleDefinition& aParticleType) 
{ 
  return ( &aParticleType == G4OpticalPhoton::OpticalPhoton() ); 
} 
 
#endif /* G4OpTissueMHG_h */ 
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A.5 GAMOS User-defined Scattering 

// 
// ******************************************************************** 
// * License and Disclaimer                                           * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of * 
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and * 
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file * 
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These * 
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing * 
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this * 
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, * 
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its * 
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above * 
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and * 
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      * 
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or * 
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its * 
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your * 
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          * 
// ******************************************************************** 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Optical Photon User-Defined Scattering Class Implementation 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
// File G4OpTissueScatter.hh 
// Description: Discrete Process -- User Defined Scattering of Optical Photons 
// Created: 2013-02-22 
// Author: Adam Glaser 
// Based on work from Xin Qian, and Peter Gumplinger 
// 
// This subroutine will perform optical scattering based upon 
// a user defined 2D phase function. 
// 
// mail:  adam.k.glaser@dartmouth.edu 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
#include "G4OpTissueScatter.hh" 
#include "G4ios.hh" 
#include "G4PhysicalConstants.hh" 
#include "G4SystemOfUnits.hh" 
#include "G4OpProcessSubType.hh" 
#include "GamosCore/GamosGeometry/include/GmGeometryUtils.hh" 
#include "GamosCore/GamosUtils/include/GmFileIn.hh" 
#include "GamosCore/GamosUtils/include/GmGenUtils.hh" 
#include "GamosCore/GamosBase/Base/include/GmParameterMgr.hh" 
#include "GamosCore/GamosGenerator/include/GmGenerVerbosityMgr.hh" 
#include <functional> 
#include <iostream> 
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G4OpTissueScatter::G4OpTissueScatter(const G4String& processName, G4ProcessType type) 
           : G4VDiscreteProcess(processName, type) 
{ 
  SetProcessSubType(fOpRayleigh); 
 
  if (verboseLevel>0) { 
    G4cout << GetProcessName() << " is created " << G4endl; 
  } 
   
  ReadData(); 
} 
 
G4OpTissueScatter::~G4OpTissueScatter() 
{ 
} 
 
//////////// 
// Methods 
//////////// 
 
G4VParticleChange* 
G4OpTissueScatter::PostStepDoIt(const G4Track& aTrack, const G4Step& aStep) 
{ 
   
  const G4DynamicParticle* aParticle = aTrack.GetDynamicParticle(); 
     const G4Material* aMaterial = aTrack.GetMaterial(); 
 
     G4double thePhotonEnergy = aParticle->GetTotalEnergy(); 
 
     G4double AttenuationLength = DBL_MAX; 
 
     G4MaterialPropertiesTable* aMaterialPropertyTable = 
       aMaterial->GetMaterialPropertiesTable(); 
 
     if (aMaterialPropertyTable) { 
        G4MaterialPropertyVector* AttenuationLengthVector = 
                              aMaterialPropertyTable->GetProperty("USER_SCATCOEF"); 
        if (AttenuationLengthVector) { 
           AttenuationLength = AttenuationLengthVector -> 
                                 Value(thePhotonEnergy); 
        } else { 
        } 
     } else { 
     } 
   
  G4double mus = 1.0/AttenuationLength; 
  G4double mfp=1.0/(mus*(1.0-0.9)); 
   
  aParticleChange.Initialize(aTrack); 
   
  G4double xo = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpRangeReject:xo",0.0); 
  G4double yo = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpRangeReject:yo",0.0); 
  G4double zo = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpRangeReject:zo",0.0); 
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  G4double G = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpRangeReject:G",DBL_MAX); 
 
  G4double maxdist = G*(2.0+10.0*mfp); 
 
  G4StepPoint* pPreStepPoint  = aStep.GetPreStepPoint(); 
  G4ThreeVector pos = pPreStepPoint->GetPosition(); 
  G4double distance = 0.0; 
  distance = sqrt(pow((pos(0)-xo),2)+pow((pos(1)-yo),2)+pow((pos(2)-zo),2)); 
   
  if(distance > maxdist) { 
 
         aParticleChange.ProposeTrackStatus(fStopAndKill); 
 
  } 
   
  else { 
         if (verboseLevel>0) { 
                 G4cout << "Scattering Photon!" << G4endl; 
                 G4cout << "Old Momentum Direction: " 
                        << aParticle->GetMomentumDirection() << G4endl; 
                 G4cout << "Old Polarization: " 
                        << aParticle->GetPolarization() << G4endl; 
         } 
 
         G4ThreeVector OldMomentumDirection, NewMomentumDirection; 
         G4ThreeVector OldPolarization, NewPolarization; 
    
   G4double cosTheta = 0.; 
   cosTheta = GenerateValue(aMaterial,thePhotonEnergy); 
  
      G4double Theta = std::acos(cosTheta); 
      G4double Phi = G4UniformRand()*2*pi; 
 
      NewMomentumDirection.set 
                        (std::sin(Theta)*std::cos(Phi), std::sin(Theta)*std::sin(Phi), std::cos(Theta)); 
 
            // Rotate the new momentum direction into global reference system 
            OldMomentumDirection = aParticle->GetMomentumDirection(); 
            NewMomentumDirection.rotateUz(OldMomentumDirection); 
            NewMomentumDirection = NewMomentumDirection.unit(); 
 
            // calculate the new polarization direction 
            // The new polarization needs to be in the same plane as the new 
            // momentum direction and the old polarization direction 
            OldPolarization = aParticle->GetPolarization(); 
            G4double constant = -1./NewMomentumDirection.dot(OldPolarization); 
 
            NewPolarization = NewMomentumDirection + constant*OldPolarization; 
            NewPolarization = NewPolarization.unit(); 
 
            // There is a corner case, where the Newmomentum direction 
            // is the same as oldpolariztion direction: 
            // random generate the azimuthal angle w.r.t. Newmomentum direction 
            if (NewPolarization.mag() == 0.) { 
               G4double rand = G4UniformRand()*2*pi; 
               NewPolarization.set(std::cos(rand),std::sin(rand),0.); 
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               NewPolarization.rotateUz(NewMomentumDirection); 
            } else { 
               // There are two directions which are perpendicular 
               // to the new momentum direction 
               if (G4UniformRand() < 0.5) NewPolarization = -NewPolarization; 
            } 
 
         aParticleChange.ProposePolarization(NewPolarization); 
         aParticleChange.ProposeMomentumDirection(NewMomentumDirection); 
 
         if (verboseLevel>0) { 
                 G4cout << "New Polarization: "  
                      << NewPolarization << G4endl; 
                 G4cout << "Polarization Change: " 
                      << *(aParticleChange.GetPolarization()) << G4endl;   
                 G4cout << "New Momentum Direction: "  
                      << NewMomentumDirection << G4endl; 
                 G4cout << "Momentum Change: " 
                      << *(aParticleChange.GetMomentumDirection()) << G4endl;  
         } 
  } 
   
  // G4double threshold = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpTissuePhotonPacket:Threshold",1.); 
  //  
  // if (threshold == 1.){ 
  // } 
  // else if (threshold < 1 & threshold > 0){ 
  //  
  //   G4MaterialPropertyVector* AttenuationLengthVector; 
  //      G4double AttenuationLength = DBL_MAX; 
  //  
  //   if ( aMaterialPropertyTable ) { 
  //      AttenuationLengthVector = aMaterialPropertyTable-> 
  //                                                  GetProperty("ABSCOEF"); 
  //          if ( AttenuationLengthVector ){ 
  //               AttenuationLength = AttenuationLengthVector-> 
  //                                           Value(thePhotonEnergy); 
  //      if( AttenuationLength ){ 
  //      G4double 
theWeight=aTrack.GetWeight(); 
  //      G4double trklength  = 
aStep.GetStepLength(); 
  //         G4double newWeight=theWeight*exp(-
trklength/AttenuationLength); 
  //  
  //      if (newWeight<threshold){ 
  //       G4double 
roulette=G4UniformRand(); 
  //       if (roulette<=threshold){ 
  //          
 aParticleChange.ProposeWeight(newWeight/threshold); 
  //       } 
  //       else{ 
  //       
 aParticleChange.ProposeTrackStatus(fStopAndKill);  
  //       } 
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  //      } 
  //      else{ 
  //      
 aParticleChange.ProposeWeight(newWeight);  
  //      } 
  //     } 
  //          } 
  //     }  
  // } 
  // else{ 
  //  G4Exception("G4TissueOptics", "Packet threshold must be between 0 
and 1", 
  //                 FatalException, 
  //                 "Please set using the command /gamos/setParam 
G4OpTissuePhotonPacket:Threshold VALUE. Note setting 1 will lead to binary event handling."); 
  // } 
   
        return G4VDiscreteProcess::PostStepDoIt(aTrack, aStep); 
} 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// 
 
G4double G4OpTissueScatter::GetMeanFreePath(const G4Track& aTrack, 
                                     G4double , 
                                     G4ForceCondition* ) 
{ 
        const G4DynamicParticle* aParticle = aTrack.GetDynamicParticle(); 
        const G4Material* aMaterial = aTrack.GetMaterial(); 
 
        G4double thePhotonEnergy = aParticle->GetTotalEnergy(); 
 
        G4double AttenuationLength = DBL_MAX; 
 
        G4MaterialPropertiesTable* aMaterialPropertyTable = 
                        aMaterial->GetMaterialPropertiesTable(); 
 
        if(aMaterialPropertyTable){ 
          G4MaterialPropertyVector* AttenuationLengthVector = 
                aMaterialPropertyTable->GetProperty("USER_SCATCOEF"); 
          if(AttenuationLengthVector){ 
            AttenuationLength = AttenuationLengthVector -> 
                                 Value(thePhotonEnergy); 
          } 
          else{ 
          } 
        } 
        else{ 
        } 
 
        return AttenuationLength; 
} 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// 
 
G4double G4OpTissueScatter::GenerateValue(const G4Material* aMaterial, G4double waveLength) 
{ 
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G4String theFileNamePrefix="phase_function"; 
 
wlMap = theData[aMaterial]; 
std::vector<G4double> wL; 
wL = wLValues[aMaterial]; 
 
G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector* costProb1; 
G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector* costProb2; 
    
std::vector<G4double>::iterator ite, ind; 
 
if( wL.front() - 1239.84187/waveLength/1000000. > 1.E-10 ){ 
  G4Exception((theFileNamePrefix+"_G4OpTissueScatter::GenerateValue").c_str(), 
      "Error in photon wavelength.", 
      FatalErrorInArgument, 
       "Photon wavelength is below range in provided data file."); 
} 
if ( wL.back() - 1239.84187/waveLength/1000000. < -1.E-10 ){ 
 G4Exception((theFileNamePrefix+"G4OpTissueScatter::GenerateValue").c_str(), 
      "Error in photon wavelength.", 
      FatalErrorInArgument, 
      "Photon wavelength is above range in provided data file."); 
} 
 
ind = upper_bound (wL.begin(), wL.end(), 1239.84187/waveLength/1000000.); 
 
G4int indLow = (ind - wL.begin()); 
G4int indUp = (ind - wL.begin()); 
indLow = indLow-1; 
 
G4bool isOutRange; 
G4double r = G4UniformRand(); 
G4double cosTheta = 0.; 
 
if( std::abs(wL.front() - 1239.84187/waveLength/1000000.) < 1.E-10 ){ 
  costProb1 = wlMap[0]; 
 cosTheta = costProb1->GetValue(r, isOutRange); 
} 
else if ( std::abs(wL.back() - 1239.84187/waveLength/1000000.) < 1.E-10 ){ 
 costProb1 = wlMap[wL.size()-1]; 
 cosTheta = costProb1->GetValue(r, isOutRange); 
} 
else { 
 costProb1 = wlMap[indLow]; 
 costProb2 = wlMap[indUp]; 
 
 G4double cosTheta1 = costProb1->GetValue(r, isOutRange); 
 G4double cosTheta2 = costProb2->GetValue(r, isOutRange); 
 
 G4double wl1 = waveLengths[indLow]; 
 G4double wl2 = waveLengths[indUp]; 
 wl1=1239.84187/wl1/1000000.; 
 wl2=1239.84187/wl2/1000000.; 
 waveLength=1239.84187/waveLength/1000000.; 
  
 // G4cout << "Data" << G4endl; 
 // G4cout << wl1 << G4endl; 
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 // G4cout << wl2 << G4endl; 
 // G4cout << waveLength << G4endl; 
 // G4cout << cosTheta1 << G4endl; 
 // G4cout << cosTheta2 << G4endl; 
 // G4cout << cosTheta << G4endl; 
  
    cosTheta = ((waveLength-wl1)*(cosTheta2-cosTheta1)/(wl2-wl1))+cosTheta1; 
} 
 
return cosTheta; 
 
} 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// 
 
void G4OpTissueScatter::ReadData() 
{ 
//  Builds a table of scattering lengths for each material 
  const G4MaterialTable* theMaterialTable= 
    G4Material::GetMaterialTable(); 
  G4int numOfMaterials = G4Material::GetNumberOfMaterials(); 
  G4String theFileNamePrefix="phase_function"; 
 
  // loop for materials 
  for (G4int im=0 ; im < numOfMaterials; im++) { 
  
 const G4Material* aMaterial = (*theMaterialTable)[im]; 
    G4MaterialPropertiesTable *aMaterialPropertiesTable = 
      aMaterial->GetMaterialPropertiesTable(); 
 
    if(aMaterialPropertiesTable){ 
 
      G4MaterialPropertyVector* AttenuationLengthVector = 
   aMaterialPropertiesTable->GetProperty("USER_SCATCOEF"); 
 
      if(AttenuationLengthVector){ 
  
  G4String fileName = theFileNamePrefix+"."+aMaterial->GetName() + ".txt"; 
     G4String path( getenv( "GAMOS_SEARCH_PATH" ) ); 
     fileName = FileInPath( path, fileName); 
     GmFileIn fin = GmFileIn::GetInstance(fileName);    
 
     std::vector<G4double> values; 
     std::vector<G4String> wl; 
 
  G4cout << "Reading " << fileName  << " ..." << G4endl;  
   
  unsigned int rows = 0; 
     
     for( ;; ){ 
       if(! fin.GetWordsInLine( wl ) ) break; 
       if( wl[0] == ":COSTHETA" ) { 
   if( wl.size() == 1) { 
     
 G4Exception((theFileNamePrefix+"_G4OpTissueScatter::ReadData").c_str(), 
          "Error in number of words in line", 
          FatalErrorInArgument, 
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          "Line starting with ':COSTHETA' must contain the values"); 
   } 
   G4double ctprev=-DBL_MAX; 
   G4double ctnew=0.; 
   G4double cmax=0.0; 
     G4double cmin=0.0; 
   for( unsigned int ii = 1; ii < wl.size(); ii++ ) { 
    ctnew = GetValue(wl[ii]); 
    if(ctprev >= ctnew){ 
      
 G4Exception((theFileNamePrefix+"_G4OpTissueScatter::ReadData").c_str(), 
           "Error in cos(theta) definition.", 
           FatalErrorInArgument, 
           "cos(theta) values must be specified in ascending 
order."); 
      } 
      else{ 
       cosThetas.push_back(GetValue(wl[ii])); 
        if (GetValue(wl[ii])>cmax){ 
      cmax=GetValue(wl[ii]); 
     } 
     if (GetValue(wl[ii])<cmin){ 
      cmin=GetValue(wl[ii]); 
     } 
    } 
    ctprev=ctnew; 
   } 
 
   if( cmax > 1. ){ 
   
 G4Exception((theFileNamePrefix+"_G4OpTissueScatter::ReadData").c_str(), 
          "Error in cos(theta) definition.", 
          FatalErrorInArgument, 
          "cos(theta) values must be <= 1.0."); 
   } 
   if( cmin < -1.){ 
   
 G4Exception((theFileNamePrefix+"_G4OpTissueScatter::ReadData").c_str(), 
          "Error in cos(theta) definition.", 
          FatalErrorInArgument, 
          "os(theta) values must be >= -1.0."); 
   } 
 
   G4cout << "cos(theta) entires read N = " << cosThetas.size() << 
G4endl; 
        }  
   else if( wl[0] == ":WAVELENGTH" ) { 
    if( wl.size() == 1) { 
      
 G4Exception((theFileNamePrefix+"_G4OpTissueScatter::ReadData").c_str(), 
           "Error in number of words in line", 
           FatalErrorInArgument, 
           "Line starting with ':WAVELENGTH' must contain 
the values"); 
    } 
    G4double wlprev=DBL_MAX; 
    G4double wlnew=0.; 
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    for( unsigned int ii = 1; ii < wl.size(); ii++ ) { 
       wlnew = GetValue(wl[ii]); 
       if(wlprev <= wlnew){ 
       
 G4Exception((theFileNamePrefix+"_G4OpTissueScatter::ReadData").c_str(), 
            "Error in wavelengh definition.", 
            FatalErrorInArgument, 
            "Wavelengths must be specified in ascending 
order."); 
       } 
       else{ 
        waveLengths.push_back(GetValue(wl[ii])); 
     } 
     wlprev=wlnew; 
    } 
    G4cout << "Wavelength entires read N = " << 
waveLengths.size() << G4endl; 
       }  
  else { 
   if( cosThetas.size() == 0 || waveLengths.size() == 0 ) { 
     
 G4Exception((theFileNamePrefix+"_G4OpTissueScatter::ReadData").c_str(), 
          "Error in number of words in line", 
          FatalErrorInArgument, 
          "No line starting with ':COSTHETA' or with 
':WAVELENGTH' found before line with probability values"); 
   } 
   for( unsigned int ii = 0; ii < wl.size(); ii++ ) { 
      G4double val = GetValue(wl[ii]); 
      values.push_back(val); 
   } 
   rows = rows+1; 
    } 
  } 
 
 unsigned int cols = values.size()/rows; 
  
 if( rows != waveLengths.size() || cols != cosThetas.size() ){ 
  G4Exception((theFileNamePrefix+"_G4OpTissueScatter::ReadData").c_str(), 
       "Error in number of words in line", 
       FatalErrorInArgument, 
     (G4String("Matrix is not transposed correctly or is the wrong size. The size of 
P[wavelength,cos(theta)] is ") + itoa(rows) + " x " + itoa(cols) + " but it should be " + 
itoa(waveLengths.size()) + " x " + itoa(cosThetas.size()) + ".").c_str()); 
 } 
  
 G4cout << rows << G4endl; 
 G4cout << cols << G4endl; 
  
  G4cout << fileName  << " successfully read." << G4endl;  
 
   if( values.size() != cosThetas.size() * waveLengths.size() ) { 
  
 G4Exception((theFileNamePrefix+"_G4OpTissueScatter::ReadData").c_str(), 
        "Error in number of words in line", 
        FatalErrorInArgument, 
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      (G4String("Number of probability values = ") + itoa(values.size()) + " is not 
equal to number of costheta entries = " + itoa(cosThetas.size()) + " X number of wavelength = " + 
itoa(waveLengths.size()) + ". Please check that the probability entries are correct AND that the 
supplied .txt file ends with the tag :ENDFILE.").c_str()); 
   } 
 
  G4cout << "Calculating cumulative probability distributions..." << G4endl;  
 
     //--- Get the inverse of probabilities - energies distribution 
     G4int nWaveLengths = waveLengths.size(); 
     G4int nCosThetas = cosThetas.size(); 
     for( int iw = 0; iw < nWaveLengths; iw++ ){ 
    G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector *costProb =  
      new G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector(); 
       G4double tp1 = 0.; 
       for( int ict = 0; ict < nCosThetas; ict++ ){ 
   G4int idata = iw*nCosThetas + ict; 
   tp1 += values[idata]; // calculate sum of probabilities to normalize  
       } 
    if( tp1 != 1. ) G4cerr << theFileNamePrefix << 
"_G4OpTissueScatter::ReadData. Probabilities do not sum up to 1.0, but to " << tp1 << ". They will 
be normalized to 1.0 " << G4endl; 
       G4double maxProbInv = 1./tp1; 
       G4double tp = 0.; 
       for( int ict = 0; ict < nCosThetas; ict++ ){ 
   G4int idata = iw*nCosThetas + ict; 
   G4double prob = values[idata]; 
   if( prob == 0. && ict == nCosThetas - 1 ) { 
      prob = 1.E-10; // for last bin limit the probability is set to 0. by 
convention 
   } 
   tp += prob * maxProbInv; 
   costProb->InsertValues(tp,cosThetas[ict]); 
       } 
     //thePhysicsTable->insertAt(iw , costProb); 
  wlMap[iw]=costProb; 
     } 
     theData[(*theMaterialTable)[im]] = wlMap; 
 
  std::vector<G4double> wL; 
  std::vector<G4double>::iterator ite; 
  for(ite = waveLengths.begin(); ite != waveLengths.end(); ite++) { 
   wL.push_back(1239.84187/(*ite)/1000000.); 
  } 
  wLValues[(*theMaterialTable)[im]] = wL; 
  wL.clear(); 
     G4cout << "Adding " << (*theMaterialTable)[im]->GetName() << " scattering phase 
function to physics table with N data entries = " << nWaveLengths*nCosThetas << G4endl; 
  
      } 
    } 
  } 
 
} 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// 
// 
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// ******************************************************************** 
// * License and Disclaimer                                           * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of * 
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and * 
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file * 
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These * 
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing * 
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this * 
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, * 
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its * 
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above * 
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and * 
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      * 
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or * 
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its * 
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your * 
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          * 
// ******************************************************************** 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Optical Photon User-Defined Scattering Class Implementation 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
// File G4OpTissueScatter.hh 
// Description: Discrete Process -- User Defined Scattering of Optical Photons 
// Created: 2013-02-22 
// Author: Adam Glaser 
// Based on work from Xin Qian, and Peter Gumplinger 
// 
// This subroutine will perform optical scattering based upon 
// a user defined phase function. 
// 
// mail:  adam.k.glaser@dartmouth.edu 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
#ifndef G4OpTissueScatter_h 
#define G4OpTissueScatter_h 1 
 
///////////// 
// Includes 
///////////// 
 
#include "globals.hh" 
#include "templates.hh" 
#include "Randomize.hh" 
#include "G4ThreeVector.hh" 
#include "G4ParticleMomentum.hh" 
#include "G4Step.hh" 
#include "G4VDiscreteProcess.hh" 
#include "G4DynamicParticle.hh" 
#include "G4Material.hh" 
#include "G4OpticalPhoton.hh" 
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#include "G4PhysicsTable.hh" 
#include "G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector.hh" 
#include <set> 
 
///////////////////// 
// Class Definition 
///////////////////// 
 
class G4OpTissueScatter : public G4VDiscreteProcess  
{ 
 
private: 
 
public: 
  
        G4OpTissueScatter(const G4String& processName = "OpTissueScatter", 
                              G4ProcessType type = fOptical); 
 
  ~G4OpTissueScatter(); 
 
//////////// 
// Methods 
//////////// 
 
public: 
 
        G4bool IsApplicable(const G4ParticleDefinition& aParticleType); 
 
        G4double GetMeanFreePath(const G4Track& aTrack, 
     G4double , G4ForceCondition* ); 
 
        G4VParticleChange* PostStepDoIt(const G4Track& aTrack, 
                                       const G4Step&  aStep); 
  
     void ReadData(); 
  
     G4double GenerateValue(const G4Material* aMaterial, G4double waveLength); 
 
private: 
 
protected: 
  std::vector<G4Material*> theMaterials; 
 
private: 
  G4String theFileName; 
  G4String theFileNamePrefix; 
  std::vector<G4double> waveLengths; 
  std::vector<G4double> cosThetas; 
  std::map<const G4Material*, std::map<G4int, G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector*> > theData; 
  std::set<const G4Material*> bUseScatCoef; 
  std::map<G4int, G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector*> wlMap; 
  std::map<const G4Material*, std::vector<G4double> > wLValues; 
}; 
 
//////////////////// 
// Inline methods 
//////////////////// 
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inline 
G4bool G4OpTissueScatter::IsApplicable(const G4ParticleDefinition& aParticleType) 
{ 
  return ( &aParticleType == G4OpticalPhoton::OpticalPhoton() ); 
} 
 
#endif /* G4OpTissueScatter_h */ 
 

A.6 GAMOS Fluorescence 

// 
// ******************************************************************** 
// * License and Disclaimer                                           * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of * 
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and * 
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file * 
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These * 
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing * 
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this * 
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, * 
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its * 
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above * 
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and * 
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      * 
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or * 
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its * 
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your * 
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          * 
// ******************************************************************** 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Optical Photon Fluorescence Class Implementation 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
// File G4OpTissueFluor.hh 
// Description: Discrete Process -- Fluorescence of Optical Photons 
// Created: 2013-02-22 
// Author: Adam Glaser 
// Based on work from John Paul Archambault, and Peter Gumplinger 
// 
// This subroutine will perform optical fluorescence. 
// 
// mail:  adam.k.glaser@dartmouth.edu 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
#include "G4OpTissueFluor.hh" 
#include "G4ios.hh" 
#include "G4PhysicalConstants.hh" 
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#include "G4SystemOfUnits.hh" 
#include "G4OpProcessSubType.hh" 
#include "GamosCore/GamosBase/Base/include/GmParameterMgr.hh" 
#include "G4WLSTimeGeneratorProfileDelta.hh" 
#include "G4WLSTimeGeneratorProfileExponential.hh" 
#include "CLHEP/Random/RandFlat.h" 
#include "GamosCore/GamosUtils/include/GmGenUtils.hh" 
#include "GamosCore/GamosGenerator/include/GmGenerVerbosityMgr.hh" 
 
G4OpTissueFluor::G4OpTissueFluor(const G4String& processName, G4ProcessType type) 
  : G4VDiscreteProcess(processName, type) 
{ 
  SetProcessSubType(fOpWLS); 
 
  theIntegralTable = 0; 
  
  if (verboseLevel>0) { 
    G4cout << GetProcessName() << " is created " << G4endl; 
  } 
 
  WLSTimeGeneratorProfile =  
       new G4WLSTimeGeneratorProfileDelta("WLSTimeGeneratorProfileDelta"); 
 
  BuildThePhysicsTable(); 
 
} 
 
G4OpTissueFluor::~G4OpTissueFluor() 
{ 
  if (theIntegralTable != 0) { 
    theIntegralTable->clearAndDestroy(); 
    delete theIntegralTable; 
  } 
  delete WLSTimeGeneratorProfile; 
} 
 
//////////// 
// Methods 
//////////// 
 
G4VParticleChange* 
G4OpTissueFluor::PostStepDoIt(const G4Track& aTrack, const G4Step& aStep) 
{ 
   
  const G4Material* aMaterial = aTrack.GetMaterial(); 
   
  G4int materialIndex = aMaterial->GetIndex(); 
 
  G4MaterialPropertiesTable* aMaterialPropertiesTable = 
    aMaterial->GetMaterialPropertiesTable(); 
  if (!aMaterialPropertiesTable) 
    return G4VDiscreteProcess::PostStepDoIt(aTrack, aStep); 
 
  G4double quantum_yield=1.0; 
 
  if (aMaterialPropertiesTable->ConstPropertyExists("FLUOR_QUANTUMYIELD")){  
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 quantum_yield   = aMaterialPropertiesTable-
>GetConstProperty("FLUOR_QUANTUMYIELD"); 
  } 
  else{ 
 G4Exception("G4OpTissueFluor", "No quantum yield specified.", 
                FatalException, 
                "Please add using constant material property FLUOR_QUANTUMYIELD."); 
  } 
 
 
  G4String name = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetStringValue("G4OpTissueFluor:TimeProfile",""); 
  G4String calcType = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetStringValue("G4OpTissueFluor:Method",""); 
   
   if( calcType == "fixed" ) { 
 }  
 else if( calcType == "interpolate" ) { 
 }  
 else { 
     G4Exception("G4OpTissueFluor:Method", 
   "Error in type of calculation",  
     FatalErrorInArgument, 
     G4String("Please specify with /gamos/setParam 
G4OpTissueFluor:Method TYPE. Only options supported: fixed and interpolate, you have selected " 
+ calcType).c_str()); 
 } 
 
  if (name == "delta") 
    { 
      delete WLSTimeGeneratorProfile; 
      WLSTimeGeneratorProfile =  
             new G4WLSTimeGeneratorProfileDelta("delta"); 
    } 
  else if (name == "exponential") 
    { 
      delete WLSTimeGeneratorProfile; 
      WLSTimeGeneratorProfile = 
             new G4WLSTimeGeneratorProfileExponential("exponential"); 
    } 
  else 
    { 
      G4Exception("G4OpTissueFluor", "No Time Profile Specified", 
                  FatalException, 
                  "Please choose delta or exponential by using the command, /gamos/setParam 
G4OpTissueFluor:TimeProfile TYPE"); 
    } 
 
  G4String Qsplit = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetStringValue("G4OpTissueFluor:QSplit","OFF"); 
  G4double theWeight=aTrack.GetWeight();   
 
if (Qsplit == "OFF") { 
 
  G4double quantum_rand = 1.*G4UniformRand(); 
 
  if (quantum_rand >= quantum_yield) { 
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   aParticleChange.Initialize(aTrack); 
 
   aParticleChange.ProposeTrackStatus(fStopAndKill); 
 
   if (verboseLevel>0) { 
     G4cout << "\n** Photon absorbed! **" << G4endl; 
   } 
      return G4VDiscreteProcess::PostStepDoIt(aTrack, aStep); 
  } 
   
  else { 
   
  aParticleChange.Initialize(aTrack); 
   
  aParticleChange.ProposeTrackStatus(fStopAndKill); 
 
  if (verboseLevel>0) { 
    G4cout << "\n** Photon absorbed! **" << G4endl; 
  } 
   
  G4StepPoint* pPostStepPoint = aStep.GetPostStepPoint(); 
     
  if (!aMaterialPropertiesTable) 
    return G4VDiscreteProcess::PostStepDoIt(aTrack, aStep); 
 
  const G4MaterialPropertyVector* WLS_Intensity =  
    aMaterialPropertiesTable->GetProperty("FLUOR_EMISSION");  
 
  if (!WLS_Intensity) 
    return G4VDiscreteProcess::PostStepDoIt(aTrack, aStep); 
   
  G4int numPhotons = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpTissueFluor:NSplit",1); 
 
  aParticleChange.SetNumberOfSecondaries(numPhotons); 
 
  // Retrieve the WLS Integral for this material 
  // new G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector allocated to hold CII's 
 
  G4double WLSTime = 0.*ns; 
 
  if (aMaterialPropertiesTable->ConstPropertyExists("FLUOR_LIFETIME")){  
  WLSTime   = aMaterialPropertiesTable-> 
    GetConstProperty("FLUOR_LIFETIME"); 
  } 
  else { 
 G4Exception("G4OpTissueFluor", "No lifetime specified.", 
                FatalException, 
                "Please add using constant material property FLUOR_LIFETIME."); 
  } 
     
  for (G4int i=0 ; i<numPhotons ; i++) { 
 
    // Determine photon energy 
 G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector* WLSIntegral = NULL; 
 G4double sampledEnergy = 0.0; 
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 WLSIntegral = (G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector*)((*theIntegralTable)(materialIndex)); 
 emissionprob=emissionprobmap[materialIndex]; 
 G4double CIImax = WLSIntegral->GetMaxValue(); 
  
 if (calcType == "interpolate"){ 
  G4double CIIvalue = G4UniformRand()*CIImax; 
        sampledEnergy =  
                      WLSIntegral->GetEnergy(CIIvalue); 
 } 
  
 if (calcType == "fixed"){ 
  G4double pv = CLHEP::RandFlat::shoot(); 
  std::map<G4double,G4double>::iterator ite = emissionprob.upper_bound( pv ); 
  sampledEnergy = (*ite).second; 
 } 
  
 // Generate random photon direction 
 
 G4double Theta = pi*G4UniformRand(); 
 G4double Phi = 2*pi*G4UniformRand(); 
 
 // Create photon momentum direction vector 
 
 G4ParticleMomentum photonMomentum(std::sin(Theta)*std::cos(Phi), 
std::sin(Theta)*std::sin(Phi), std::cos(Theta)); 
 
 // Determine polarization of new photon 
 
 G4double sx = std::cos(Theta)*std::cos(Phi); 
 G4double sy = std::cos(Theta)*std::sin(Phi); 
 G4double sz = -std::sin(Theta); 
 
 G4ThreeVector photonPolarization(sx, sy, sz); 
 
 G4ThreeVector perp = photonMomentum.cross(photonPolarization); 
 
 G4double phi = 2*pi*G4UniformRand(); 
 G4double sinp = std::sin(phi); 
 G4double cosp = std::cos(phi); 
 
 photonPolarization = cosp * photonPolarization + sinp * perp; 
 
 photonPolarization = photonPolarization.unit(); 
     
    // Generate a new photon: 
     
    G4DynamicParticle* aWLSPhoton = 
      new G4DynamicParticle(G4OpticalPhoton::OpticalPhoton(), 
       photonMomentum); 
    aWLSPhoton->SetPolarization 
      (photonPolarization.x(), 
       photonPolarization.y(), 
       photonPolarization.z()); 
     
    aWLSPhoton->SetKineticEnergy(sampledEnergy); 
     
    // Generate new G4Track object: 
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    // Must give position of WLS optical photon 
 
    G4double TimeDelay = WLSTimeGeneratorProfile->GenerateTime(WLSTime); 
    G4double aSecondaryTime = (pPostStepPoint->GetGlobalTime()) + TimeDelay; 
 
    G4ThreeVector aSecondaryPosition = pPostStepPoint->GetPosition(); 
 
    G4Track* aSecondaryTrack =  
      new G4Track(aWLSPhoton,aSecondaryTime,aSecondaryPosition); 
    
    aSecondaryTrack->SetTouchableHandle(aTrack.GetTouchableHandle());  
     
    aSecondaryTrack->SetParentID(aTrack.GetTrackID()); 
     
    aSecondaryTrack->SetWeight(theWeight/numPhotons); 
 
    aParticleChange.AddSecondary(aSecondaryTrack); 
 
  } 
  } 
} 
else if (Qsplit == "ON"){ 
   aParticleChange.Initialize(aTrack); 
 
   aParticleChange.ProposeTrackStatus(fStopAndKill); 
 
   if (verboseLevel>0) { 
     G4cout << "\n** Photon absorbed! **" << G4endl; 
   } 
 
   G4StepPoint* pPostStepPoint = aStep.GetPostStepPoint(); 
 
   if (!aMaterialPropertiesTable) 
     return G4VDiscreteProcess::PostStepDoIt(aTrack, aStep); 
 
   const G4MaterialPropertyVector* WLS_Intensity =  
     aMaterialPropertiesTable->GetProperty("FLUOR_EMISSION");  
 
   if (!WLS_Intensity) 
     return G4VDiscreteProcess::PostStepDoIt(aTrack, aStep); 
 
   G4int numPhotons = GmParameterMgr::GetInstance()-
>GetNumericValue("G4OpTissueFluor:NSplit",1); 
 
   aParticleChange.SetNumberOfSecondaries(numPhotons); 
 
   // Retrieve the WLS Integral for this material 
   // new G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector allocated to hold CII's 
 
   G4double WLSTime = 0.*ns; 
 
   if (aMaterialPropertiesTable->ConstPropertyExists("FLUOR_LIFETIME")){  
   WLSTime   = aMaterialPropertiesTable-> 
     GetConstProperty("FLUOR_LIFETIME"); 
   } 
   else { 
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  G4Exception("G4OpTissueFluor", "No lifetime specified.", 
                 FatalException, 
                 "Please add using constant material property FLUOR_LIFETIME."); 
   } 
 
   for (G4int i=0 ; i<numPhotons ; i++) { 
 
     // Determine photon energy 
  G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector* WLSIntegral = NULL; 
  G4double sampledEnergy = 0.0; 
  WLSIntegral = 
(G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector*)((*theIntegralTable)(materialIndex)); 
  emissionprob=emissionprobmap[materialIndex]; 
  G4double CIImax = WLSIntegral->GetMaxValue(); 
 
  if (calcType == "interpolate"){ 
   G4double CIIvalue = G4UniformRand()*CIImax; 
         sampledEnergy =  
                       WLSIntegral->GetEnergy(CIIvalue); 
  } 
 
  if (calcType == "fixed"){ 
   G4double pv = CLHEP::RandFlat::shoot(); 
   std::map<G4double,G4double>::iterator ite = 
emissionprob.upper_bound( pv ); 
   sampledEnergy = (*ite).second; 
  } 
 
  // Generate random photon direction 
 
  G4double Theta = pi*G4UniformRand(); 
  G4double Phi = 2*pi*G4UniformRand(); 
 
  // Create photon momentum direction vector 
 
  G4ParticleMomentum photonMomentum(std::sin(Theta)*std::cos(Phi), 
std::sin(Theta)*std::sin(Phi), std::cos(Theta)); 
 
  // Determine polarization of new photon 
 
  G4double sx = std::cos(Theta)*std::cos(Phi); 
  G4double sy = std::cos(Theta)*std::sin(Phi); 
  G4double sz = -std::sin(Theta); 
 
  G4ThreeVector photonPolarization(sx, sy, sz); 
 
  G4ThreeVector perp = photonMomentum.cross(photonPolarization); 
 
  G4double phi = 2*pi*G4UniformRand(); 
  G4double sinp = std::sin(phi); 
  G4double cosp = std::cos(phi); 
 
  photonPolarization = cosp * photonPolarization + sinp * perp; 
 
  photonPolarization = photonPolarization.unit(); 
 
     // Generate a new photon: 
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     G4DynamicParticle* aWLSPhoton = 
       new G4DynamicParticle(G4OpticalPhoton::OpticalPhoton(), 
        photonMomentum); 
     aWLSPhoton->SetPolarization 
       (photonPolarization.x(), 
        photonPolarization.y(), 
        photonPolarization.z()); 
 
     aWLSPhoton->SetKineticEnergy(sampledEnergy); 
 
     // Generate new G4Track object: 
 
     // Must give position of WLS optical photon 
 
     G4double TimeDelay = WLSTimeGeneratorProfile->GenerateTime(WLSTime); 
     G4double aSecondaryTime = (pPostStepPoint->GetGlobalTime()) + TimeDelay; 
 
     G4ThreeVector aSecondaryPosition = pPostStepPoint->GetPosition(); 
 
     G4Track* aSecondaryTrack =  
       new G4Track(aWLSPhoton,aSecondaryTime,aSecondaryPosition); 
 
     aSecondaryTrack->SetTouchableHandle(aTrack.GetTouchableHandle());  
 
     aSecondaryTrack->SetParentID(aTrack.GetTrackID()); 
 
     aSecondaryTrack->SetWeight(quantum_yield*theWeight/numPhotons); 
 
     aParticleChange.AddSecondary(aSecondaryTrack); 
      } 
} 
else{ 
 G4Exception("G4OpTissueFluor", "Invalid QSplit option defined.", 
                  FatalException, 
                  "Please choose ON or OFF by using the command, /gamos/setParam 
G4OpTissueFluor:QSplit TYPE"); 
} 
  if (verboseLevel>0) { 
   G4cout << "\n Exiting from G4OpTissueFluor::DoIt -- NumberOfSecondaries = "  
   << aParticleChange.GetNumberOfSecondaries() << G4endl;   
 } 
 return G4VDiscreteProcess::PostStepDoIt(aTrack, aStep); 
} 
void G4OpTissueFluor::BuildThePhysicsTable() 
{ 
 
  if (theIntegralTable) return; 
   
  const G4MaterialTable* theMaterialTable =  
    G4Material::GetMaterialTable(); 
  G4int numOfMaterials = G4Material::GetNumberOfMaterials(); 
   
  // create new physics table 
   
  if(!theIntegralTable)theIntegralTable = new G4PhysicsTable(numOfMaterials); 
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  // loop for materials 
   
  for (G4int i=0 ; i < numOfMaterials; i++) 
    { 
      G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector* aPhysicsOrderedFreeVector = 
 new G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector(); 
       
      // Retrieve vector of WLS wavelength intensity for 
      // the material from the material's optical properties table. 
       
      G4Material* aMaterial = (*theMaterialTable)[i]; 
 
      G4MaterialPropertiesTable* aMaterialPropertiesTable = 
 aMaterial->GetMaterialPropertiesTable(); 
 
      if (aMaterialPropertiesTable) { 
 
 G4MaterialPropertyVector* theWLSVector =  
   aMaterialPropertiesTable->GetProperty("FLUOR_EMISSION"); 
 
 if (theWLSVector) { 
    
   // Retrieve the first intensity point in vector 
   // of (photon energy, intensity) pairs 
    
   G4double currentIN = (*theWLSVector)[0]; 
    
   if (currentIN >= 0.0) { 
 
     // Create first (photon energy)  
     
     G4double currentPM = theWLSVector->Energy(0); 
      
     G4double currentCII = 0.0; 
      
     aPhysicsOrderedFreeVector-> 
       InsertValues(currentPM , currentCII); 
      
     // Set previous values to current ones prior to loop 
      
     G4double prevPM  = currentPM; 
     G4double prevCII = currentCII; 
     G4double prevIN  = currentIN; 
      
     // loop over all (photon energy, intensity) 
     // pairs stored for this material 
 
        for (size_t j = 1; j < theWLSVector->GetVectorLength(); j++)      
     { 
   currentPM = theWLSVector->Energy(j); 
   currentIN = (*theWLSVector)[j]; 
 
     currentCII = 0.5 * (prevIN + currentIN) / 
pow((prevPM+currentPM)/2.0,2.0); 
   
   currentCII = prevCII + 
     (currentPM - prevPM) * currentCII; 
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   aPhysicsOrderedFreeVector-> 
     InsertValues(currentPM, currentCII); 
   
   prevPM  = currentPM; 
   prevCII = currentCII; 
   prevIN  = currentIN; 
     } 
  
    G4double energy = 0.0; 
    std::map<G4double,G4double> temprob; 
   
    for (size_t j = 0; j < theWLSVector->GetVectorLength(); j++) 
    { 
      energy = theWLSVector->Energy(j); 
   temprob[energy]=(*theWLSVector)[j]; 
    } 
 
  //---- Calculate sum of probabilities to normalize  
  std::map<G4double,G4double>::iterator ite; 
  G4double tp = 0.; 
     for(ite = temprob.begin(); ite != temprob.end(); ite++){ 
      tp += (*ite).second; 
     } 
     G4double maxProbInv = 1./tp; 
 
     //--- Get the inverse of probabilities - energies distribution 
     tp = 0.; 
     for(ite = temprob.begin(); ite != temprob.end(); ite++){ 
      G4double prob = (*ite).second;  
        if( prob == 0. && std::distance( temprob.begin(), ite ) == 
G4int(temprob.size())-1 ) { 
         prob = 1.E-10; // for last bin limit the probability is set to 0. by 
convention 
        } 
      tp += prob * maxProbInv; 
      emissionprob[tp] = (*ite).first; 
     } 
  
   } 
 } 
    } 
 // The WLS integral for a given material 
 // will be inserted in the table according to the 
 // position of the material in the material table. 
 emissionprobmap[i]=emissionprob; 
 theIntegralTable->insertAt(i,aPhysicsOrderedFreeVector); 
    } 
} 
 
G4double G4OpTissueFluor::GetMeanFreePath(const G4Track& aTrack, 
              G4double , 
             G4ForceCondition* ) 
{ 
  const G4DynamicParticle* aParticle = aTrack.GetDynamicParticle(); 
  const G4Material* aMaterial = aTrack.GetMaterial(); 
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  G4double thePhotonEnergy = aParticle->GetTotalEnergy(); 
 
  G4MaterialPropertiesTable* aMaterialPropertyTable; 
  G4MaterialPropertyVector* AttenuationLengthVector; 
  
  G4double AttenuationLength = DBL_MAX; 
 
  aMaterialPropertyTable = aMaterial->GetMaterialPropertiesTable(); 
 
  if ( aMaterialPropertyTable ) { 
    AttenuationLengthVector = aMaterialPropertyTable-> 
      GetProperty("FLUOR_ABSCOEF"); 
    if ( AttenuationLengthVector ){ 
      AttenuationLength = AttenuationLengthVector-> 
 Value(thePhotonEnergy); 
    } 
    else { 
    } 
  } 
  else { 
  } 
   
  return AttenuationLength; 
} 
// 
// ******************************************************************** 
// * License and Disclaimer                                           * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of * 
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and * 
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file * 
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These * 
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing * 
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this * 
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, * 
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its * 
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above * 
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and * 
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      * 
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or * 
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its * 
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your * 
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          * 
// ******************************************************************** 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Optical Photon Fluorescence Class Implementation 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
// File G4OpTissueFluor.hh 
// Description: Discrete Process -- Fluorescence of Optical Photons 
// Created: 2013-02-22 
// Author: Adam Glaser 
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// Based on work from John Paul Archambault, and Peter Gumplinger 
// 
// This subroutine will perform optical fluorescence. 
// 
// mail:  adam.k.glaser@dartmouth.edu 
// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
#ifndef G4OpTissueFluor_h 
#define G4OpTissueFluor_h 1 
 
///////////// 
// Includes 
///////////// 
 
#include "globals.hh" 
#include "templates.hh" 
#include "Randomize.hh" 
#include "G4Poisson.hh" 
#include "G4ThreeVector.hh" 
#include "G4ParticleMomentum.hh" 
#include "G4Step.hh" 
#include "G4VDiscreteProcess.hh" 
#include "G4DynamicParticle.hh" 
#include "G4Material.hh" 
#include "G4OpticalPhoton.hh" 
#include "G4PhysicsTable.hh" 
#include "G4MaterialPropertiesTable.hh" 
#include "G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector.hh" 
#include "G4VWLSTimeGeneratorProfile.hh" 
 
// Class Description: 
// Discrete Process -- Bulk absorption of Optical Photons. 
// Class inherits publicly from G4VDiscreteProcess 
// Class Description - End: 
 
///////////////////// 
// Class Definition 
///////////////////// 
 
class G4VWLSTimeGeneratorProfile; 
 
class G4OpTissueFluor : public G4VDiscreteProcess  
{ 
 
public: // Without description 
 
  //////////////////////////////// 
  // Constructors and Destructor 
  //////////////////////////////// 
 
  G4OpTissueFluor(const G4String& processName = "OpTissueFluor", 
                   G4ProcessType type = fOptical); 
 
  ~G4OpTissueFluor(); 
 
  //////////// 
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  // Methods 
  //////////// 
 
public: // With description 
 
  G4bool IsApplicable(const G4ParticleDefinition& aParticleType); 
  // Returns true -> 'is applicable' only for an optical photon. 
 
  G4double GetMeanFreePath(const G4Track& aTrack, 
      G4double , 
      G4ForceCondition* ); 
  // Returns the absorption length for bulk absorption of optical 
  // photons in media with a specified attenuation length. 
 
  G4VParticleChange* PostStepDoIt(const G4Track& aTrack, 
      const G4Step&  aStep); 
  // This is the method implementing bulk absorption of optical 
  // photons. 
 
  G4PhysicsTable* GetIntegralTable() const; 
  // Returns the address of the WLS integral table. 
 
  void DumpPhysicsTable() const; 
  // Prints the WLS integral table. 
 
  void UseTimeProfile(const G4String name); 
  // Selects the time profile generator 
 
private: 
   
  void BuildThePhysicsTable(); 
  std::map<G4double,G4double> emissionprob; 
  std::map<G4int, std::map<G4double,G4double> > emissionprobmap; 
  // Is the WLS integral table; 
 
protected: 
 
  G4VWLSTimeGeneratorProfile* WLSTimeGeneratorProfile; 
  G4PhysicsTable* theIntegralTable; 
 
}; 
 
//////////////////// 
// Inline methods 
//////////////////// 
 
inline 
G4bool G4OpTissueFluor::IsApplicable(const G4ParticleDefinition& aParticleType) 
{ 
   return ( &aParticleType == G4OpticalPhoton::OpticalPhoton() ); 
} 
 
inline 
G4PhysicsTable* G4OpTissueFluor::GetIntegralTable() const 
{ 
  return theIntegralTable; 
} 
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inline 
void G4OpTissueFluor::DumpPhysicsTable() const 
{ 
  G4int PhysicsTableSize = theIntegralTable->entries(); 
  G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector *v; 
  
  for (G4int i = 0 ; i < PhysicsTableSize ; i++ ) 
    { 
      v = (G4PhysicsOrderedFreeVector*)(*theIntegralTable)[i]; 
      v->DumpValues(); 
    } 
} 
 
#endif /* G4OpTissueFluor_h */ 
 

A.7    Shell Script Batch Submission Routines 

Example usage.  Place all three of these files in the directory with your GAMOS files and type 
startjobs.sh ARG1 ARG2 ARG3… where the arguments are inputs to the startjobs.sh file. 
 
----------------------------------------- pbs_script.single ---------------------------------- 
 
#!/bin/bash -l 
# declare a name for this job to be my_serial_job 
#PBS -N NAME 
 
# request the queue (enter the possible names, if omitted, default is the default) 
# this job is going to use the testq 
#PBS -q default 
 
# request 1 node 
#PBS -l nodes=NODES:ppn=PROCESSORS 
#PBS -l feature=CELL 
 
# request 0 hours and 15 minutes of wall time 
# (Default is 1 hour without this directive) 
#PBS -l walltime=HOURS 
 
# mail is sent to you when the job starts and when it terminates or aborts  
#PBS -m bea 
 
# specify your email address  
#PBS -M adam.k.glaser@dartmouth.edu 
 
# By default, PBS scripts execute in your home directory, not the 
# directory from which they were submitted. The following line 
# places the job in the directory from which the job was submitted.  
cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR 
 
# run the program using the relative path  
 
source ./script.sh 
 
exit 0 
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----------------------------------------- startjobs.sh ---------------------------------- 
 
#!/bin/bash 
###TO USE THIS SCRIPT, TYPE, FOR EXAMPLE: sh starjobs NAME NJOBS HOURS 
PROCESSORS NODES CELL 
 
### SET THE VARIABLES TO BE READ FROM THE COMMAND LINE 
NAME=$1 ### JOB ROOT NAME 
NPARALLEL=$2 ### NUMBER OF PARALLEL JOBS TO EXECUTE 
HOURS=$3 ### HOURS OF WALLTIME TO REQUEST 
PROCESSORS=$4 ### NUMBER OF PROCESSORS TO REQUEST 
NODES=$5 ### NUMBER OF NODES TO REQUEST 
CELL=$6 ### CELL TO REQUEST 
NEV=$7 ## NUMBER OF EVENTS TOTAL 
PERJOB=$8 ## EVENTS PER JOB 
ENERGY=$9 ## ENERGY 
NJOBS=$(($NEV/$PERJOB)) 
while  
 test $NJOBS -lt 1 
  do 
  NJOBS=1 
 done 
  
#CREATE THE PBS FILE 
awk -v nj=$nj -v NAME=$NAME -v NODES=$NODES -v PROCESSORS=$PROCESSORS -v 
HOURS=$HOURS -v CELL=$CELL -v ENERGY=$ENERGY '{ 
if($2=="-N") {printf("%s %s %s\n",$1, $2, NAME)} 
else if($3=="nodes=NODES:ppn=PROCESSORS") {printf("%s %s %s\n",$1, $2, 
"nodes="NODES":ppn="PROCESSORS)} 
else if($3=="walltime=HOURS") {printf("%s %s %s\n",$1, $2, "walltime="HOURS":00:00")} 
else if($3=="feature=CELL") {printf("%s %s %s\n",$1, $2, "feature="CELL)} 
else if($1=="source") {printf("%s %s\n",$1, "./script_"ENERGY".sh")} 
else { print $0 } 
}' "./pbs_script.single" > $NAME".single" 
 
# CREATE THE PARALLEL SCRIPT 
rm -f "script_"$ENERGY".sh" 
echo "#!/bin/bash" >> "script_"$ENERGY".sh" 
echo "source ~/gamos/GAMOS.4.0.0/config/confgamos.sh" >> "script_"$ENERGY".sh" 
for ((n = 1; n<NPARALLEL; n++)) 
 do 
  echo "sh sendjobs" $(($n+1000)) $PERJOB $NJOBS $n $((($n-1)*$PERJOB)) 
$ENERGY "&" >> "script_"$ENERGY".sh" 
  echo "sleep 1m" >> "script_"$ENERGY".sh" 
 done 
echo "sh sendjobs" $(($n+1000)) $PERJOB $NJOBS $n $((($n-1)*$PERJOB)) $ENERGY >> 
"script_"$ENERGY".sh" 
echo "sleep 1m" >> "script_"$ENERGY".sh" 
 
# RUN THE PBS SCRIPT 
qsub $NAME".single" 
 
----------------------------------------- sendjobs.sh ---------------------------------- 
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#!/bin/bash 
###TO USE THIS SCRIPT, TYPE, FOR EXAMPLE: sh sendjobs PARTICLE ENERGY SEED 
NEV JOBS 
source ~/gamos/GAMOS.4.0.0/config/confgamos.sh 
### SET THE VARIABLES TO BE READ FROM THE COMMAND LINE 
 
SEED=$1 ## RANDOM SEED NUMBER ex. 1111 
NEV=$2 ## NUMBER OF EVENTS PER JOB 
NJOBS=$3 ## NUMBER OF JOBS TO RUN 
NPARALLEL=$4 ## PARALLEL NUMBER 
NSKIP=$5 ## SKIP N EVENTS IN PHSP 
ENERGY=$6 
### START THE LOOP OF THE NUMBER OF JOBS 
nj=0 
while  
 test $nj -lt $NJOBS 
 do 
  ### SET THE SUFFIX OF THE OUTPUT FILES 
     SUFFIX="_"$ENERGY"_ITERATION"$nj"_"$NPARALLEL 
    echo " SUFFIX = $SUFFIX " 
  ### COPY THE INPUT FILE INTO A NEW ONE (SO THAT YOU CAN 
KEEP TRACK OF THE DIFFERENT FILES THAT ARE RUN) 
    new_inputfile="transport"$SUFFIX 
    log_inputfile=$new_inputfile".log" 
    echo " The new input file = " $new_inputfile 
  ### SUBSTITUTE IN THE NEW INPUT FILE THE VARIABLES FROM 
THE COMMAND LINE 
    awk -v PARTICLE=$PARTICLE -v ENERGY=$ENERGY -v SEED=$SEED -
v NEV=$NEV -v nj=$nj -v SUFFIX=$SUFFIX -v NSKIP=$NSKIP -v ENERGY=$ENERGY '{ 
     if($1=="/run/beamOn") {printf("%s %s \n",$1, NEV) }       
     else if ($1=="/gamos/random/setSeeds") {printf("%s %s %s\n",$1, SEED, SEED+nj) } 
  else if($2=="RTGeneratorPhaseSpace:NEventsSkip") {printf("%s %s 
%s\n",$1,$2,NSKIP) } 
  else if($2=="GmAnalysisMgr:FileNameSuffix") {printf("%s %s %s\n",$1, 
$2,SUFFIX) } 
  else if($1=="/gamos/generator/addSingleParticleSource") {printf("%s %s %s 
%s\n",$1, $2, $3, ENERGY) } 
     else { print $0 } 
    }' "./transport.in" > $new_inputfile".in" 
 
  ## RUN JOB IN FOREGROUND 
  gamos $new_inputfile".in" 2>&1 | tee $log_inputfile 
  sleep 1m 
 
  ### INCREMENT THE JOB NUMBER BY 1 
  nj=$(($nj + 1)) 
  SEED=$(($SEED + 1)) 
done 
 

A.8     MATLAB GAMOS Material Properties Table Maker 

function []=mpt_maker(filename,mptname,mptmaterial,lambda,lambda_unit,varargin) 
 
%mpt_maker Makes optical inputs for GEANT4/GAMOS optical package 
% []=mpt_maker(filename,mptname,lambda,lambda_unit,varargin) 
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% 
% The first argument is the name of the .txt file containing the material  
% properties table outputs. The second argument is the name of the material  
% property table, the third the material to attach the table to.  
% The fourth input is the wavelength vector, and five input the wavelength  
% unit specification. 
%  
% Units are defined in the following way '*unit'.  For inverse length units,  
% place a '/' followed by the desired length unit (e.g., */mm, */cm, */um, etc.) 
%  
% This varargin supports the following inputs 
%  
% ('refractive index',RINDEX vector) - the input following 
% the 'refractive index' tag must be the RINDEX vector. 
%  
% ('absorption',ABSCOEF vector, unit) - the input following 
% the 'absorption' tag must be the ABSCOEF vector followed by the unit. 
%  
% ('rayleigh',RAYLEIGH_SCATCOEF vector, unit) - the input following the 'rayleigh'  
% tag must be the RAYLEIGH_SCATCOEF vector followed by the unit. 
%  
% ('modified rayleigh',RAYLEIGH_MHG_SCATCOEF vector, unit) - the input following  
% the 'modified rayleigh' tag must be the RAYLEIGH_MHG_SCATCOEF vector followed by  
% the unit. 
%  
% ('henyey-greenstein',MIE_SCATCOEF vector, unit, MIE_GVALUE vector) - the input  
% following  the 'henyey-greenstein' tag must be the MIE_SCATCOEF vector  
% followed by the unit, followed by the GVALUE vector. 
%  
% ('modified henyey-greenstein',MHG_SCATCOEF vector, unit, MHG_GVALUE vector, MHG 
alpha value)  
% - the input following  the 'modified henyey-greenstein' tag must be the MHG_SCATCOEF  
% vector followed by the unit, followed by the GVALUE vector, followed by the ALPHAVALUE  
% vector. 
%  
% ('user-scattering',USER_SCAT vector, unit, cos(theta) vector, wavelength vector, wavelength unit, 
P[wavelength, cos(theta)] vector)  
% - the input following  the 'user-scattering' tag must be the USER_SCATCOEF  
% vector followed by the unit, followed by the cos(theta), wavelength, and P[wavelength,cos(theta)] 
2D phase function. 
% The phase function will be output in a file phase_function.mptmaterialname.txt to be called into  
% the simulation.in file. 
%  
% ('fluorescence',FLUOR_ABSCOEF vector, unit, FLUOR_EMISSION vector, quantum yield, 
lifetime, unit)  
% - the input following  the 'fluorescence' tag must be the ABS_COEF  
% vector followed by the unit, followed by the emission vector, followed by the quantum yield, 
% followed by the lifetime, followed by the lifetime unit.  The emission spectrum 
% will be output in a file spectrum.txt to be called into the simulation .in file. 
%  
% 
% ('scintillation', SCINTILLATIONYIELD, RESOLUTIONSCALE, YIELDRATIO, 
% SLOWCOMPONENT vector, FASTCOMPONENT vector, SLOWTIMECONSTANT, unit, 
% FASTTIMECONSTANT, unit) 
% - the input following  the 'scintllation' tag must be the SCINTILLATION 
% YIELD which is in units of photons/MeV, RESOLUTIONSCALE which indicates 
% the standard deviation in number of photons released per a normal 
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% distribution about SCINTILLATIONYIELD, i.e. 
% sigmaN=RESOLUTIONSCALE*sqrt(Eavg*SCINTILLATIONYIELD) where sigmaN is the 
% standard deviation in number of emitted photons/MeV and Eavg is the 
% average scintillation photon energy.  YIELDRATIO must then be defined 
% which scales between 0-1.0 and indicates the proportional ammount of the 
% fast versus total emission.  The two types of emission (slow and fast) 
% are defined by their emission spectra, SLOWCOMPONENT and FASTCOMPONENT, 
% as well as their exponential lifetimes, SLOWTIMECONSTANT and 
% FASTTIMECONSTANT. 
% 
% Examples: 
%  
%     mpt_maker('test','mpt1','G4_WATER',linspace(400,800,100),'*wvnm','refractive 
index',1.33*ones(100,1),'absorption',0.1*ones(100,1),'*/mm','rayleigh', ...  
%     
ones(100,1),'*/mm','fluorescence',normpdf(linspace(400,800,100),500,25),'*/mm',normpdf(linspace(4
00,800,100),600,25),0.1,10,'*ns'); 
%      
%     mpt_maker('test','mpt1','G4_WATER',linspace(400,800,100),'*wvnm','refractive 
%     index',1.33*ones(100,1), 'user-scattering', 1.0*ones(100,1),'*/mm', 
%     linspace(-1,1,100), linspace(400,800,100), '*wvnm', ones(100,100)); 
% 
% $ Written by Adam Glaser 
% $ Last modified 2/22/2013 
 
fid=fopen([filename '.txt'],'w'); 
fprintf(fid,[':MATE_PROPERTIES_TABLE ' mptname]); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
energies=lambda; 
mpt_energies=[':MATEPT_ADD_WAVELENGTHS ' mptname ' ']; 
if lambda_unit(1)~='*' 
    error('No wavelength unit specified, please specify with *unit.'); 
end 
for i=1:length(energies) 
    mpt_energies=[mpt_energies num2str(energies(i), '%3.9f') lambda_unit ' ']; 
    if rem(i,10)==0 
        mpt_energies=[mpt_energies '\n']; 
    end 
end 
fprintf(fid,mpt_energies); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
RINDEX_flag=0; 
 
for i=1:length(varargin) 
    arg=varargin{i}; 
    if strcmp(varargin(i),'refractive index')==1 
        mpt_rindex=[':MATEPT_ADD_PROPERTY ' mptname ' RINDEX ']; 
        rindex=varargin{i+1}; 
        if isnumeric(rindex)==0 
            error('No RINDEX specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(rindex)~=length(energies) 
            error('Number of RINDEX entries does not match number wavelength entries.'); 
        end 
        for j=1:length(rindex) 
            mpt_rindex=[mpt_rindex num2str(rindex(j), '%3.9f') ' ']; 
            if rem(j,10)==0 
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                mpt_rindex=[mpt_rindex '\n']; 
            end 
        end 
    fprintf(fid,mpt_rindex); 
    fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
    RINDEX_flag=1; 
     
    elseif strcmp(varargin(i),'absorption')==1 
        mpt_abscoef=[':MATEPT_ADD_PROPERTY ' mptname ' ABSCOEF ']; 
        abscoef=varargin{i+1}+1e-9; 
        if isnumeric(abscoef)==0 
            error('No ABSCOEF specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(abscoef)~=length(energies) 
            error('Number of ABSCOEF entries does not match number wavelength entries.'); 
        end 
        if length(find(abscoef==0)>0) 
            error('ABSCOEF cannot equal 0.'); 
        end 
        abscoef_unit=varargin{i+2}; 
        if abscoef_unit(1)~='*' 
            error('No ABSCOEF unit specified, please specify with *unit.'); 
        end 
        for j=1:length(abscoef) 
            mpt_abscoef=[mpt_abscoef num2str(abscoef(j), '%3.9f') abscoef_unit ' ']; 
            if rem(j,10)==0 
                mpt_abscoef=[mpt_abscoef '\n']; 
            end 
        end 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_abscoef); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
     
    elseif strcmp(varargin(i),'rayleigh')==1 
        mpt_rayleigh_scatcoef=[':MATEPT_ADD_PROPERTY ' mptname ' 
RAYLEIGH_SCATCOEF ']; 
        rayleigh_scatcoef=varargin{i+1}; 
        if isnumeric(rayleigh_scatcoef)==0 
            error('No RAYLEIGH_SCATCOEF specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(rayleigh_scatcoef)~=length(energies) 
            error('Number of RAYLEIGH_SCATCOEF entries does not match number wavelength 
entries.'); 
        end 
        if length(find(rayleigh_scatcoef==0)>0) 
            error('RAYLEIGH_SCATCOEF cannot equal 0.'); 
        end 
        rayleigh_scatcoef_unit=varargin{i+2}; 
        if rayleigh_scatcoef_unit(1)~='*' 
            error('No RAYLEIGH_SCATCOEF unit specified, please specify with *unit.'); 
        end 
        for j=1:length(rayleigh_scatcoef) 
            mpt_rayleigh_scatcoef=[mpt_rayleigh_scatcoef num2str(rayleigh_scatcoef(j), '%3.9f') 
rayleigh_scatcoef_unit ' ']; 
            if rem(j,10)==0 
                mpt_rayleigh_scatcoef=[mpt_rayleigh_scatcoef '\n']; 
            end 
        end 
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        fprintf(fid,mpt_rayleigh_scatcoef); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
    elseif strcmp(varargin(i),'modified rayleigh')==1 
        mpt_rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef=[':MATEPT_ADD_PROPERTY ' mptname ' 
RAYLEIGH_MHG_SCATCOEF ']; 
        rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef=varargin{i+1}; 
        if isnumeric(rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef)==0 
            error('No RAYLEIGH_MHG_SCATCOEF specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef)~=length(energies) 
            error('Number of RAYLEIGH_MHG_SCATCOEF entries does not match number 
wavelength entries.'); 
        end 
        if length(find(rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef==0)>0) 
            error('RAYLEIGH_MHG_SCATCOEF cannot equal 0.'); 
        end 
        rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef_unit=varargin{i+2}; 
        if rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef_unit(1)~='*' 
            error('No RAYLEIGH_MHG_SCATCOEF unit specified, please specify with *unit.'); 
        end 
        for j=1:length(rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef) 
            mpt_rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef=[mpt_rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef num2str(rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef(j), 
'%3.9f') rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef_unit ' ']; 
            if rem(j,10)==0 
                mpt_rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef=[mpt_rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef '\n']; 
            end 
        end 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_rayleigh_mhg_scatcoef); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
    elseif strcmp(varargin(i),'henyey-greenstein')==1 
        mpt_mie_scatcoef=[':MATEPT_ADD_PROPERTY ' mptname ' MIE_SCATCOEF ']; 
        mie_scatcoef=varargin{i+1}; 
        if isnumeric(mie_scatcoef)==0 
            error('No MIE_SCATCOEF specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(mie_scatcoef)~=length(energies) 
            error('Number of MIE_SCATCOEF entries does not match number wavelength entries.'); 
        end 
        if length(find(mie_scatcoef==0)>0) 
            error('MIE_SCATCOEF cannot equal 0.'); 
        end 
        mie_scatcoef_unit=varargin{i+2}; 
        if mie_scatcoef_unit(1)~='*' 
            error('No MIE_SCATCOEF unit specified, please specify with *unit.'); 
        end 
        for j=1:length(mie_scatcoef) 
            mpt_mie_scatcoef=[mpt_mie_scatcoef num2str(mie_scatcoef(j), '%3.9f') mie_scatcoef_unit ' 
']; 
            if rem(j,10)==0 
                mpt_mie_scatcoef=[mpt_mie_scatcoef '\n']; 
            end 
        end 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_mie_scatcoef); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
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        mpt_mie_gvalue=[':MATEPT_ADD_PROPERTY ' mptname ' MIE_GVALUE ']; 
        mie_gvalue=varargin{i+3}; 
        if isnumeric(mie_gvalue)==0 
            error('No MIE_GVALUE specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(mie_gvalue)~=length(energies) 
            error('Number of MIE_GVALUE entries does not match number wavelength entries.'); 
        end 
        for j=1:length(mie_gvalue) 
            mpt_mie_gvalue=[mpt_mie_gvalue num2str(mie_gvalue(j), '%3.9f') ' ']; 
            if rem(j,10)==0 
                mpt_mie_gvalue=[mpt_mie_gvalue '\n']; 
            end 
        end 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_mie_gvalue); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
    elseif strcmp(varargin(i),'modified henyey-greenstein')==1 
        mpt_mhg_scatcoef=[':MATEPT_ADD_PROPERTY ' mptname ' MHG_SCATCOEF ']; 
        mhg_scatcoef=varargin{i+1}; 
        if isnumeric(mhg_scatcoef)==0 
            error('No mhg_scatcoef specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(mhg_scatcoef)~=length(energies) 
            error('Number of MHG_SCATCOEF entries does not match number wavelength entries.'); 
        end 
        if length(find(mhg_scatcoef==0)>0) 
            error('MHG_SCATCOEF cannot equal 0.'); 
        end 
        mhg_scatcoef_unit=varargin{i+2}; 
        if mhg_scatcoef_unit(1)~='*' 
            error('No MHG_SCATCOEF unit specified, please specify with *unit.'); 
        end 
        for j=1:length(mhg_scatcoef) 
            mpt_mhg_scatcoef=[mpt_mhg_scatcoef num2str(mhg_scatcoef(j), '%3.9f') 
mhg_scatcoef_unit ' ']; 
            if rem(j,10)==0 
                mpt_mhg_scatcoef=[mpt_mhg_scatcoef '\n']; 
            end 
        end 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_mhg_scatcoef); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
        mpt_mie_gvalue=[':MATEPT_ADD_PROPERTY ' mptname ' MHG_GVALUE ']; 
        mhg_gvalue=varargin{i+3}; 
        if isnumeric(mhg_gvalue)==0 
            error('No MHG_GVALUE specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(mhg_gvalue)~=length(energies) 
            error('Number of MHG_GVALUE entries does not match number wavelength entries.'); 
        end 
        for j=1:length(mhg_gvalue) 
            mpt_mhg_gvalue=[mpt_mhg_gvalue num2str(mhg_gvalue(j), '%3.9f') ' ']; 
            if rem(j,10)==0 
                mpt_mhg_gvalue=[mpt_mhg_gvalue '\n']; 
            end 
        end 
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        fprintf(fid,mpt_mhg_gvalue); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
        mpt_mie_gvalue=[':MATEPT_ADD_PROPERTY ' mptname ' MHG_ALPAVALUE ']; 
        mhg_alphavalue=varargin{i+4}; 
        if isnumeric(mhg_alphavalue)==0 
            error('No MHG_ALPAVALUE specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(mhg_alphavalue)~=length(energies) 
            error('Number of MHG_ALPAVALUE entries does not match number wavelength entries.'); 
        end 
        for j=1:length(mhg_alphavalue) 
            mpt_mhg_alphavalue=[mpt_mhg_alphavalue num2str(mhg_alphavalue(j), '%3.9f') ' ']; 
            if rem(j,10)==0 
                mpt_mhg_alphavalue=[mpt_mhg_alphavalue '\n']; 
            end 
        end 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_mhg_alphavalue); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
     
    elseif strcmp(varargin(i),'user-scattering')==1 
         
        mpt_user_scatcoef=[':MATEPT_ADD_PROPERTY ' mptname ' USER_SCATCOEF ']; 
        user_scatcoef=varargin{i+1}; 
        if isnumeric(user_scatcoef)==0 
            error('No USER_SCATCOEF specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(user_scatcoef)~=length(energies) 
            error('Number of USER_SCATCOEF entries does not match number wavelength entries.'); 
        end 
        if length(find(user_scatcoef==0)>0) 
            error('USER_SCATCOEF cannot equal 0.'); 
        end 
        user_scatcoef_unit=varargin{i+2}; 
        if user_scatcoef_unit(1)~='*' 
            error('No USER_SCATCOEF unit specified, please specify with *unit.'); 
        end 
        for j=1:length(user_scatcoef) 
            mpt_user_scatcoef=[mpt_user_scatcoef num2str(user_scatcoef(j), '%3.9f') user_scatcoef_unit 
' ']; 
            if rem(j,10)==0 
                mpt_user_scatcoef=[mpt_user_scatcoef '\n']; 
            end 
        end 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_user_scatcoef); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
        usercostheta=varargin{i+3}; 
        userwavelength=varargin{i+4}; 
        userwavelength_unit=varargin{i+5}; 
        userprob=varargin{i+6}; 
        if user_scatcoef_unit(1)~='*' 
            error('No wavelength unit specified, please specify with *unit.'); 
        end 
        if isnumeric(usercostheta)==0 
            error('No cos(theta) specified.'); 
        end 
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        if isnumeric(userwavelength)==0 
            error('No wavelength specified.'); 
        end 
        if isnumeric(userprob)==0 
            error('No probability map specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(size(userprob))~=2 
            error('Please specify the probability as P[wavelength,cos(theta)] where each row is the 
cos(theta) probability for a single wavelength.'); 
        end 
        if max(usercostheta)>1 
            error('Max cos(theta)>1. Please enter in terms of cos(theta) not theta.'); 
        end 
        if max(usercostheta)<-1 
            error('Max cos(theta)<-1. Please enter in terms of cos(theta) not theta.'); 
        end 
        if length(usercostheta)*length(userwavelength)~=numel(userprob) 
            error('Number of cos(theta) and wavelength entries does not match number 
P[wavelength,cos(theta)] entries.'); 
        end 
        fid2=fopen(['phase_function.' mptmaterial '.txt'],'w'); 
        fprintf(fid2,':COSTHETA '); 
        for j=1:length(usercostheta) 
            fprintf(fid2,[num2str(usercostheta(j),'%3.9f') ' ']); 
        end 
        fprintf(fid2,'\n'); 
        fprintf(fid2,':WAVELENGTH '); 
        for j=1:length(userwavelength) 
            fprintf(fid2,[num2str(userwavelength(j),'%3.9f') userwavelength_unit ' ']); 
        end 
        fprintf(fid2,'\n'); 
        for j=1:size(userprob,1) 
            costhetaline=[]; 
            for k=1:size(userprob,2) 
            costhetaline=[costhetaline num2str(userprob(j,k),'%3.9f') ' ']; 
            end 
            fprintf(fid2,costhetaline); 
            fprintf(fid2,'\n'); 
        end 
        fprintf(fid2,':ENDFILE'); 
        fclose(fid2); 
         
    elseif strcmp(varargin(i),'fluorescence')==1 
        mpt_fluorabscoef=[':MATEPT_ADD_PROPERTY ' mptname ' FLUOR_ABSCOEF ']; 
        fluorabscoef=varargin{i+1}+1e-9; 
        if isnumeric(fluorabscoef)==0 
            error('No FLUOR_ABSCOEF specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(fluorabscoef)~=length(energies) 
            error('Number of FLUOR_ABSCOEF entries does not match number wavelength entries.'); 
        end 
        if length(find(fluorabscoef==0)>0) 
            error('FLUOR_ABSCOEF cannot equal 0.'); 
        end 
        fluorabscoef_unit=varargin{i+2}; 
        if fluorabscoef_unit(1)~='*' 
            error('No FLUOR_ABSCOEF unit specified, please specify with *unit.'); 
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        end 
        for j=1:length(fluorabscoef) 
            mpt_fluorabscoef=[mpt_fluorabscoef num2str(fluorabscoef(j), '%3.9f') fluorabscoef_unit ' ']; 
            if rem(j,10)==0 
                mpt_fluorabscoef=[mpt_fluorabscoef '\n']; 
            end 
        end 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_fluorabscoef); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
        mpt_fluoremission=[':MATEPT_ADD_PROPERTY ' mptname ' FLUOR_EMISSION ']; 
        fluoremission=varargin{i+3}; 
        if isnumeric(fluoremission)==0 
            error('No emission spectrum specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(fluoremission)~=length(energies) 
            error('Number of emission spectrum entries does not match number wavelength entries.'); 
        end 
        for j=1:length(fluoremission) 
            mpt_fluoremission=[mpt_fluoremission num2str(fluoremission(j), '%3.9f') ' ']; 
            if rem(j,10)==0 
                mpt_fluoremission=[mpt_fluoremission '\n']; 
            end 
        end 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_fluoremission); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
        fluorqy=varargin{i+4}; 
        if isnumeric(fluorqy)==0 
            error('No FLUOR_QUANTUMYIELD specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(fluorqy)>1 
            error('FLUOR_QUANTUMYIELD should be a single number.'); 
        end 
        mpt_fluorqy=[':MATEPT_ADD_CONST_PROPERTY ' mptname ' 
FLUOR_QUANTUMYIELD ' num2str(fluorqy, '%3.9f')]; 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_fluorqy); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
        fluort=varargin{i+5}; 
        if isnumeric(fluort)==0 
            error('No FLUORABS_LIFETIME specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(fluort)>1 
            error('FLUOR_LIFETIME should be a single number.'); 
        end 
        fluort_unit=varargin{i+6}; 
        if fluort_unit(1)~='*' 
            error('No FLUOR_LIFETIME unit specified, please specify with *unit.'); 
        end 
        mpt_fluort=[':MATEPT_ADD_CONST_PROPERTY ' mptname ' FLUOR_LIFETIME ' 
num2str(fluort, '%3.9f') fluort_unit]; 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_fluort); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
    elseif strcmp(varargin(i),'scintillation')==1 
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        yield=varargin{i+1}; 
        if isnumeric(yield)==0 
            error('No SCINTILLATIONYIELD specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(yield)>1 
            error('SCINTILLATIONYIELD should be a single number.'); 
        end 
        mpt_yield=[':MATEPT_ADD_CONST_PROPERTY ' mptname ' SCINTILLATIONYIELD ' 
num2str(yield, '%3.9f') '1/MeV']; 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_yield); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
        resolution=varargin{i+2}; 
        if isnumeric(resolution)==0 
            error('No RESOLUTIONSCALE specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(resolution)>1 
            error('RESOLUTIONSCALE should be a single number.'); 
        end 
        mpt_resolution=[':MATEPT_ADD_CONST_PROPERTY ' mptname ' 
RESOLUTIONSCALE ' num2str(resolution, '%3.9f')]; 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_resolution); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
        ratio=varargin{i+3}; 
        if isnumeric(ratio)==0 
            error('No YIELDRATIO specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(ratio)>1 
            error('YIELDRATIO should be a single number.'); 
        end 
        mpt_ratio=[':MATEPT_ADD_CONST_PROPERTY ' mptname ' YIELDRATIO ' 
num2str(ratio, '%3.9f')]; 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_ratio); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
        mpt_slowcomp=[':MATEPT_ADD_PROPERTY ' mptname ' SLOWCOMPONENT ']; 
        slowcomp=varargin{i+4}; 
        if isnumeric(slowcomp)==0 
            error('No SLOWCOMPONENT specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(slowcomp)~=length(energies) 
            error('Number of SLOWCOMPONENT entries does not match number wavelength 
entries.'); 
        end 
        for j=1:length(slowcomp) 
            mpt_slowcomp=[mpt_slowcomp num2str(slowcomp(j), '%3.9f') ' ']; 
            if rem(j,10)==0 
                mpt_slowcomp=[mpt_slowcomp '\n']; 
            end 
        end 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_slowcomp); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n');  
         
        mpt_fastcomp=[':MATEPT_ADD_PROPERTY ' mptname ' FASTCOMPONENT ']; 
        fastcomp=varargin{i+5}; 
        if isnumeric(fastcomp)==0 
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            error('No FASTCOMPONENT specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(fastcomp)~=length(energies) 
            error('Number of FASTCOMPONENT entries does not match number wavelength entries.'); 
        end 
        for j=1:length(fastcomp) 
            mpt_fastcomp=[mpt_fastcomp num2str(fastcomp(j), '%3.9f') ' ']; 
            if rem(j,10)==0 
                mpt_fastcomp=[mpt_fastcomp '\n']; 
            end 
        end 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_fastcomp); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
        tslow=varargin{i+6}; 
        if isnumeric(tslow)==0 
            error('No SLOWTIMECONSTANT specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(tslow)>1 
            error('SLOWTIMECONSTANT should be a single number.'); 
        end 
        tslow_unit=varargin{i+7}; 
        if tslow_unit(1)~='*' 
            error('No SLOWTIMECONSTANT unit specified, please specify with *unit.'); 
        end 
        mpt_tslow=[':MATEPT_ADD_CONST_PROPERTY ' mptname ' SLOWTIMECONSTANT ' 
num2str(tslow, '%3.9f') tslow_unit]; 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_tslow); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
        tfast=varargin{i+8}; 
        if isnumeric(tfast)==0 
            error('No FASTTIMECONSTANT specified.'); 
        end 
        if length(tfast)>1 
            error('FASTTIMECONSTANT should be a single number.'); 
        end 
        tfast_unit=varargin{i+9}; 
        if tfast_unit(1)~='*' 
            error('No FASTTIMECONSTANT unit specified, please specify with *unit.'); 
        end 
        mpt_tfast=[':MATEPT_ADD_CONST_PROPERTY ' mptname ' FASTTIMECONSTANT ' 
num2str(tfast, '%3.9f') tfast_unit]; 
        fprintf(fid,mpt_tfast); 
        fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
         
    elseif isnumeric(varargin{i})==1 
     
    elseif strcmp(arg(1),'*')==1 
     
    else 
        error('Unknown material properties table input.  Please use refractive index, absorption, rayleigh, 
modified rayleigh, henyey-greenstien, modified henyey-greenstein, user-scattering, or fluorescence.'); 
    end 
end 
if RINDEX_flag==0 
    error('Error, no refractive index specified.'); 
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end 
fprintf(fid,[':MATEPT_ATTACH_TO_MATERIAL ' mptname ' ' mptmaterial]); 
fclose(fid); 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 




